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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Wednesday, May 31, 1922.
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Flashes Across the Wire a i
Winner, Averaging 94.48

0

.

Miles an. .Hour;
Finishes Second.
(By l'h

PRESIDENT HAR BlfiG ACCEPTS
H RATION'S HAM
IE

Hartz

.

Af.jp

.V.wiulrVI PreM.i

Imlianupolis, May SO (by the Associated Press).
Leading from
start to finish. Jimmv Muruhv of
Los Angeles, Calif., winner of the
1921 French Grand Prix, carved
his name deeper in the hall of m' 4?o
fl.,..!
irtr fnmA tntnu
across tho wire a winner of.

IP

V.

Senators, Representatives, Cabinet Officers,
Admirals, Generals and People From All
Walks cf Life Attend Ceremonies at Washington; Veterans of the Civil War Are Given
Place of Honor.
Washington, May 30, (By the Associated Press.)
The homage of a people was poured out today at the
shrine erected by a decade of patient labor to Abraham
Lincoln. Uncle? the thoughtful gaze of his marble likeness, dim in the shadowy background of the gleaming
white temple his countrymen have raised to him, thousands of Americans were gathered.
Men great in the councils of the nation were there.
The president came to accept in the nation's name, the
memorial reared at the river brim. A former president
came gladly to give accounting of his trust as head of the
commission that saw the great work to its completion.
Senators, representatives, cabinet officers, admirals and
generals all were there; but it was not these, lavish as
were their tributes to the great dead who made the day
historic in American annals. It was the swelling' tide of
humble people who stood for hours under a blazing sun
to claim this temple of freedom and the man whose mem
ory it enshrines as their own
Far as the eye could reach from

ray-cla- d

veterans and recalled that

of the memorial, twice since Lincoln died, men of
Americans were spread over tha the southern states, sons of such
lawns ana clustering
under the men as these old warriors, had
trees that graco the setting. ""How come in their strength to fight for
many may have been there to hear the flag to wweh their fathers rethe words of the speakers, caught turned nfter he bitter sixties.
up and flung to far distances by
Southern Stales Honor mm.
the amplifiers that studded the
"How it would comfort his great
coping atop the marble structure, soul," the president said, "to know
no man might estimate. But when that the states of the southland
the last word had been said, when Join sincerely in honoring him and
the president had Gripped hand? have twice since his day Joined
with Robert Lincoln at the foot of with all the fervor of his own great
the father's statue, the public broke heart in defending the flag. How
over the barriers and swept un- it would soften his anguish to
checked up the wide steps to see know that the south long since
for itself the things that have beon came to realize that a vain assassin
wrought in the people's name.
robbed it of its most sincere and
Military Splendor Lacking.
potent frlena when it was prostrate
There was little of military and stricken when Lincoln's
symservabout
dedication
the
splendor
would
pathy and understanding
ices. Just a flourish of trumpets have helped to heal the wounds
to mark the .coming and going of inml hiHrt tho sears anil fanned the
President Harding and the solemn restoration
ritual with which the men- - of the' "How with his ',,love of freedom
Urand Army of the Roptrolia dedl- - aml jUffc;e this apostle of human-fate- d
the silken einblemof
wfiuid nave founa his sorrows
umiv;u I'duiitiy on iri steps UI Llio tenfold
to see the hundred
memorial. Tho words of the for millions repaid
to whom ho bequeathed
inal orders at , the service were reunion nnd
giving
spoken in voices shaken and thin their sons and nationality
daughters and nil
with age and the hands that held their fortunes to
the army
halt
the banner, aloft trembled under march of autocracy and preserve
the weight of years.
civilization, even as he. preserved
Along the front benches on a tho union.
lower terrace facing
the great
"More, now his great American
statue above were gathered J ho heart
aglow to note how
veterans. To the right, a handful we arewould he
going on. Always on, holdof old men had donned again the
to
constitutional
methods,
blue that gave them front place in ing
to meet requirements of
the day's events, and stood to .act amending
a
civilization,
clinging
progressiva
as guard of honor when the presi- to
rule, properly restraindent arrived. Flanking these to the ed, majority
soverIs
true
which
the
only
left, a bare score of gray clad vete- eign of a free
working to
rans of the armies of I.co or other the fulfillment people
of the destiny of
southern generals stood proudly to
world's greatest republic."
salute the fiug that Lincoln's vision the
Memorial.
Transfers
and high courage preserved as the
In transferring the memorial
flasr of one people.
The sight of these bent men In from the commission to the Jieud
of the government, Chief Jubtice
gray drew President Harding from Taft
told how its first suggestion
the written text of his address. He had come
twenty years ago to lio
was saying that to Lincoln, greater
a decade before it was
than any other reward he could fallow
have known would hare been the seized upon and wrought with
adherence to the broad vision
knowledgo that his vision had been close
fulfilled: that the broad waters of of what' this- second groat American deserved of his countrymen,
the Potomac flowing within a Into
tho stately structure of today.
stone's throw of the memorial,
It
was, perhaps well, the former
marks no boundary between two
president
said, thatUialf a century
sea
to
sea
nations but that from
Mr. should have passed liefore tha em-blAmericans are one people.
of Lincoln's greatness should
Harding's voice thrilled as he
(Continued on Page Two.)
paused to draw attention to the
1he high base
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RS ASSEMBLE IN NEW

FMANC

YORK TO HOLD A PARLEY IVSTI!

HE XICAH MINISTER OF FINANCE
Great Britain, France and the United States
Will Be Represented at Conference Which
Will Begin Friday; De La Huerta Will Rep
resent the Southern Republic.
RT THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
New Tork, May 30 (by the As minister of finance, who reached
sociated Press).
Financiers of New Tork this afternoon.
The
Great Britain, Franco and tho conferonco will begin on Friday.
The participants who came on
t.'nited States arrived here tonight
are Thomas W.
aboard the Olympic prepared to the Olympia
of J. P. Morgan and compaseek a settlement of Mexico's fi- ny, who has been
in Kurope disnancial problems in conference cussing Mexican finances with forwith Adolf o de la Huerta. Mexican eign bankers; Kdwnrd K, Peacock,
a director of the Bunk of Kngland;
J. Chevalier ot the Banque of
Paris; Et des Pays Has. and E. V.
H.Miyison of the Credit Lyonnalso,
I
France.
Paul Van Schwabch, ot Bleiche-rodc- r
and company, Berlin, already
FORKCAST.
is in New York ready to take part
Denver,' Colo., . May 30. New in the discussions, concerning reMexico: Unsettled Wednesday with adjustment of tho Mexican debt.
The financiers who accompanied
showers, probably heavy north and
east portions. somewhat, warmer Mr. Lamont compose the delegaoxtremo southeast portion; Thurs- tion of the international commitday fair .:.west, unsettled east, por- tee of bankers on Mexico, selected
".'
;' "
;.
to confer with Minister do In
tion.
Arizona: Partly cloudy Wednes- Huerta.
None of them wouid dituss the
not
day; Thursday generally fair;,
much change in temperature.
subject which brought theht here.
Mr. Lamont said that at this time
'
LOCAL REPORT.
he thought it best to continue to
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
pursue his "policy of silence." tn
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, regard to Mexican affairs',
Mr. de la Huerta, too, was
recorded by the university;
88
And so was Leon Salinas,
Highest temperature
56 president of the National railways
Lowest ,
82 of Mexico, who, with a large staff,
........
Bange i. . . : . .
" 72
J.
Mean .
accompanied the finance minister
45
.
on the long rail Journey from Mexm
6
n.
at
Humidity
,30 ico City. Mr. de la Huerta, who
Humidity at 6 p, m. . . . . . .
0 has been 111, said he felt better to.. ...V....
Precipitation
36 day and expected to work tomorwind velocity
East row at the local offices of the
HirectJon of wind
.
Character of day.
Partly cloudy Mexican financial agency,
La-mo-
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crowd of .v v
spectators,
Murphy smashed all
tho distance to smith''
ping more than 16 minu.
best previous record. Ilis 'ti.
6:17:30.79, an averace of
miles nn hour, against the old record of 5:83:55.51, or SO. 34 miles an
hour, made by Kalph de Palnia tn
1915.
Murphy did something
which had never been accomplished boforo at tha Indianapolis
speedway and, to the knowledge of
racing experts, never before in a
race of major importance. He
shot into the lead at the start anj
never relinquished it during one
instant of five hours of thrilling
driving. Ho was the first away,
was first over the line at the completion of the first lap, and was
first over the wire when Captain
Kddie IMckenbaclicr
waved the
flag for his victory.
Made Only Tlirec Stops.
The rf)S Angeles driver made
only three slops during the entire
500 miles. He made his first stop
at 185 miles, pulling up at the pits
for two minutes to change all tires
and replenish tho fuel tanks. With
a lead of about ten miles, Murphy
pulled into the pits for another
tire change and for more gasoline
and oil after ho had traveled 3C8
miles. Tho speed with which his
Pit men assisted was remarkable.
It took them just 2S seconds to
change a right front tire and provide him Willi fuel enough to assure his finishing.
Harry Hartz, also of Los Angeles,
who finished second, drove an extraordinary race. Ho jumped into
second place sixty miles after the
start and held it throughout, always making a desperate fight to
catch Murphy. Hartz's tims was
5:20:S4:u9, an average of 03.51
miles an hour, which also was far
in advance of the record.
Eddie llearne Was Third.
Eddio Hearne, a veteran racer,
piloted a French car to third place
in 6:22:26:06, for an average of
93.04 miles an hour, while Ralph
de T'nlma. one of the favorites, was
fourth in G:,31:04:65, an average of
90.61 miles an hour.
Ora Haihe
was fifth. Jerry W'onderlich sixth,
I. P. Fetteiman seventh, Ira Vail
eighth, Tom Alley ninth and Joe
Thomas tenth. '
C'onfuBion among: the judges and
timers resulted In the erroneous
announcement shortly before the
two hundredth mile that Murphv
had lost the lead and HarU had
gone into first place. Signals were
passed to the drivers that Hartz
was leading and even Murphy
thought th checking was correct.
Miirnhv 'o iot .$.",5,000
As winner of tfee event. Murphy will receive
approximately
$35,000. Twenty thousand dollars
was awarded first place nnd
0
as lap prize money. In addi
comnanautomobile
accessory
tion
Jll l.Y men
Willi II
IJI
will bring- Murphy's total up to
0
the 135,000 mark. Hartz gut
for finishing second; llearne
in third place $3,000; de Palma
in fourth place $3,500; Haibe.
$3,000; Wondorlich,
$2,200;
recoM-itreaKin-
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BY LABORERS

0. S.

01

RAILROADS

Ballots Will Be Sent to
Maintenance of Way Men
and Shop Workers, ' Is Decision of Council,

is

protestTgainst
REDUCTION

OF- -

WAGES

Also
Brotherhoods
Conduct
Walkout
Referendums in Near Fu- ture, Is Prediction.

Other

Will

(By Tlie 4MWrlateS I'msO
Detroit, Mich., May 30. The rx
ecutive council of the United
Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way Employes and Railway Sho
Laborers this afternoon unani
mously alopted a resolution Instructing E. F. Grable, the president, to send out strike ballots to
all members of the organization
workers in tha
and all
crafts affected by the wage cu!
ordered by the United States Railroad Labor board Sunday.
Mr. Grable expressed the bclkS
that other railroad brotherhood
also would conduct strike referendums within the near future ami
declared if the others voted t
strike the maintenance of way m'n
would Join them in the event 1h
members of his organization favored such action.
rinanciitl ondition Good.
The brotherhood's financial condition Is the best it ever has been
nnd sufficient funds are available
to conduct a strike, the president,
said.
A strike on the part of the
brotherhood would, according Ik
tho president, affect all mechanics,
maintenance ot way men, including section hands and foremen,
track men, bridge builders, painters, coal chute men, cinder pit
men and carpenters on all of tha
chief railroads ot the country.
Mr. (Uruble said he based his belief that other unions might tak
a strike vote on the attitude shown
at tho recent meeting in Chicago
of representatives of the railway
department of tho American Federation of Labor, nt which, he said,
sentiment was favorable for s),
strik? vote in the event of wagi
reductions.
--

LI

FREIGHT

Arrangements Will Be Made
to Make Reductions Prescribed By the I. C. C,
Effective July 1.

4i

KPKCAL DttPATCH

Lelt to right, above: Mrs. B. B. Clark, treasurer of the General Federation ot Women's Clubs; Mrs. Thomas
G. Winter, president, and Mrs. John I). Sherman, chairman of the department of education. Below:
Mrs. W. S. Jennings, vice president; Mrs. Florence C. Floore, program chairman, and Mrs. Lessia
Stringfellow Read, press chairman.
part of the time will be given over Rockefeller Institute, who will talk
Press.)
(By Central 30.
(Special.) to American citisenshlp and educa- on "Women and Public Health;"
Washington, May
Mrs. John D. Sherman, chairclub
tion.
The largest gathering of
Bishop Clinton S. Quin, of Texas,
women in tha thirty-tw- o
years ut man of tho department of educa- who will speak on the American
on "Citizentho General Federation of Women's tion will give tho reports of the citizenship program
Several ship Plus;" Will Hays is announced
Is
clubs' existence,
expected at work of her department.
inon
20
to
additional
been
have
talk
New
June
"Upbuilding the Naspeakers
York,
Chautauqua,
to 30, for the sixteenth biennial vited to give talks on this subject. tion's Life Through .Motion Pic
Mrs, W. S. Jennings, first vice tures." Dr. Daisy Robinson, of the
At
convention of the federation.
hast 1,600 delegates are expected to president of the General Federation United States public health service,
will sent-bthe government, will lead
candidate for
and
mcmDers
the
represent
Z,ou,oo
of the federation.
give an address as will Mrs. Flor- a discussion on social hygiene.is
ence C. Floore, of Texas, who
Recreational events and music
"The Arms Conference and
There
is to be the topic of the nominated for th office of treas- will relieve the program.
address of Mrs. Thomas O. Winter, urer to succeed Mrs. B. B. Clark, will be pageants and plays also,
president of tho general federation. of Iowa. Another woman who will The Holy Land will be brought- to
be prominent at the convention is the convention bv Nanette B. Paul,
As a 'member of the advisory
a Biblical
Mrs. Leslie Stringfellow Head, na- LL.D who Will slag
conferit4lr"ttahiBgton
ence, ' Mrs.. Winter if) conceded to tional chairman of press and pub- pageant whose characters will wear
wobe one of the world's loading
licity. .Mrs. Read is the youngest the world's most famous costumes
men , authorities on International woman ever tp hold a national of- of Jerusalem, which are now a part
of the late
of the
relations.- Since the ueaee of 'the fice In the federation.
""A" new challenge-- '
women's Madame Mounttora,
world hangs 6i International relit
In
world-ola
be
d
letter to
will
President Harding
responsibility
lions, this topic Is to be a leading
one at the gathering of women sounded by Frank P. Clarvan, pres- Mrs. Percy Pennybacker commend-ident of tho chemical foundation. ed the federation for tncir plan to
from all sections of the world.
The program will be divided in' He will speak on the program of make July Fourth a nation-wid- e
of
order to include every branch
applied education. Other speakers relehration of . citizenship day in
the work of the federation which of note from the full and varied which nil new citizens, whether na
comes undr theso heads, Ameri- programs which is far too long to tive or foreign born who have becan citizenship, applied education, record, arc; Raymond Robbins, on come citizens during the previous
Dr. year be formally welcomed to cut
fine arts, public welfare, legisla- "The Outlawry ot War;"
tion, press and publicity. A great George Vincent, president of the zenshlp.
.
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DPEflATORS HAVE
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"FIXED 'PRICE OF

AND

RESIGNATION OF
2 OFFICERS OF
K. OF C. ASKED

IS DEAD
1

INJURED

(Br The Antorluted

III AUTO GRA5H

COAL, IS CHARGE

W.

30.

Jack-le-

s,

J

six-mi-

the fence by a machine
that coal producers who are hero in torn from them.
preceding
with
a
for
conference
preparation
Reynolds' car was demolished.
on He died beneath the wreckage with
tomorrow
Secretary Hoover
coal 'prices, held a " preliminary a crushed skull. Jackles' machine
also wrecked. Ho was removed
meeting today and agreed upon a was
to a sanitarium.
price program calling for a minimum of $3 a ton at the mines, repBIF.8 AT PA SAD FA" A.
resentatives of retail dealers' assoLos Angeles, Calif., May 30.
ciations prepared tonight to file,
protests with the department ot Adolphus Clay Bartlett, prominent a
commerce head against official ap- Chicago business man, died at
near here today.
proval being given any such figure.
Pas-den-

The conference has been called
for a discussion with bituminous
coal operators with a view of preventing an advance in prices during

f.

the'strlke.

Will Coll On Hoover.
headed by L. W.
Ferguson, president of the Chicago
Coal Merchants' association, will
wait upon Mr. Hoover early tomorrow,, it was declared, to present a
formal protest against any such
price program being agreed upon.
"Our protest," Mr, Ferguson said
tonight, "Is based upon the fact
that at least five hundred thousand
tons of the highest grade smokeless coal has been contracted for
delivery for the period ending
March 31, 1923, on a basis ot $1.J
net per ton, f. o. b. mines.
"Some of this tonnage was contracted for as late a"s May 0. 122-Thproposed prices means an increase of 100 per cetjt over contract
prices of coal at the mines and are
much higher than, the maximum
price charged during the war period when production costs were
at
the highest peak.' We cannot see
TEXAS PLAYER SIGNS
how any one can lustify the proCLEVELAND CONTRACT posed advance In prices which are
based on a lower production cost."
(Br The -- nclo(cl Pratt,)
Fort Worth, Tex., May 30. Leon M'CLURE'S MOTION FOR
Meyer, for three yearn star pitcher
for the Texas Christian University
NEW TRIAL IS DENIED
baseball team of Fort Worth, late
today signed a contract with the
'By TJifi Awwlnlfd Prnt.)
Cleveland American league club for
El Paso, Tex., May 30. A moa salary eaid to be around $1,100 tion asking
a new
for Fred
a month, A clause in his contract M. McClure, recentlytrial
convicted of
guarantees his salary for the year, the murder of Miss Louise Frent-ze- l,
and also a bonus for affixing his
his former stenographer, and
name to the document, it was
given a life sentence, was denied
today by Judge W D. Howe.
attorney filed notice of an
IXL DKFKATED.
appe&l.
They asked the new trial
ir.r,f
Del Monte, Ca!.. May SO. Georee on various grounds, their main
B. Carpenter,
of Medlbrd, Ore., contention, being; that Jurors had
with a handicap of two holes, de- discussed tho fact that McClure did
feated Hugh Halsell. ot Dallas. not take the stand In his own deTexas, two up n the finals of the fense. The Jurors were questioned
memorial day golf tournament here today and Judge Howe found that
tf lay.
there had beon no misconduct.
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FREE BOOKLET
THE PREPARATION
VEGETABLES
THE TABLE.

OF

A delegation
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ORDERED TAKEN

RMIEBS

City, Mo., May
Retail Dealers Associations M. Kansas
lieynolds, ot Detroit, Mich., was
and William
killed
File Protests instantly
, Prepare to
ot Des Moines, Iowa, sustained
car
his
breaking a valve spring.
three fractured ribs when their
Against Approval Being cars
Jules Ellingboe furnished the first
crashed in the sixth lap of a
Given Figures.
big thrill when ho threw a right
automobile race at Inderear wheel on the south turn. The
pendence, Mo., near here late today.
The two drivers swerved to avoid
speeding machlno turned complete(Bf The Annoclatfd l'rc )
on
ly around
tho track and Washington, May SO. Decluring hitting a board which had been

-

100 ARE ARRESTED

non-unio- n

n,

'

or Mull, N.lc
Morilli
Klngle Copies fo

STRIKE VOTE IS

Springfield, Mas.., May 30.
Two men were shot, one hundred others were arrested, one
hundred game cocks seized and
the cock fighting derby of
Massachusetts and Connecticut
was brought to an abrupt and
dramatic end this afternoon
when state constabulary officers and Agawam police, under
Stat! Detective David J, Manning surrounded and raided the
three ring fight circus 'staged
in a tobacco barn in Feeding
Hills.
Of the two men shot, llobert
McBridc, sixty years old, of
Suffleld, was the most seriousat a
ly injured. Examination
hospital In Springfield showed
that he hail more than fifty
small bird shot in his body.
The raid was one of the
most spectacular staged in this
section in years. Many of the
men attending the fight made
futile efforts to escape and battled , furiously with the state
Att bulances
officers.
from
headquarters' of the state constabulary troops In Northampton were used to bring the
prisoners to police headquarters in Springfield.

TO CUT

$10,-00-

crashed into a concrete retaining
wall. Neither Ellingboe nor his
mechanician was injured.
Milton Forcrd Out.
1921
Milton.
Tommy
speed
champion and winner of tha 600
mile race here last year, was
among the drivers forced out in
the rnce early. A leaking gas line
oaused his withdrawal. Jules Goux
of France, went out of the contest on the sixtieth mile with a
broken axle. He was among the
leaders when the axle gave way.
Leon Duray, claimant of the
1921 dirt track championship, and
driving his first speedway race,
gave Murphy a terrific battle early
in the content, but was forced out
on his 235th niilo with a broken
axle. Peter do Paolo, nephew ot
llalph do Palma, was in a smash-uhis car hitting the outside retaining wall, skidding more than
a hundred feet and landing at the
bottom of tho track. Tho driver
was uninjured but the car was
unable to proceed.
The pluck
Vf. Douglas
of
Haukes of London. Kngland, drivan
won
the ading
English car,
miration of the crowd.
by many miles in speed, the machine nevertheless , showed wonderful endurance. It was still run.
ning when the tenth car ended its
journey and the race was officially closed. Haukes
was about
thirty miles behind ths last to
finish,
.

RAID COCK FIGHT;
1
MAN IS KILLED.

SANTA FE

.$8.-00-

$1,800; Vail. $1000; Alley. $1,500. and Thomas, $1,400.
Howard Wilcox of Indianapolis,
was tho first driver - forced out,

EDITION

bj Carrier

Dailj

These Women Are Preparing
for Federated Clubs Convention

CITY

FOR
-

'

New ways of serving vegetables are constantly being de'
vised.
Now comes the States Relations., service with a
booklet packed with the kind
of facts and suggestions that
cook ought to know.
every
- A variety
of methods Is alhousewelcome
, to the
ways
wife In order to make her table
more ; attractive.
No matter how expert "you
may be' In the fine art of
cookery, you will, certainly find
some new Ideas In . this, little
-

'

booklet - j
'This "is a 'free government

publication and opr Washlng-toBureau wjll
Information
Secure
copy for any reader
out
.fillsmails the
artd
who
coupon below, enclosing, two
for return
cents in stamps
postage.. Be sure, your name
are
written plainly.
an4 address
n;

'

""'FREDERIC'"."' HASRIN, '

Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washlng-- ''
ton, 'J). C.:'
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the booklet
"Preparation' of Vegetables."
Nam
Street

'.','...''.
state v.'.V.;';'.Y;.:;.

City

'..'..'.y.i.i.

..........

rriH

Des Moines. la., May 30.
The resignation of two officers of tlio nntlonul organization of thJ KnUrlils of Columbus. Supremo Knight J.
of Now Haven,
A.
Conn., ami Supreme Advocate
Joseph C. Vcllellor. of Boston,
Mass., Is demanded In a resolution passed hy the Iowa
Knights of Columbus at the
rlosing session of their annual
convention hero this afternoon.
The.1 Iowa Knights of Columbus also demand that Supremo Knight Flaherty submit a public apology to the
supremo court of Massachusetts for having cast asperIts motives In
sions upon
dismissing from office and
as district
Pellotlcr
disbarring
attorney of Suffolk county,
Mass., for malfeasance In office.
Delegates to the supreme
convention to be held in Atlantic. City In August were
Instructed to carry this message to the'- convention and
vote as a unit .to have, this
action brought about.
Similar ucilon, condemnatory of tho conduct of Pellc-tle- r
and Flaherty, already has
been taken by several other
state councils for the Knights
of Columbus.""

TO MOKNINA

JOURNAL)

C

Newton, Kans., May 30. Ed
ward Chambers of Chicago, vice
president of the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe railway company, in
charge of traffic, who was here
this afternoon on a trip to Call- the following
fornia, authorized
statement :
"The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe llailwny company will proceed at once with the arrangements to make the freight rate reductions prescribed by the Interstate Commerce commission effective July 1, and we will make the
same application of the commission's opinion to state rates as we
make to interstate rates, which In- eludes the Santa Fe lines in tho
following states: Illinois. Iowa.!
Missouri, Texas, Kansas, Nebraska,
Colorado, iNcw Mexico, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Arizona, Nevada and
California. Every precaution will
be taken to avoid delay in the
preparation of tariffs for "filing
and in this we feel mire that we
will have the hearty
of state commissions.
While we
opposed reduction of rates on the
that
the
needed
carriers
ground
the larger returns to meet the
country's transportation needs we
hope the decision will remove the
uncertainties of the rate changes
which have had a retarding influence on most business and on manufacturing concerns in particular."

I

MOSCOW IS REPORTED
TO BE CHEERING UP
(By Th AntorluliMl I'rrM.)
Mav 30. Moscow Is
cheering up. To the foreign visi-

Moscow,

tor it is noticeable that Iugubriou.i
expressions are no longer tho rule
but are In tho minority on tho faces
of tho constantly increasing street
Prices still soar and
crowds.

money depreciates In value, nevertheless shops are opening In inDOYVNMV GETS DECISION'.
the people apcreasing numbers,
30. Bryan pear better dressed from day tn
Akron, O., May
Cleveland
Downey,
middleweight, day and for all their troubles thrro
won the newspaper decision over is an air of lightness rather than
Harry Krohn of Akron here today despondency In the demeanor of
In a
bout.
the pedestrians.

miss Mccormick

will uiie up

VITH HEfi FATHER III DISPUTE
OVER HER MARRIAGE

TO OSER

Plans to Appear in Probate Court and Ask
That He Be Appointed Her Guardian; Girl's
Mother Is Said to Oppose the Match and a
Legal Battle is Forecast.

(BV TUB ASSOC
Chicago, May 30 (by the AssoMcCor-micciated Press). Mathilda
came home from New York
today to take sides with her father
In what has threatened to grow
Into a court battle over her marriage to Max Oscr. Swiss riding
master.
Miss McCormhk
tonight was
planning to appear in probate-cour- t
tomorrow and tell Judge
Horner that she wants her father
Harold
McCormick, millionaire
head of the International Harvester company, to be her guard
ian.
Mrs. Edith Rockefeller
McCormick, who recently divorced Mr.
.vici ornucK on the grounds of deSHIP IS ATTACHED FOR
has obtained a court order
CLAIM FOR $1,185,600 sertion,
reopening the proceedings which
were thought to have made Mr.
tBjr Tfi Amoehilril Proa.)
McCormick Mathildo'a guardian.
Chester,. Pa., May 30. As It was At the time of tho divorce,
about to depart from the Sun
choso to stay with her father
shipyard for New Tork, a L'nited and tho guardianship proceedings
marshal today step- wero thought to be to clear away
ped aboard the stcamship.lt. i1. a legal obstacle to her marriage to
Alexander with an attachment for Oser.
$1,813,600
Provisions of Swiss I.aw.
damages "claimed in
connection with the sinking of the
Under the Swiss
it was exBritish steamship 'Andree in the plained, the consentlaw,
of both parDelaware nver iast week. The ents or the legal
guardian is necvessels moorings,, which had been essary to the marriage
of a minor.
cast off, w,er,e ordered made fast Mrs. McCormick was said
to be unV.
Tt.
and
the
and
again,
captain
to tho marriage,
alterably
Alexander, president of the Pacific while Mr. opposed
McCormick was
Steamsnift company, owners of tha favor It ns a last resort if It said to
proved
ship, were notified not to attempt absolutely essential to his daughto move the steamer until security ter's
happiness.
for the full amount of the libel had
Tho objections ot both wero said
been entered In federal court.
to center in
disparity of at s
The libel alleges gross negligence between Oser,the
who was said to be
on the part of the mnstcr of the at least 45
years old, and
Alexander .claiming that It was
who Is Just 17.
speed in the
running at a
Mathilde was brought up by her
harbor when It collided with tho mother in a hotel In Zurich, SwitAndree.
zerland, receiving only occasional
visits from her father. Mrs. McTWO GOLFERS SAIL.
Cormick was ar.ld at that Mine to
New Tork, May 30. Jim Barnes have been absorbed In the study of
of Pelham. national golf cham- psychology and
pion, and Walter Ilagen of New and Mathilde, being left much to
York, United States professional her own destinies, was known to
title holder, sailed today on the other guests at the hotel and
steamer Berengaria for England, townspeople as the "poor little rich
had hardly
where they will play in the British American girl."
tourna- laid aside her dolls and acquired
open golf championship
ment at Sandwich, June 22 and S3. a pony when she met Oser, who
k

Ma-thil-

States-denut-

.

e,

pavcho-analysl-

s.

I ATEI

PRKSS.)-

-

then owned a riding academy and
taught her how to ride.
Idealized by Girl.
A former armv officer, highly
educated and a master of horsemanship, Oser was said to have
been idealized by tho lonesome
girl, and he, in turn gave her the
affection of a father.
Last year Mrs. McCormick returned alone to Chicago leaving
Mathilde in Zurich alone with n.
maid and governess. Mathilde Aid
not come to the United States until
after her mother had obtained a
divorce and she then Joined her
father, her engagement becoming
known shortly afterwards. At tho
time Mathilde revealed something-oher romance, saying that her
fiance lied urged her to come to
America before their marriage so
that she might " e more sure of
herself and better know her own
At the direction of her
people.
father she was entertained In Ney
York, Chicago and Hot Spriiigi-- ,
but. according to friends of tho
family, took but little intere.-- t in
society,
McCormick Acts.
Then,
to
family
according
friends, having finally decided that
the marriage was essential to his
daughter's happiness, !r.. McCormick took the final step toward
clearing away all legal barriers bv
seeking to have himself named his
daughter's guardian so that she.
could marry with his consent atom.
Tho first step had hardly
been
taken when Mathilde, in New Torl
announced her readiness to sail for
Kurope. Her plans were cancelled
at the last moment, however when
she received word that her mother
had had the guardianship proceedings reopened on the ground
tha she had not been given legal
notice.
With a stylish little brown salln
hat and a gray tricotlne suit, replacing the little girl costume tot
tweed, which she usually woro
when traveling, Mathilde rushed
back from New York and Into her
father's arms. A family counsel
for the
followed in preparation
legal battle expected tomorrow In
over
raised
court
tho issue
by Mrs.
McCormick.
-
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WHEN GOOD FELLOWS GET TOGETHER,

ARE

TREASURES

L ABOR

OR WHY DID DEMPSEY COME HOME?

ORDER FURTHER

.MELTED TO HELP

'f

FEE0JTRB1II

(By The Associated Preat.)

Chicago, May 30. Another $50,.
000,000 slash in the yearly wages
of the nation's railway employes
will bo announced before the end
of this week, according to Information printed In the .Herald and
Examiner this morning-"The reduction will affect more
than 400,000 shop craft employes
with a minimum of five cents an
hour cut from tho pay of each employe," the newspaper says.
"This action, combined with the
sllcinc of tho wage of maintenance
of way employes last Sunday, will
snve the railways $100,000,000, or
half tho amount necessary to bring
the payroll back to where It was
In
May, 1920, before the board began
to raise wages.
"The remaining $100,000,000 will
have been scratched from the pay.
rolls by July 1, It also was
learned."
ray increases granted hy the
board totaled $600,000,000. Of this
sum $400,000,000
was cut away
last year and approximately
yesterday.

Purchase Food.
(Dy Tlie Associated l'rets.)

.10 (by the Assorres). Hammers amiof chisfact
els, wielded In a matUr
manner hy employes ot tlie coveni-rneoomiTiiLtees for requisition ot
church treasures, have Btrlpped In
a few moments the silver or gol.l
overlays from ikons that took years
to construct. Today theso sheets
of valuable metal are bolti weighed on scales and melted down to
be sold to help Iced Russia's famine sufferers.
Hero and there throughout Russia there have been disturbances in
connection with the. requisitions,
hut the outstanding: feature of the
these valcampaign to transform
uables Into bread 1ms been the
calm manner in which parislmncis
have watched the requisitions.
.Nuns HciKler Aid.
The Associated Tress correWilli the
spondent spent a morniiiccommittee
Moscow
requisition
at nri ancient
watchinp the workconvent
in Moschurch and a Mr
cow. At the latter a few nuns,
faced but unresilstine,
solemn
watched the methodical work of
and even assistthe requisitions
ed them bv pointing out the treasures containing Rcnuinc diamonds.
Fifteen minutes work stripped
and
from an ikon all of tho silver Tergold, before which Ivan the it a
once knelt, and left
rible
cracked oil palntinsr. A few snips
of the shears and a collar of tiny
seed pearls, weichine perhaps six
have
must
pounds and which
taken months of patient needle
from
cut
was
work to construct
Into a box
another ikon and tossed
with silver cups, diamond-studde- d
crosses and communion cups
of gold. Scores of hanRinK lamps
and
silver
of
enamel, which had been carefully
tended and filled with oil and
lighted for centuries, came down
.lust as quickly and were thrown
in heaps on n wooden bench to be
listed and weighed on tho scales.
Most of the wealth of the church
has been placed in the overlays of
ikons. The Greek Catholic church
abhors statues, but permits pictures ot the saints. Originally
Ikons
mere oil .paintings, these
have been framed in gold or .silver
of precious
and then overlays
metal fitted over the canvas. Someof
the paintfaces
times only the
ings can be seen under tho Bold
and silver. It the painting Is that
of the Virgin, for example, pearl
about the
necklaces are hung
In
overlay that covers the neck. with
some cases garments heavy
jewels are added. When all these
decorations are torn away, there
remains only an old oil painting.
Work Was Methodical.
The work ot the requisitlonere
was extremely careful and methodical. Though probably communist
themselves and therefore scorninc
the customs of the orthodox, they
floffed their hats upon entering the
church. They did not enter the
rooms but
sanctuary or other holy some
other
permitted the priest or
tho
faithful
person designated by
to hand out to them the .aluable
articles from these places.
Experts from the Rovcrnment

Moscow, ifay

ciated

nt

Lewis, left; Jack Dempsey,
center, and Georges Carpentier
doing a heres how, with real
champagne, and Dempsey as he
appears at his best with a
monocle.

Ued

All the boys who have lately
learned to stand without loaning
on a rail may well look at the
upper photo and weep. The stuff
in those dainty little glasses Ted
Lewis, British
champ; Jack
Dempsey, and Georges Carpentier are holding is the real goods.
Mumm's the word. The three
gladiators had one on "the dry
U. S." before Dempsey lailed for
home. The other photo, taken on
Dempsey's recent arrival in New
York, snows the dapper champ
trying to appear at ease and in- -

I

...

V

A'

.

tl

terested with a British monocle
clasped in one optic.

museums accompanied the requisitioned and If they discovered objects of great historical value these
were pronounced "museum articles'' and not sold but removed to
the museums or permitted to remain in th churches.
convent one
At the Nikltskl
ikon which tho nuns particularly
valued was not taken, as the
agreed to pay over to the
famine fund its value in silver coin.

Answers to Questions.

as-ki- n,

1

respon-slhiliU-

-

(Continued from rage One)
have heen erected, for in that time
America had time to grow in tho
arts and appreciation that went
back to the simple, massive lines
of Greek architecture to find fitting precedent for such a work.
"It Is a significant gem," Mr.
Taft said of the memorial,
"set In
a lonely valley between the hills,
commanding them by its isolation
and its entrancing beauty the culmination of the highest art of
which America is capable.
Here
on the banks of the Potomac the
boundary between the two sections
whose conflict made the burden,
passion and triumph of his life, it
Is peculiarly appropriate that it
should stand."
Speaks for the Negroes.
The only other speaker was Dr.
Robert It. Moton of Tuskegee Institute, speaking for the negro
Americans, and ho laid weight
upon the declaration that It was
Lincoln's name that stood first in
the hearts ot those 12,000,000 of
his countrymen.
Lincoln's death,
he said, was "the last and costliest
sacrifice upon the altar of freedom."
"I speak for the negro race." he
said. "Upon us perhaps mora than
upon any other group of the nation rests the immediate obligation
to justify so dear a price for our
emancipation.
"A race that has produced a
Frederick Douglas in the midst of
slavery and a Booker T. Washington in the aftermath of reconstruction has gone far to Justify Its
And the nation
emancipation.
where such achievement is possible is full worthy of such heroic
sacrifice."
The only other feature of the
dedication ceremony was Edwin
Markham's declaration of his revised poem to Lincoln
"A man to hold against the world;
"A man to match the mountains
and the sea."

In the concluding stanza

"And when lie fell In whirlwind, lie
went down.
"As when a lordly cedar, green
with boughs,
"Goes ' down with n grci.t shout
upon the hills,
"And leaves n lonesome place
ngalnst tho sky."
At the end of the ceremony President Harding
turned to inspect
the great statue, brooding in the
vast, pillared chamber of the temple, then greeted members of the
senate who had closed about him.
It was then the president sought
out tho bent, feeble figure of Lin-

coln's son.
And when Mr. Harding had left
amid another calling ot the bugles,
the people out beyond tho restraining ropes, surged upward in a mass
to make Lincoln Memorial their
own for all time.

Journal Want Ads Bring Results.

mm

"iu

A.
The earliest records contain
references to fine gold leaf. Gold
plates have been found on Egyptian
mummy cases which are so thin
that they resemble gilding.
Q. Kxplaln the difference between a franchise and ft Hoense.

t'.

is a special
privilege granted to an Individual
or a corporation to perform some
work or function that Is withheld
from others. A license Is a special
A.

T
WHITE SHOES AfiD
OXFORDS,

55,

6 and $8.50

white shoes and oxfords are less
THE season. And you'll like the looksexpensive
of them
as well as you like the new lower prices. The
$5 and $6 oxfords and shoes are plain canvas in
the conventional styles. The $6.50 style is a white
canvas sport oxford with leather toes and heels. We
have YOUR size, because we have all pizes.

218 West Central.

Phone 335.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir: I hereby agree to accept the return
which I paid for.
to me of $
is
bonds.
It
understood that I shall re- Journal
ceive 8 per cent interest from the
day
of
, 1921. (Insert date of purchase.)
The trustee holding New Mexico Industrial
Company bond to secure my advance is authorized
to release the same upon the payment to him of
the above amount for my account.
Dated this
day of May, 1922.
Signed.

... .,
Address.
EL PASO BOY SCOUTS
WILL GO INTO CAMP
AT DRIPPING SPRINGS

GETS HERO MEDAlT
BUT HE LOSES JOB

(Special CorropenArBe In Th Joarnnl.)
Las Cruces, N. M.. May SOI Ar-

A franchise

privilege enjoyed hy anyone who
pays the required fee.
Q. What kind of an airplane
was Quentln Roosevelt flying when
ho was killed? (i. I. T.
A. The machine was a. NIeuport
Gnome
28 with a 150 horse-powengine. The plane's number was
it
the
bore
and
insignia of tho
14,
aero
Ninety-fift- h
Bquadron a
bucking bronco.

KNIGHTS 0FPYTH1AS
LODGE
TO INSTITUTE
AT CLOVIS ON FRIDAY
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., May 30.
Clovis will have a flourishing lodge

ot the Knights of I'ythios, beginning Friday night when a lodge will
be instituted with glfty or more
members, George A. B'lemlng, of
this city, grand chancellor for NewU.
Mexico, has been informed by
W. Galles, of Albuquerque, deputy
that the new
grand chancellor,
lodge will begin with an exceptionally good personnel.
O'DOWD KNOCKED OTJT.
Toungstown, Ohio, May 30. Carl
Tremaine, of Cleveland, knocked
out Phil O'Dowd, of Columbus, in
the second round of their scheduled
twlve-rounbout-here tonight.
They are bantamweights,

"BAYER" when you buy Aspirin.

SAY

rangements have been completed Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets, you are not
hy the camplnir committee, of
which Glenn O. Kverinan Is direct- getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by physior, to give the Boy Scouts of Kl cians over
22 years and proved safe by millions for
Paso the time Of their younff lives.
Tlie camp at Drlppinir springs, in
the foothills of the Orsan mounColds '

Rheumatism
tains, twelve miles north of Las
Cruces, will open June 12 and conToothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia
tinue to August 14.
'
Tho camping committee, headed
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago
by H. H. Frls, has prepared for
ample accommodations and plenty
of wholesome food. Amonrf the Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Karnes provided for are volley ball, Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 DrugpistB.
tennis, baseball and track and Aeplrln Is tbe tride mark ot Bafcr Manufacture of Monoacetlcccldntcr or PUcj llcackt
field sports. The swlmminff pool
t Community house lit Las Cruces
has been engaged every morning
of the duration of the camp, The
boys will be brought to Las Cruces
In speed wagons, leaving camp
at 8 o'clock.
Among the features will be camp
fires hikes, studies of campcraft,
scoutcraft and woodcraft. Merit
badge instruction and the courts of
honor.
Maurice Schwarts, president of
the El Paso co mcil. Boy Scouts of
America, announces that the scout
who suggests the best Indian name
for the camp will receive as a reward a two weeks' vacation free.
One suggestion is allowed each
scout.
Headache

t

awn

in

Frank Woerner.
A few weeks ago Deputy

'

shal Frank Woerner,
routed a mob at Inglewood, Cal.
Today he has a gold i...dnl as a
reward for his bravery. It wai
triven him by citizens if Dallas,
Tex., but tho trustees of Inglewood
rewarded him for doing his duty
by firing him. The mob was composed of alleged members of tbe
Ku Klux Klan.
single-hande-

d,

V. OF S. C. TEAM WINS.
Clinton, W. T
May 30. The
University of Southern California
tennis team defeated Hamilton college this afternoon three matches
to none. Welsh defeated Acebron,
and Green beat FitzgerGreen and Welsh
ald,
won the doubles from Getman and
Fitzgerald,

n't dnS8
Whatever use of Concrete
you are planning, the Portland Cement Association
can, and will gladly, give
you absolutely dependable
information about it. We
will tellyou exactly how
to use Concrete to get the
best results.

GIVE A BABY SYRUP PEPSIN
Constipation, biliousness and
like annoying ills will '
quickly disappear
MOTHER is always anxious
to give the safest and best
medicine to a constipated baby,
but is puzzled which to select.
Let her decide by the ingredients on the package.
Every bottle of Dr, Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin has the formula
printed plainly on the outside
of the carton under the portrait
of Dr. Caldwell, who wrote the
in 1892. You will
firescription is a combination of
Egyptian Senna and other
simple laxative herbs with pepsin. It will not gripe the baby,
and it is free from narcotics.
A bottle sufficient to last a
family several months can bo
had at any drug store, and the
cost is only about a cent a dose.
While no one, young or old,
need take a drastic purgative
like salts or calomel, he especially careful what you give a

A

This Association is the

child. Some contain minerals, coal
tar and other drugs that might
prove dangerous by over stimulating the intestines or depressing
the heart The ingredients of
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin are
recommended by the U. S.
Pharmacopoeia.
'

Half-Ounc-

joint research and educational foundation of 85
manufacturers of cement in
the United States, Canada,
Mexico, and Cuba. It has
been carrying on this work
lor twenty years.

Bottle Free

e

Few escaj constipation, to tven if you do not
requirt a laxative at this moment let m tend
c
Trial Bottle of my Syrup
you a
Pepsin FREE OF CHARGE so that ytm will
hav it handy wfam needed. Simply send your
name and address to Dr. W. 8 Caldwell, 514
Washington St.. Mon tt cello, 111 Writ metm&j.

SAVOY HOTEL

ELMS HOTEL

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

304 North First St.

To keep its information as
full and serviceable as possible, and to make it readily
available, the Association
maintains these agencies:
A research laboratory,

FINEST KOOMS IN THE STATE. STEAM HEAT. IIOT AND
COLD W ATER. ALL OCTSIDE ROOMS.
(1 and $1.50; double, 11.(0 and 2.00.
With bivth, single, J2.00 and S2.B0; double, 2.50 and $3.00.
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath, $4.60 to $10.00
per week.

Transient Kates: Single,

.

Couc; Diarrhcea
EVERYWHERE'

mak-

ing many thousands of tests
each year:

fob thi REuirorT
Pain In the Stomach and,
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp'

H.

C.

read:

It

Si; 1922.'

CARL C. MAGEE,

THRONGS AT DEDICATION
OF THE SHRINE ERECTED
IN MEMORY OF LINCOLN

lAny reader can get the answer to any question by writing
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau,' Frederic J. il
Director, Washington, D. C.
This offer applies strictly to Information.
Tbe Bureau cannot
give advice on legal, medical, and
financial (natters. It dues not
to settle domestic troubles,
SELECTING STUDENTS
nor to undertake exhaustive reFOR TRAINING CAMP search on any subject. Write your
question plainly and briefly. Give
(Special CorrpKptmilrni'B to The Journal.) full name and address and enclose
two cents In stamps for return
30.
ij Cruces, N, M., May
All replies are sent direct
Chaplain George J. McMurry, of the postage.
to the Inquirer.)
Seventh U. P. cavalry, stationed at
Fort Bliss, Texas, is in Las Cruces
Q. VVlint Is President Harding's
arranging for the selection of averago score Ju golf; II. K. IS.
students in the citizens' military
A. The president usually makes
training camp, July 27 to August botween 85 and 100 on the average
2d. Temporary headquarters have course.
His companions on th9
heen established in the rooms ot links are
former colgenerally
the chamber of commerce.
in
congress.
Tho students for Fort Bliss will leagues
How
Q.
people In the
be selected from Arizona, that por- United States many
work? W. O.
tion of New Mexico south and east
A. The census bureau says that
and west line drawn through Ijis 39.4 per cent of the
is
Vegas, and that portion of Texas engaged in gainful population
west of a north and south line run- Only 82,739,315 of the occupations
105,710,620
ning through Sanderson.
are over 10 years old,
It is announced that the train- inhabitants
and it is found that over half of
ing ramp will be limited to 575 those who have reached that age
students, ns follows: "Red, 423; aro earning money.
white, 2 ; bine, 2,1. The governQ. 1 know of a clever device
Stument furnishes everything.
lias never becu patented. .Can
dents will be paid five cents a mile tbut
out a patent on It. W. J. S.
to travel from their homes to I take
A. it is impossible to obtain a
camp by the shortest usually travel- patent on anything
has been
ed routes. Kor the return the gov- in public use for twothat
years.
ernment may either pay the same
i). Do plums havo senses? S.
rale, or also furnish railway tickets C. H.
and $3 for each day's travel for
A. Scientists are of the opinion
meals.
that plants have senses in that they
react to a given stimulus. Mot all
portions ot plants respond equally.
There are no definite structures In
them corresponding to the nerves
of animals, but the conduction '.3
mainly through active parenchyna
cells or along such living cells as
the sieve tubes or companion cells.
i). Is It truo that tlie salary of
a federal employe cannot bo 01- Blackheads
(ached for debt? M. A.
250 Pimples, 736
A.
The salary or wages of a fedand 3 Boils!
eral employe cannot be attached
for debt. This is not for tho bene-- i
Ne reward is offered, because they fit of the debtor, but to avoid Im
are lost forever! No question will be posing additional duties and
lasked. except one question, "How
upon the disbursing ofdid you loss them?" mere is out one ficers of tlie government.
fad
treat
new
out
lanswer, "I cut
.
What was tho first written
and guesswork; I used one of constitution
ments
in thin country? A, li.
I the
most powenui
A.
flesh-builder- s
Tho Watauga association, es
and
'
In
1772 by John Sevier.
B.i
Is
tablished
Now
S.
8.
my
known, and that
face Is pinkish, my rkln clear as a James Robertson and others, subout
filled
my
and
are
rose, my cheeks
sequently came to be tho state of
.Tnis win Tennessee. A written constitution
rheumatism, too, is (roue'be your experience, too, If you try P. was drafted, the first ever adopted
S. 8. It Is guaranteed to be purely
by a community of American-bor- n
vegetable In all Its remarkably effec8. B. a. freemen.
tive medicinal Ingredients.
means a new history for you from now
y. How lonjf doea It take to
"tores mako raisins of (Trapes?
!
H. P. 8Feeia. Hist tlorloBf fwllm that on! S. S. S. Is sold ft all drug
la
Siie
the
A.
'some with clear, care, roddr com. in two sizes. The larger
Tho average time necessary
economical.
nor
a
for drying and curing
tray of
plaxion
raisins is three weeks, depending
on the weather. The earliest picked
Hiapes dry in ten days, the later
ones often taking four weeks or
more.
In the raisin districts of
this country some of the grapea
are ripe by tho middle of August.
The drying season often lasts into
November.
the gold beater's
Q. When
art introduced and practised? J.

1

WAGES

SLASH

Gold and Silver Overlays on
Ikons in Russian Churches Arc Requisitioned to

hand-wroug-

BOARD TO

May

Many specialists in the different classes of Concrete
work, who divide their time
between studies in the field,
personal counsel to users of
Concrete, and the preparation of booklets of informa- tion on the many uses of
Concrete:

-'

Twenty-fou- r

f

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

"'

er

. O.
BAI.DRIDUB LUMIIER CO
421 Boutli First Rtroat.
Fbooe 402.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCVLAB
REFRACTION .
107 8. Fourth.
Phone I057--

They Can't Beat U

For Service, Quality and Prices

Duke City Cleaners

Phone

446. 1209

North Fourth

For Those wKo want an
eyeglass which is both comfortable and dressy, wo
offer the Folding Oxford.
Have your eyes examined
today.

L U M B E It
GLASS
CEMENT

..

v

'

fully equipped

in different parts

of

the country, to render prompt
sendee to users of Concrete.

t;

'"

So no one need ever be in
doubt as to when or how
to use Concrete.

All of the Association's f a
cilities are at the service of
the public without charge.

j

Suggestions as to how they
may be made more useful
to you are invited.

s

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
'

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

offices

&

National Organization

to Improve and Extend the Uses

Taupert Optical Co.
305 West Central.

Phono 588

423 North First Street
I'

A

Adaats
Dallas

DasMoioat

mmIIs

sutr

LasAnsjaias
MilvaukM
Minneapolis
Nr. York

of Concrete

Patfcmbnfv
Philokiphia
Pitttburch
PortUnd,Ortg.

Salt Lake City

SaaFiaacise

autua

StLoui.
Vanauvar,B.C
WMhinftsn,D.C

t

May" 31,
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RUDYARD KIPLING AND KING GEORGE
PAY TRIBUTE TO BELGIAN WAR DEAD MOVEMENTS

GERMANY YIELDS

10

CO!
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Promises to Comply . With
the Conditions Imposed,
With the Proviso That a
Loan Must Be Floated.

comply with the conditions Imposed by the reparations communion, with the proviso that Germany must have aid in the form
of a foreign loan.
The commission
had insisted
unconditional
upon
compliance,
but the question of the loan is
considered a detail that will be
arranged without complications.
The reply dealing with this question says:
"The German government, determined to make the most strenuous endeavors to prevent any
further increase in the floating
debt, are. however, convinced tlia
in the present financial conditions
such efforts cannot be carried
through unless Germany receiver
reasonable assistance in the way
of a foreign loan. Provided such
assistance becomes available without undue delay, the German government, would undertake to deal
with the question on the following basis:
"The amount of the floating
debt as it stood on March 31,
1022. is from now on to be the
normal maximum. If at the end
of June or at the end of any subsequent month the amount exceeds the normal maximum step"!
will be taken to secure repayment of the excess within three
months following by means of excess receipts or by raising credits
otherwise than in the form of giving rise to fiduciary inflation."
The German government promised that in caso the maximum is
exceeded again it will endeavor
to impose new taxes sufficient to
make vp the difference.
OCX DEE BEATS MfSTEU
Chicago. May 30. "Mike" Dundee of Hock Island, 111., defeated
Pete Mistel of Cicero in a
boxing bout on tho outskirts
of the city in the opinion of a maot
the newspaper men at the
jority
Dundee weighed 116
ringside.
pounds and Mistel 132.
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(Br The Anorlattd FrtM.)
White Plains, N. Y.. May SO.
Westchester county officials, investigating the killing of Clarence
Petera, former sailor, by Walter
S. Ward, wealthy baker's son, endeavored today to check up on the
movements of the slain man at the
United States marine corps training station at Paris Island. S. C,
where it was reported he tried to
enlist but was rejected becauso of
an unsatisfactory navv record.
Sheriff Werner hrard that Peters
missed a train from Paris Island
to New York and had to remain
over a day, in which event, it was
said, he munt hae arrived hire
only a few hours before he was
slain.
Detective went to NVw Tork to
Ryan, the
question Christopher
restaurant worker w ho said lie wia
to kill
a.
woman
J5U0
ottered
by
some one in the Ward household.
They also hope to find some trace
of the woman.
Deputy sheriffs
also were looking. up other plsccB
In New Tork whore, it Is said,
Ward or Peters. were well known.
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WIDE MARGIN IN

SAILOR

County Officials Continue
Their Investigation of the
Killing of Peters By Son
of a Baker.

Bj Till Associated Trot.)

Tarls, May 30, (By the AssociThe disquieting
ated Press.)
prefect that France would bring
further pressure" to bear on
many with the extension of her
military occupation, is regarded
in reparations and political circles
as eliminated by the Oerman reply to the reparations commission,
made public today. It promises to

DITOR

ALLED BE

THEFT RING HAS
.3

BEEN UNCOVERED
The famous author and poet and Kin? George walking over a Belgian
battlefield.
Many touching scenes marked the recent visit of King George and
Queen Mary of Great Britain and other British notables to the battlefields ot Belgium. Uudyard Kipling, famous poet and author, accompanied the royal pair. The king and Kipling wore snapped above as
they walked togelher over one of the historic spots in the war zone
where thefBelgians laid down their lives to halt the German
h.

DANGER OF A CRISIS
WITH GERMANY IS NOT
DISPELLED, DECLARES

said France was to be congratulated that the eventuality of the
Irreparable mistake of occupying
the Ruhr was no longer to be
feared.

Oy The Associated Frets.

INJURIES ARE FATAI;.

ten-rou-

)

Paris, May 30 (by the Associated
Referring to Germany's
reply in tho course of an otherwise
dull and featureless debate in the
chamber of deputies, M. Cachin,
communist, declared that even the
8 PEKSOXS SCALDED.
newspapers supporting the preTtoekport, Ind., May 30. Eight mier's policy were saying that all
were
persons
scalded, three of them danger of a crisis with Germany
probably fatally, and another nar- had been dispelled.
"But I do not say so," interruptrowly escaped death today when
the boiler of a traction engine ex- ed Premier Poincare. ' .
near
here.
M. Sembat, the socialist leader,
ploded

Press).

.

South Bend, Ind., May 30. Hammond Stringer, 19, of Atlanta, Ga.,
professional motorcycle driyer, died
here tonight following injuries received this afternoon in a colis-ioduring a motorcycle race.

REFUGEES FLEE

MOQRE WINS BY

BEIN6JECKED
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Chicago, May 30. Operations of
an alleged nation-wid- e
automomie
theft ring with headquarters in
Chbcaeo and of which "Con" Shea,
labor leader now under indictment
for police murder, following labor
bombings, is said by tho police to
be the head, were revealed by the
authorities today following the return from St. Uuis of officers with
William Smith. Smith was seized
in St. Douis two weeks ago as a
"field nerent" of the thett ring.
Assistant State-- Attorney Hodges
alr.o said today that he would ques
Hnn Smith In connection with re
cont bombings and the murder of
two nnlireinen for whlcn hliea,
Mader
"Bis Tim" MiirpM', Fred
and several others now are under
indictment.
According to the police the operations of the alleged auto theft
and disring resulted In the theftvalued
at
posal of over 300 cars
about j5U.uo.
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(By The Anaodatcd PreM.)

Phoenix.

Ariz..

May 30.

Pal

by a wide margin over Dick Grif
fin, of Fort worth, Texas, in a
at 120
here
bout
pounds.
Monre had too many gloves for
the Texan, whom he seemed to
Moore's
be able to hit at- will.
d

tilniva

,1M

rirtf

rmrf-

nrlffin

And

the latter throughout the fight
Kept trying to land nis lert nooK
but without success.
Moore took seven rounds, twe
were even and Griffin hed the
fifth in which he landed a hard
blood from
left that brought
Moore's eve and slotted the Ten- a few moments.
neiwennn
Hapny Woods of Tucson, eiriiy
defeated Sammy Sherman of St.
Louis, in six rounds, scoring two
knnrk'low ns.
Jaelt Lynch, of Prcscott. outpointed .'olitiny Kline, of Kresno,Calif, In the eight round semi-
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2 MORE LIFE TERMERS
HAVF. BEEN PARDONED
BY GOVERNOR SH0UP
iPv The Aiiociated TrMi )

Denver. Colo.. May 30. With
here tonight
the announcement
that two more life termers had
been released from the state
April on paroles recommends by the Etato hoard of pardons and countersigned by 11 o v.
memOliver H. Mioup,
ber of the board, the total number
of convii ts released by executive
celenmnry wilhin tho last two
months roso lo seven.
were
Four or those released
servniR Hfo terms for murder. The
other three were serving sentences
ranging from one to twelve years.
Ceorge King and John Fields,
sentenced for the murder ot Peter
Jackson, a hermit near Raman.
Colo.. Julv 1 1911, were released
from prison April 1, it was learned
here today.
King originally was sentenced to
hang, receiving a life term at a
second trial.
penl-tentia-

iPt

Detroit.

nrcMtlent

n r.nr. for nresident
v,
of
the
organization on returns from
cnn n
aa Aiit nr nnnrtixiiiiaiuu i election, it was
voting in the recent
ham fnnleht hv Charles
75 FIRES IX BELFAST.
P. Howard, chairman of the union's
Belfast, May 30. About seventy,
ine ngui
five serious fires have taken place
campaign committee,
are: McPariana, ao.isi;
during tho present outbreak of in- FORCES MAN AT THE
o
no
The damage is esticendiarism.
"For other offices, the vote from
mated at BOO, 000 pounds.
POINT OF A REVOLVER
It
tabulated.
nnn
v
mwU
Silica hut upn
nresident
vif
TO PREPARE HIM FOOD
22,Charles P. Howard, Detro It,
427; E. K. CampDeu, ivonuiK,
t ii a
Lincoln, Neb., May 30. While
l
nr."aldent?
o nA
W.
police, sheriff's deputies ana n
J. Ho- crowd ot several hundred persons Trotter, Vancouver, 21,792;
l(,JS.
searched the immediate vicinity, ban. Cleveland,
t'W.
cAtaiv . tr0Ainrpr; John
Fred Brown, former convict wantW.
ed in connection with the alleged Towne, Duluth, 21,328:
abduction In Omaha of two women Hays, Minneapolis, is.jos.
whom he chained and held prisoners in a shack near that city for MEMORIAL SERVICES
36 hours, entered the Toom of
LATE
John Ryan In a rooming house to-of uci n cnR THF
at
the
forced
point
Ryan
night,
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
a revolver, to prepare food for him
and then, keeping Ryan covered,
lay resting for more than anto hour
Ovster Bay. N. T.. May 30.
tho
on Ryan's bed, according
Acting Secretary
letter's story to the police late to- A parade led by
of the Navy Theodore Roosevelt
night.
r,
.nmnrinlne delegations from
the American Legion, the G. A.
ARIZONA OFFICIALS
n
veterans of the
UNEARTH LARGE STILL war and the isoy tscouis, opeueu
memorial services held here today
for the late President Theodore
(Br The Amnclated Frru.l
Tucson, Ariz., May 30 What wa? Roosevelt.
More than 6,000 persons visited
described as one of the largest stills
In Toung'e Memorial
ever confiscated by authorities in his grave TneliMeri
In the organ
Pima county was unearthed this tttmatarv
izations which sent delegates was
afternoon by Deputy Sheriffs
Association oi
and Sheehy at a point about the intercollegiate
city which was reprea mile above the home of T, O. New Tork 200
members.
Its
of
sented
by
Dugat, train bandit who was killed
twisting, leaping from the blue water, fighting
during the holdup of the Golden
State Limited west of this city on MRS. FERGUSON WILL
ounce of angry strength through a big half hour of
the morning of May 15. The caRUN FOR U. S. SENATE
wild thrills now the gaff he's a big fellow you've landed him!
pacity of the huge container is approximately fifty gallons.
The two deputy sheriffs, accom
(D Th Anociiitfd PrM.)
How's that for excitement? "' There's lots of it at San Diego,
Waco, Tex., May 30. Receipt of
panied by operatives of the South
ern Pacific and the American Rail- the application of Mrs. Myriam A.
California, wonderful.deep-se- a
s,
barrafishing for tuna,
way Express company, made a trip Ferguson, wife of former Governor
cuda or Spanish mackerel, days stalking the big trout in clear
today to the goat ranch of Dugat James E Ferguson, for a place on
for the purpose
of unearthing the democratic primary ticket as
freshwater lakes, or brook trout in streams,
surf fishing along
more evidence in connection with candidate for the United States
beaches
miles
of
cool
it's
a
senate was announced hero today.
summer paradise for fishermen.
the holdup of the train.
twenty
Officers In the raiding party de- Mr. Ferguson also is an announced
clared that the still apparently had candidate for the senate, but he
For all the family, it's the same. For the children, clam dignever been operated, as it was en- has not formally applied for a
each
low
and
the
at
beach
tide,
ging
tirely, free from smoke stains. It place on the July primary ticket.
suppers that follow moonwas
constructed entirely of copper
lit nights when the waters gleam with solid schools of smelt which,
and was described by authorities as
at times, you can scoop up with a bucket wonderful experiences
a model-oworkmanship.
Shortly after the holdup five
- ,
and adventures every new day.
,
barrels of mash were found by au
thorities on tho premises of T. O
Out of doors all day, surf bathing, aquaplaning, swimming, picDugat. ,
n
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spanisn-Amcrica-

Play where if s cool !
sea-bas-

Back Feel Lame,
Sore and Achy?

nicking in the great park, motoring along hundreds of miles of fine
boulevards, dancing in the evening all these you wall enjoy the
more in days and nights delightfully breezy and cool. .

$355,678.40 VERDICT
BROUGHT

Arrange your vacation now for as long as you can stay to enjoy
the splendid sports and recreations and the long cool days and
nights
of this beautiful "summer capital.''
-

'

.

;.

66 Elkg Building, San Diego, California.
Gentlemen: I should like to read your fascinating itoryof San Diego,
'
California. Please send me your free booklet
'
,
.

booklet tells a wonderful
about San Diego,
Sign the coupon and
it free by return mail.
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(By lbs Amoeinted Prut.)
Fensacola, Fla., May 30. .V jury
the. United States court today
brought In a verdict for $355,678.40
In favor of the Pensacola Maritime
corporation against the Texas company for an alleged breach of contract.
The case was first tried hero a
year ago, the plaintiff obtaining
a verdict for half a million dollars.
Are you lame every morning?
On an appeal to the circuit court
of appeals at New Orleans the case Do you drag through the day with
was remanded back to the federal a steady, nagging backache evenout?"
court of this district for a new ing find you "all played aro
to
your kidneys
Probably
trial.
blame. Hurry, worry, lack of rest
and a
diet, all tend to weakTEACHER FOR 27 YEARS en the heavy
kidneys. Tour back gives
feel
out;
you
depressed and suffer
TAKES POISON; DIES headaches, dizziness
and kidney irDon't
go from bad to
regularities.
Elgin, 111., May 30. Miss Mary worse. Use Doan's Kidney Pills.
Elizabeth Long, for 27 years a Home folks recommend them. Ask
o
teacher in the Kane county schools your neighbor! Here' an
case:
here, committed suicide today by
Owen Pollard, 1317 N. 6th St..
taking poison. Miss Long was removed as principal of a school, a says: "I was so lame I could hardly
Post she had held for 14 years, it bend or stoop and I had sharp,
a meeting of the board of educa- quick catches In my kidneys that
tion last Friday; According to her hurt like the stab of a knife. The
mother, Miss Long brooded over action of my kidneys was irregular.
the loss of her position and this Doan's Kidney Pills have never
was held by the mother as respon- failed to slop these attacks and
sible for her daughter's act.
after a few days' treatment I am
well as ever and my back free from
TWO BOYS DROWNEX.
pain."
Chillicothe, O., May 80. Arthur
Sheridan, 15, and Harold Richards,
16, gave their lives In an unsuccessful effort to Bave Russell
60 at all Drug Store
Evans, 14, from drowning here toCo.MICISai(lo.NX
day. Their bodies have not been
recovered.
AJbu-quercu-

.
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IN BY JURY

In

L&lifornia

SAN

NEW SPIRIT

Lif-for-

OUR NEW YORK BUYER MAKES A LUCKY
FIND IN NEW YORK.

IMPORTED ORGANDY AND SWISS
FROCKS SPECIALLY PRICED AT

MOTHER
Clean Baby's Bowels with!
"California Fig" Syrup"

L

)

When baby has colic, diarrhoea,
feverish breath,
food souring,
is
restless and
coated tongue;
can't sleep because of clogged
bowels, just give a
of California Fig Syrup. It
moves the wind and gas and all
the souring food, bile and poison
right out of the tender little
bowels without cramping or overacting and baby usually gets
peaceful relief. Contains no narcotics or soothing drugs.
Millions of mothers depend upon
to keep
California Fig Syrup
baby's bowels clean, sweet, and
regular. Ask your druggist for
Fig Syrup"
genuine "California
which has full directions for Infants In arms and children of all
on bottle.
ages plainly
printed
M.other! You must say "California"
or you may get an imitation fig
syrup.

j

Knowin? that many summer dresses would still be
in demand and determined to send something that
would make a big event for our store and a big saving for the woman who wanted such dresses, spent
three days for the right kinds, then spent two days
fighting down the price, finally selected just exactly the colorings and styles wanted.
Dresses fashioned of Stoffel's Imported Organdies and Swisses in the following colors: Jade, tangerine, rose, canary, tomato, navy, black and white,
reseda, copen, light blue and royal purple. Sizes
16 to 42,

Remnants V2 Price Today
The great sale of yard goods has left many
desired remnants to be disposed of at
their original price.
One-Ha- lf

OUR RECORD

CHILDREN IN SPRING TIME.
Mrs. C. Osborn. 7813 Hillside Rd.,
Cleveland, O., writes: "My granddaughter was .troubled with a
cough for nearly two years. She
took Foley's Honey and Tar and
her cough is now gone. It loosened the phlegm so she could raise
it easily." Foley's Honey and Tar
is Just what children should have
for feverish colds, coughs, "snuffles" and tight, wheezy breathing.
Be sure to get Foley's. It checks
croup and whooping cough, too.
Sold everywhere.

Number of Students Placed In Positions
,.,,,,.,.3650
Number of Graduates Not Placed In Positions
Enroll now In our Summer Classes and let us train you to fill
a "Better Than the Average" Position. Individual Instruction
our specialty.

Western School for Private
Secretaries
745 West

Tljcras Avenue.

TeL

Ter-mal-

RUSHING,

Come direct to San Diego over the new San Diego and Arnona
Railway, operated in connection with the Southern Pacific, th
Rock Island and the E. P. & S.W., and enjoy a daylight ride
through magnificent Carriio Gorge, Old Mexico and wonderful
Imperial Valley.
AA your tidcet agent fnt new and lower Excursion Fares.

AN OLD STORE

Tyrone-Doneg-

Associated I'reH.)
.Mich..
May 30. John
It.

ALBUQUERQUE. N
WITH A

(Br The Awodated PreM.)
Belfast. May 30 (by the Asso
ciated Press). Strong forces of
the Irish republican armv are now
well within the six county territory
and are consolidating
on
the
ground won. It became necessary
for special constables comprising
the Ulster forces to withdraw from
a considerable section known as
the Belleek salient In Fernianaugh
county, and tnis is now In posses
sion of the republicans.
The military are confining them
selves to sending out observation
parties which remain for a brief
time and then return to F.nnlsklll,
The Omagh garrison waa rein
forced this afternoon hv a large
contingent of the Staffordshire reg
iment, and the soldiers also ar
rived at Castle Derg. Tyrone county, three miles from the border.
Fighting has occurred nt various
points tho most significant in the
the vicinity of 1'ettigoe, county
Donegal, where the military forces
were under fire for th flr.;ttime
in the border troubles. There were
sharp clashes also between Ulster
d
and southern Irish forces near
and Btrabane on the
cars
armored
and
border,
machine guns being brought into
action.
Refugees are fleeing In large
numbers from the Invested area,
leaving their worldly possessions
behind.

Tb

of the International Typographical
union, is leading w. w. Barren, v

oden (RuleIC. SYoreSj
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M'PARLAND HAS LEAD
np IMS VOTES FOR
PRESIDENT OF I. T. U.
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Great Clearance Sale

FROM INVESTED
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tbeter-MUbu-

Keep Pace With Evolution
declared that the human race was merely
of the monkey tribe. Some people
him.
Others do not.
with
agree
But there is no 'denying that even within the memory
of most of us, there has been considerable of an evolution in the human mode of living. And today, this
evolution is buzzing along faster than ever.
There lias never b'een a time when conditions changed
so rapidly when life bettered itself so consistently,
New comforts and conveniences are coming in all the
time. And the rapidity with which they are invented and
put before us vitally affects us all.

DARWIN

-

Tp tak'e advantage of these things, you must k:eep yourself informed. You must know not only what they are,
but also know much they cost and where and how to
get them.
TKe only way you can know this is to tie a regular read5

er of the advertisements.

Advertisements tell of all that the world is 'doing to
make you, more comfortable, your, work easier, your
methods belter, your clothing and food problems less
irksome. They tell you Kow you can save time and
effort and money in the selection of the things that
make life worili while.
Advertisements are interesting, instructive ancl highly
"profitable lo you.
Keep in Touch With Mcrn Evolution Bv Realms: tKft
Advertisements in the Albuquerque Morning Journal.
.
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HITTERS GIVING LEFTIES REAL BATTLE

RIGIIT-ITAN- D

YANKEES DIVIDE
ft

mm

WITHftTHLETIGS
i

Morning Game Goes to New
York, 3 to 2; Philadelphia
Takes the Afternoon Contest, 4 to 3.

yf

B.r Tllo Amnrlatrd rrim.)
New York, Jlay JO. The New
York Yankees defeated Philadelphia
in the morning gmnc 3 to 2. Philadelphia tied the score In the eightn
inning when Ward, thinking Umpire Nallin had given him permission to throw mil the ball, hurled it
into the Now York dugout, permit-tin- s
Johnston to go from first to
third, when he scored on a sacrifice
fly. The Yankees scored tho winning run in the eighth inning on
arid Until and
by Ward
Baker's sacrifice fly. Scores:
Morning game:

Philadelphia.

AB. It. If. PO. A.

Johnston, 11...

if

32

W.

2

6

(I

0

21

8

E

IT. PO. A.

1211

2
3
1

4
3

1
4
1

"
1

right-han- d

Welch in ninth.

f. ir

swathas spurred the north-sid- e
ters to greater efforts this year.
Heilmann is hitting his usual
stride, Bing Miller, Steve O'Neill

The feat of Harry Heilmann,
hitter of the Tigers,
in leading the American league
in batting last year apparently

27 12

It

001 000 010
000 100 llx

2
3

hits
Scott and Sewell, Leverette and Schalk.
It. II. E.
Score Second game:
on bases PhiladelSchnnff.
2
Cleveland... 000 000 600 6
phia, 6: New York. 6. Base on
4
11
000
0017 17 Ed-0
balls off Hoyt, 2; off Sullivan. 1. Chicago
Batteries: Sothnron, Bagby,
Struck out By Hoyt, 3; Sullivan,
wards and O'Neill; Courtney, Fa-b4.
H. H. K.
and Schalk.
Srore Fecond game:
Per-Dvke- s,

e

Two-bas-

Philadelphia 000
New York. ..000

1 1

1014
0103

0

002

10

2
2

7

ANOTHER HOMER

Boston,
AVaslrington,
Boston, Mass.,""May 30. Washington took both games of the after-

and Terkins;

Batteries:
Shawkcy and

from Boston
noon double-heade- r
today 7 to 4 and 5 to 3. Bagged
Boston fielding ne;ped make scor
ing easy ror the visitors, j ne piay
of Stanley Harris and Peckinpaugh
was spectacular, tho latter accept
ing twelve chances in tho first
game. Bri'lheart. though extreme
ly wild was effective in the secona
game until the seventh when re
lieved by Erickson.
It. H. E.
Score
First game:
Y.'ashington .104 000 2007 13

St. 1onls,
Detroit,
St. Louis, May 30. Tho wilrtnoss
of Rayne and Henry's ineffectiveness gave the morning game here
today to the Detroit Tigers, 6 to 5.n
Manager Cobb and Outfielder
were on the bench, having
for
been indefinitely
suspended
their arguments with Umpire Wilson in yesterday's contest. ITaney
replaeed Blue on first due to the
latter's illness. Flagstead going to Boston
z
4 it
100 201 0U0
Cobb's position in the middle garPhillips,
Butteries:
Zachary,
den. The score, morning game:
Johnson and Gharrity; Pennock,
Detroit.
Knrr and Walters.
ro. a.i:. nussell,
ab.
b.it.
R. H. E.
Score
Second game:
' 2 2 12 1 0
ITaney, lb
fl
0
000 0005
Cutshaw. 2b ... 4 0 2 4 3 0 Washington .005
090 010 200 3 6 5
Boston
0
0
0
4
0
rf
Clark,
I
Erickson
Brlllheart.
Batteries:
4
S
0
2
0
0
Veach. If
1
0
0 and Gharrity; W, Collins, Kussell
Flapstcsd, cf... 3
and Ruel.
l:

Hcil-man-

1

1

.Tones 3b
Ttigney, ss

.r

.

.

.

.

Bassler, n
Khmke, p
Oldham, p
Totals

4
3
4
0

1

1

0
2

0
3

14
1

4

0

0

2

1

1
0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

12 27

13

0

0

37

St. I.Ollis.

pn.

A.

2
3

1

1

TT.
2
0
2

0

1

1

0
1
0
2
0

'4
0
S

AB. It.

Tobin. rf
Oerber, ss
Sisler, lb
Williams, If ...
.lacobson, cf .. .
Severeid, c
Kllerbe, "b
McManus, 2b . .
Bavne, p
Henry, p
Kolp. p

....

....

Shorten
zzzltobertson

0
0

r,
r.

4
2
4
4
2

0
1

4

1

1

0

0
0

0
0

1

0
0

1

0
0
0
0

1
0
0

S

YESTER
DAYS

T".
u
0

RESULTS

fl

0
0

0
0
0

1

2

1

2
0

7

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

fl

1

020 112 000

Detroit

6

5
020 001 101
Louis
e
hit WilSummnrv:
lilts McManus,
li liams. Three-bas- e
tSisler t.utsnaw, jtoncrison. h,mm.-iDouble
plays Mc-- "
Rignev.
iManus. C.erber and Sisler: Cutshaw
Base on balls Off
and Haney.
3?
3; Henry. 2; Ehmke, 3.
Bv
out
Struck
Payne, 1; Kolp, 1;
Ehmke. 2. Hits Off Bavne. 43 in
4; off Henrv, 5 in 2; off Kolo, Old--in
;
off
lit S
w "3; off Ehmke,
Hit by pitcher By
liam, 0 in
ts jEhmke (Sisler).
' ,v
Score, afternoon game: R. II. E.
k Detroit
8

St.

Two-bas-

i

000 000 001 000 000
? .St. Louis
O00 100 000 00O 000
a."
i

2',, Batteries:

01 11
17 !
12
Olsen and

Oldham,
Bassler: Shocker. Pruett and
Collins.
r. ercid,

Sev- -

Cleveland.
Chicago,
Cleveland
Cleveland, May 30.
to fifth place
from
third
..dropped
'1n the league race today, dropping
,two games to Chicago. The scoreC
of the morning game was 4 to
and that of the afternoon 7 to 6.
w rAfter holding tho Indians to two
Jilts in six innings. Courtney weak-j- o
wned In tho second game and the
' locals tied the score in the seventh.
Vnbor replaced the lefthander and
" jield Cleveland safe. Chicago won
" iut in the ninth on Mulligan's uln- 'pie, a sacrifice and out and John.eon's infield single.
7T.
E.
Tt.
Score First gatno:
y
l.

2 Cleveland...

000 000
000 000

0000
3104

R

1

6

0

Batteries: Morton and O'Ncil;

L.

. .

4,'hicago.

.

PAIR

fl

I

ill II

fl '
U

d

l'

i
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j

Phillies Defeat Giants, 9 to
8. in tn6 rOrCilOOn, n,,4t
Dull
Lose in the Atternoon
Session, 16 to 7.

i

(By The Awnclatrd Tret.)

Philadelphia, May 30. Parkinson's home run drive, his second
In two games, defeated the Giants
in the morning game 9 to 8. Parkinson's hit with two on bane tied
the score and Honline'a smash to
Parkinson's
the bleacher wall.
homer yesterday won the opening

game of the series. Score Morning game:
Now York,
AB. R. II. TO. A. E.
Bancroft, ss . . . 4 1 3 3 R 2
3
1
0
4
0
1
Frisch, 2b
2
0
0
0
0 0
Groh, 3b
1
1
0
0
0
0
..
8b
Rawlings,
4
1
2
0 0
0
Young, rf
1
1
2
0
6
0
Meusel, If
2 12
6
0
0
2
Kelly, lb
fl
4
2
1
2
0
cf.
Cunningham,
1
8
1
3
2
Snvder, c
.T.
Barnes, p. . . 5 1 4 0 1 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Causey, p
1.

n," '""''t.

Philadelphia

.050
.590
.535
.512
.500
.489
.368
.350

20
21
20
23
24
26

Santa Fe, May SO. The, old town
team from Las Vegas assisted
Santa Fe in staging a burlesque
here today.
exhibition
baseball

Free Soap this week.
Daily's Kash & Karry.

Weiss and Griego.

Joseph-Wichit-

3:

-

Watch for The

.

''

City Ball Dope
Tho Albuquerque Tigers defeated
- yesterday
afternoon by a score of 15 to 14
Batteries: Tigers Madrid, Costales
Romero
and Sandoval; National
and Chavez.
tho Duke City National.-

Car Thaes

Coming Soon

rittsbiirsii,

--

Burns cf
Daubert, lb
Neale, If
Harper, rf .
Hargrave, c
Bonne, 3b
Caveney, ss
Pinelll, 2b
Bixey, p
Total

D

4
2
5

. . .
. . .
.

I
0
0
0

5
4

1

10
3
1
6
1
4
1
1

1

2
R

.

.

1
1
4

fi

1

I'ittslmrfli.
AB. It. H.
If

.

.

.

..

.
.

Tierney, 2h . .
Tray nor, 3 b .
Mueller, rf . .
Grimm, lb ..
Gooch, c

Jonnard,

c

1

PO. A. E,

5
5
5

89.
.

'

15 27 10

3

Maranville,
Carey, rf
P.igbee,

AB. K. H. PO. A

...

.

?

.
.
.

4
4
O

..

.'

2

08
19

0
Jimmy Murphy wins 500 miles International Sweepstakes, average speed 94
0
miles
per hour, on Oldfield Tires. Harry Hartz, second, average speed 93
per hour on Oldfield Tires. Eight of the ten cars to fir.rs: in tho money were Oldfield
equipped. Murphy's time fastest ever made in this event breaking track record by
,
nearly five miles per hour.
48-10-

miles

54-10-

Third Straight Victory for Oldfield Tires
Consider this latest Oldfield achievement the official test conducted by
Mayor Kemp of Wichita, Kan., on behalf of a group of automotive dealers,

-

when

Four Oldfield Cord Tires on a Studebaker car covered 34,525
miles over Kansas winter roads, without a single tire change. Mayor
Kemp has made affidavit to this wonderful tire mileage record
along with other features of the test, including oil and gasoline
economy.

Another example of Oldfield's road endurance under severe conditions
was

Races are won by skilled drivers at terrific speed. You will never put your tires to
such a test. But the fact that virtually all racing drivers will trust no other tires but
Oldfields is convincing evidence of that tire's inbuilt stamina and endurance.
':M
You can enjoy this same safety and service by having your nearest dealer equip your
car with Oldfield Cords at a cost no higher than you pay for other standard makes.
,3
Sixty-on- e
Branch Houses and dealers everywhere throughout the United States dis' ' '
tribute Oldfield Tires.

C

:

Boston.
nmnklvn.
Rrnoklvn.
May 30. Brooklyn
took both games from Boston today
to
wtnnlnif the mornlntf contest
en
3 and taking the afternoon
counter 8 to 4. The Dodgers
einnted Lansing for seven runs In
tho fourth lnnini? of the morning
game. In the afternoon Vance es
out reo
t;,hiihd a season's itriKS
nrd hv fanninir ten braves. Bert
a
Dai witn
at
Griffith had field day
six hits.
R. H. &
Score First game:
OU 000 1003 10
Boston
s
OOx
9
701
...001
Brooklyn
Lansing
Batteries: McQuillan,
and Gowdy, Gibson; Reuther and
Miller.
Score Second game: R. IT. B.
8
000 001 0034
Boston
Brooklyn ...200 312 OOx 8 IS I
Batteries: Watson. Mnrnuard and
O'NMl; Vance end DeBerry.
3--

li

.

ads get result.

.

v

American tires have won this event.

-

Journal warn

'

The French Grand Prix, Europe's greatest race classic, where
Oldfield Tires carried the winner safely and surely over 325 miles
of rough, rocky country roads the first time in history that

G

North lourlli

at Indiana oils

Special Telegraphic Dispatch
From the Indianapolis
Speedway, May 30

4

VpODAYS

219

600 West Central Ave.

Phone 750.

in

-;

Phone 307.
MBMSaiitaMSWSMMMB

Quiokel Auto & Supply Company

7.

A

GARAGE
AMERICAN
DISTRIBUTORS

Our prices are not high, but we handle the most
reliable brands. Give us a trial.

M

ni.ti

This is the kind of car you've been waiting for. It's a
in range of speeds without
real Six in every respect
vibration; in power with light weight; in the roominess
And it's a
wheelbase.
made possible by it
dependable Six, too driven by a Continental "Red
Seal" Motor, equippedwithTimken axles. By phoning us,
you can be one of the first to see it perform in this city.

Harper Is an Arlington, Ky., naHe made
tive and Is twenty-eigh- t.
both his first and second starts for
tho majors from the west. Began
his career with the Paris club in
the
league back
in 1913. Kansas City grabbed him
off that same year but later sent
him baek to Paris. In 1915 he was
with Fort Worth In the Texas
league and his work there caused
the Tigers to land him.
He played the outfield with more
Texas-Oklaho-

l;

115-in- ch

,

.300.

Two-bas-

r

GO FIsniNG BIGHT.
Buy your tackle now while our
We are
stock is complete.
headquarters for high elass
fishing equipment. Fresh stocks
of Tackle, Reels, Rods, Hooks,
Creels. Etc.

1916-17-1-

V

10--

....

.622
.661
.500
.489
.488
.487
.415
.439

-

x

Two-bas-

Pet.

Cincinnati.

a;

Tourintf Car
"

18

Cooper, p . . . . 0
Yellowhorse, i. 1
xMokan . ... . 1
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Totals . ....39 8 18x28 10 3 ,inn, p
. 0
x One out when winning run Carlson, p ... . 0
Boston.
Broak'vn,
New York.
Philadelphia, scored.
xxBarnhart . . 1o
7,
Philadelphia.IT.
Hollingswoitlv P
TO.
AB.
It.
Cincinnati,
. 1
Pittsburgh,
xxxEns .
5
St. Louis.
Walker, rf.
Chicago,
1
3 12 27 11
Wrightstone, 3b 6
40
Totals
AMERICAN. LEAGUE.
Williams, cf. . . 5
X
Batted for Yellowhorse in the
6
New
Philadelphia, Henline, c
York,
fourth.
4.
Parkinson, 2b,
xx Batted for Carlson in the
Cleveland,
Chicago,
Fletcher, ss.
seventh.
5.
...
St.
Leslie, lb.
Detroit, 6;
Iiuis,
xxx Batted for Holllngsworth
Lee. If
Boston,
Washington,
in ninth.
G. Smith, p. .
Bv innings;
WESTERN LEAGUE.
301 301 001
Sullivan, p. .
Cincinnati
Denver-OmahPinto, p
rain.
010 000 1108
Pittsburgh
zl.ebourveau
rain.
St.
e
hits Tray-no- r,
Summary:
Oklahoma City.
Tulsa,
BaumgarQner,
Three-bas- e
hit JonHarper.
Moines-SiouDes
City; rain.
Home run
Tierney. Double
nard.
30
9
17
10
Totals
,.45
Maranville,
Tierney and
niv
z
Batted for Pinto in eighth.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Grimm. Base on balls Oft Coop
Kansas City, 3; Milwaukee, 12.
By innings:
I
er, 1: Yellowhorse, 1; Carlson,
021 211 100
New York
Toledo,
Columbus,
(MieV nut Bv Hixey. 5; Yellow14-002
000
024
Louisville,
Indianapolis,
Philadelphia
1: ITnlli'ncsworth, 2. Hits
e
hits Kelly, imre
1 In
Paul; rain.
Summary:
(iff Conner. 5 ill 1 : off Zinn.
2 in 2;
Lee,
2; 12-3- :
Walker, Williams,
2;
off
Holllngsworth,
Throe-bans
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Fletcher, 2; Bancroft.
ff veiinwhnrse. 5 in 3: off Carl
hit
New Orleans,
Walker. Home run ParkinMemphis,
2 in 1
Hit by Pitcher
son,
Rock,
son
Little
Double
Frisch
and
Birmingham,
plays
n itollinesworth (Neale). Win
Kelly; Williams and Parkinson.
pitch,
Nashville.
Base on balls Off Barnes, 3. off ning pitcher Rlxey. Losing
Atlanta,
Cooper.
Mobile,
Chattanooga,
Sullivan, 2; off Tinto. 4; off Cau- er crtn-R. TT. r
Afternoon!
sey, 2. Struck out By Barnes, 4;
inn nno 101 3 12 B
COAST IEAGUE.
by rinto. I; Ty G. Smith, 1. Hits
010 lOx 7 3
..320
Pittsburgh
Off Barnes, 15 in 8
Los Angeles,
Vernon,
innings:
Keck Gillespie and
natterics:
2
tiff
In
San Francisco.
Oakland,
1; off Smith, 9 in
Causey,
Gooch.
12off Sullivan, none (pitched Wingo; Morrison and
Portland
Sacramento, 4
to two batters); off Pinto, 6 In
St. Louis,
Chicago,
Salt Lake,
Seattle,
80.
Chicago
Chicago, Mav
bunched its hits this afternoon and
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE,
Bt,
from
mnHn It two straight
R. H. E.
Score:
3
4 11
T.miis 3 to 1. They won the morn- Sweetwater
8
3
3
Tiie Biternoou
in oanm 4 to 1.
San Angelo
nnntent- win a. ijltching duel be- Brooks and Shaw;
Batteries:
tvoen Doak and Aldridge, the for
Cocke and Anderson.
ono Dad inning.
.vimi.
offer n
R. H E.
Score:
0
2
Henthcote and Flack, outfielders
Clevis
1
6
5
who were traded after the morn
Stamford
ing came, played this atternoon
Batteries:
Nick, Ervin and
with Vhelr new clubs.
National League.
Black; Mitchell and Edwards.
Jt. tt.
R. H. E.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Score First name:
Score:
a
0
5
3
St Louis.... 010 ooo ouoi
New York at Philadelphia,
Lubbock
0
4 11
00X
000 310
3
2
0
rhlca.ro
Cincinnati tit Pittsburgh.
Banger
vva
ciss
Ker.
RuHor
iaai
iertieii.
Batteries: Wilbrldge and Allen;
lev and Alnsmith; Steulland and
American Iicaguc.
Crawford and Duckworth.
Detroit at. St. Louis.
O'Farrell.
R. H. E.
Score:
R. IT. E
Score Second game:
H
Chicago at Cleveland.
Amarillo
1
S
4 13
Bt. Louis ... 010 000 0001 7
Washington at Boston.
Abilene
100 000 02X 3 9
Chleairo
Batteries: Donk and demons;
Aldridge and O'Farrell.

FoiiARcalSBe-Cylinde-

M

...17

NEWEST GOODS
in
FISHING TACKLE

By NORMAN E. BROWN.
No New Chicken.
But starring again is George W.
Harper, outfielder, who is helping
Pat Moran's Reds caper along at a
startling gait these days. Harper
was with tho Detroit Tigers back in
8
but did not shine particularly at bat. This year he is
well
and hitting well above
fielding

Pittsburgh, May 30, Five Pitts
burgh pitchers failed to stop Cincinnati in tlio morning Memorial
day game here, the Reds winning
y l"
uiaey Kept me riraie nirs
scattered and waa uteady with men
on tne hags. Tierney mane a home
run in the eighth on a hit to deep
center. Score, morning game:

t:

m

22
21
19

11--

--

i

"

WTH

R

20

....

..111000

0 27 1!
3 4
f,
Totals
7,
Batted for Bayne in fourth.
7.7.
Batted for Henry in sixth.
zzz Batted for Kolp In ninth.

.

St. Louis
Brooklyn
Chicago
Cincinnati
Boston

Pet.

3
off Baumgardncr, J in 2.
Hit by pitcher By G. Smith
(Uroh).
Score Afternoon game: It. II. E.
New York.. 060 040 060 16 25 1
7 11 0
Philadelphia 202 020 010
Batteries: Nehf and Snyder'
Weinert, Bells, Kaumgardner and
Kuihvan, retcrv

PARKINSON GETS

'.I

right-han-

and Rigss Stephenson are flirting with the .400 mark. Derrill
Pratt, John Collins, McManus
and Bob Fothergill, Ty Cobb's
understudy, are stepping along
about the .300 mark. Which
means that Sisler, Speaker, Cobb
and the other southpaw swatters
must step to maintain theii
prestige.

1
10

4

New York . .
Summary:
kins, Knth,

Four

L.
17
18
20
23
23
20
24
23

28
23

Detroit
Washington
Cleveland
Philadelphia
Chicago
Chicago

swatters.
husky
Above, Harry Heilmann,
leftj
Pratt, center, and John Collins.
Below, Itiggs Stephenson.

0

0

By inning:
Philadelphia .

zfnllins

LEAGUE.

New York
St. Louis

2

Totals
x
Untied

T

Pittsburgh

L.

14
16

Reason Opens Tomorrow.

4

Meusel. if
Pipp, lb
Scott, ss
Schanp, c
Hoyt, p

j;''

26
23
23
22
20
22
14
14

MGR.

AMERICAN

S
4

3b

t

W.

New York

13.
YANK

New York.
AH. It.

Wilt, cf
Ward, 2 b
Ruth. If

J

Li:.GlE.

Club

'

Totals

4

NATIONAL

LAS VEGAS DEFEATED
BY SANTA FE, 18-- 7

Santa F converted seventeen hits
and eight errors into nineteen runs,
the visitors scoring seven runs on
nine hits and four errors. Eanta
Fe scored in every inning and in
the second had ten batsmen up,
Qulntana and J. Rivera making
home runs. Mike Baca, crack left
hander, started for Las Vegas but
was unsteady and retired in thm
first after four runs were over and
none out. Batteries: Las Vegas
Montano
and
Baca, Martlnes,
Nleto, Sanchez, Chaves; Santa Fe,

The

.'t

1

.

toQyatN. rff

UH

CIANT. MS

The Albuquerque Monarch! were
unable to hit Romero, who fanned
thirteen batters, and dropped the
ganift yesterday afternoon to the
I'ar Shop Apprentices by a score of
16 to G.
Three nome runs featured
the game. McMullan and Logan,
nf tho Monarths, and Ortega, of the
Apprentices each clouting out circuit hits.
H. II. E.
Score by innings:
6
8
6
Monarchs ..020 Oil 020
202
16 14 3
42x
Aprrentices.105
Monarchs Neal and
Batteries:
Komoro and
r,oRan; Apprentices
Ortega.

4
.

. .

jJIauser

J'

BY WID E MARGIN

II

Dykes, 3b
Galloway, ss.
Sullivan, p

"

I w IKHS

4
i!
4
4

Walker, If
Perkins, o
Miller, of

.Baker.

.

or less regularity for Detroit for
three seasons. Then he drifted up
to St. Paul and after the war, appeared with Oklahoma City. The
Reds obtained him from that club
last season after he had set a record of hitting safely in twenty-si- x
consecutive games for the westerns.
lis swats 'em from the first base
side of the platter.

JOHN MQ8AW

4

Co

AVelch,

SOP

mK

DOUBLEHErDER

Tounsr,

May 31, 1922
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1922
,.,

Records Mado on

1922 Records Made on

Oldfield Tires

Oldfield Tirea

Earl Ccoper, San Francisco, April 17th;
broke world's record for stock
chassis average 93.24 miles per

Tommy Milton; Los Angeles; March
5th, 1922. New track record of
110.8 miles per hour la 350 mils
race.
N

hour.

Jimmy Murphy, April 27th; Fresno,
Cal., new mile track record for
150 ml'.es at 102.8 miles per hour.
Jimmy Murphy, May 7th, Santa Rosa;
Cel., new SO mile world record
vetage 116 miles per hour.

V

.

j

Tommy Milton; Los Angeles; April
2nd, broke world's record for fifty
miles
venge 115.3 miles per
hour.
i

OLDFIELD TIRE CO., AKRON, OHIO

J

Page Five.
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Woman's Daily Magazine Page
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HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAND

I
I
J
S

t
t

I
I

;!
i

j

j

By Edna Kent Forbes.

Mrs. George Anderman and Mis?
Eleanor Anderman will entertain
Phi Mu sorority for Miss Alice
White from 4 to 6 p. m.
Mls9 Angelica Howden will entertain ror MIm Kathcrine
at 4: SO p. m.
Miss Grace Stortz will enter
tain nt dinner at fl p. m.
Recital of Bradford studio pu
pils at 8 p. m.

he could not afFROM THE FRY1XG FAX INTO declaration that coat
she coveted,
ford a certain
THE FIKE.
he had called a doctor who said:
"Your wife must take more
CHAPTER 60.
She is in a very nervous
It was a pity that Layton and rest.
the
condition.
Nothing
Jack could not have talked to- - matter, you understand,really
but she
needs quiet and rest.
in their rpsnprtlvn wives. Decause
For a day or two Helen aid re
Nell Layton encouraged Helen in main quietly at home, lying on
o
her chaso after pleasure to the the couch, reading the latest
of gossip, then went about
neglect of reading, or even carhome.
was
more than ever. She
ing suitably for her
scarcely
LACE
They did not so much matter, ever at home when Jack came in; VOGUE FOR
as Helen now had a maid, a youns but would rush breathlessly in
AT
HEIGHT
ITS
IS
indifferently about 7 o'clock, full of the doing:.
girl who cooked
in
cleared
and
who
away
well,
of the afternoon and her plans
for the evening. Jack, to the best,
grew mors indolent, less Inclined of his ability, tried to join with
to take any share of responsiblh- - her asking questions that showed
' ty, more addicted to her clubs his interest in her
pleasures, sayand cards. She also had grown ing nothing when after losing at
more extravagant; that is as far cards she would bo fretful and
as her dress and entertaining
only for a time. Her
went, although they still lived in careless gayety could not for long
or
the same apartment.
retain either disappointment
The Laytons had moved long anger. It was not her nature.
alt
out
come
since to the big new house scv
will
"Everything
oral streets distant, ana it was right sometime!" she used often
, ;
cause for constant complaint from to say. "Why not laugh and be
Helen that they also could not
take an apartment in the same
Often Jack laughed "out of the
But even she under wrong side of his mouth" as tho
building.
stood that landlords had to be paying runs, but that did not at
paid, and in advance. Rents had feet her at all.
risen enormously, and even where
It was strange but always be
they were had been raised a third fore Jack stalked that thought ol
more.
divorce that Helen might divorce
Jack had never again tried to him. It made him almost fatu
deceive her In any way as to what ously easy with her; afraid of of
he earned. He still had his com fending her.
mission on the $15,000 of insurance
Perhaps had he known she
in the bank
she knew nothing smiled to herself, figuratively patof it but to it he had not added ted herself on the back because
hi
? f
one cent. His money was spent of the way she had handled him
before he earned it, although ho that time he tried to punish her,
was doing fairly well. His des- it would have made no difference.
perate need of money to make For in spite of her selfishness,
and keep Helen happy goaded her lack of understanding as to
him on to efforts that otherwise what real wifehood meant, Hola.'i
!;
would have been Impossible to was at times a very lovable womhim. Perhaps for that reason her an.
Then she was so pretty and
greed had not injured him as it gay when pleased; so quickly over
might.
her migranes.
But as timo passed Jack Hunt
And Jack loved her!
er saw ho had but jumped from
We all look at this couple and
the frying pan into the fire. In that one. wondering what they
stead of helping Helen to grow see in each other. Often We hear;
and outgrow hor childishness he
"How could she have married
had, by humoring her. made her him?" Or "What did he see in
ft
more childish.
; I
!Jt t
Her whims were her?"
Certainly we could not
impossible to guess; almost as im have endured living with them unpossible to gratify!
der any circumstances, yet they
Sho also resorted to tears now were seemingly perfectly happy.
more often than ever before
It is a vise providence that
Xerves part of the time, the con- manages mortals so that all do not
stant excitement, late hours, et want the same type of man or
cetera, almost too much for her woman as life companions
what
frail physique. Once when a fi a hurdling over the marriage stile
of hysterics had followed back's It would cause!
mas-azln-

v4

tp
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BEAUTY CHATS

JANE PHELPS.

BY

.

6a!Iar

YA0U1

brush. To do this rub into it a
light oil such as olive oil, or a
then remove
of ten clfn riFi n s cream,
Kitty D.: A reduction
You can
nmmHo ran eaailv be effected by with ri hut damp cloth.
use
elimiho
brush
bath
after, if you
eating less at each meal and
choose, but close the pores finally
inating all starchy foods.
over
M. K. L.: One ounco of henna by dashing very cold water
la mixed with threo ounces ol theC. skin.
not
J:.
docs
oil
olive
L.:
If
makes
soap, which
powdered
with you it is not likely you
shampoos. agree
for several
enough
can take cod lh'er oil, unless you
Take about a heaping tablespoon-fu-otl include
it in a nilxturo with other
of this mixture to a pint
Drink more milk to
tho
head, ingredients.
hot water and rub over
the fin- gain in weight.
working up a lather with
hair
Dorothy 1:.: I shall be glad to
gers. Let this remain on tholunsc
for the
mail you the formula
from 10 to 15 minutes.
powder. on receipt o a
several times In hot Rnd cold wa- blackhead
envelope.
ter. This brightens the hair, gives E.tnnip'-.Mickey;
for a skin that is exanu vm.
It luster and richness,
cessively oily the daily use of a
not change its color.
toilette water is helpful, as this ,s
Miss K. L. R.: Lime waier
An oily skin
count- mildly astringent.
a mouth wash will help toAnother
usually has its origin in a sluggish
eract an acid condition. on
to el're it
thus
system,
treatment for this is use
jm digestive
must correct the internal dis
of Magnesia" in the . same way, one
of the turbances causing it.
after the nightly cleansing dust
An Injection
a
Reader:
teeth. For your oily hair,
under the skin, even if it did
little talcum powder into u
to absorb some of tho oil. change the color, would never
the effect of a healthy tint
X. T. Z. Neither the eyelash give
td the skin.
tonic nor the cream would hurt
in
it
Sharpie: The larger warts on
the eyes if you should get
nnddrop
Crude oil is better than your hands will dry upsilk
them.
thread
when oft if you tie a white
castor oil for a dry scalp, treatskin
the
to
close
around
them
you are giving it a full oil
and
soften
will
Tlie
ones
smaller
ment.
he scrubbed off if you rub
Anxious: Most liquid powders may
secretions olive oil into them.
dry out the natural
Missje; To brighten the shade
wMch should be an excuse for not
when the hair is n. drab brown,
regularly.
using them
tooi?-- Vnr the hlackheads on give it plenty of sunshine end add
the a tahlespoonfnl of peroxide to the
the chest, dissolve the soil in oam
'last rinse after the shampoo.
skin before you use me
4XSWERED LETTERS

1
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iri' railroad
!'!) 4

.fir

R
is

ikl :li
1

bond

t3X-',-7-

invalid is

court decision

THE OLD

WALT

DOCS.

Oft when ailing I recall doctors
days gone by, who from
death would lake a fall when I
seemed inclined to die.
There
was good old Dr. Storm, who
would come up in his gig, when
the colic racked my form, and
my agony was big. When he'd
filled me up with dope, he would
say, "I'll do my best; with this
sickness I can cope if he's given
perfect rest. Do not let him walk
a step, let his sleep be long and
sweet, and I'll ' stake my well
known rep that he'll soon be on
his feet." There .was sense In being ill in those bright days gone
so long, when the sawbones said.
"Be still! Rest till you are well
of the

And there's no secret about making
tell
Clicquot Club Ginger Ale. We
manufacwhat we put in it. Other

turers know all the ingredients we
use. They can buy most of them.
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flour and recipe.
Ask your grocer to send you
a case of Clicquot Club. Keep
a few bottles on ice or in a
cold place. Serve it any time
to anyone. They all like it.

Millis,

Rt The Amnclntpil I'ren.)
The
Houston. Tex., May 30.
convention of tho Urothorhood of
and
Locomotivo Firemen
men adjourned this afternoon
without having taken action on the
motion to authorlzo tho president
and secretary to prepare instruc
tlnns for firemen to leave the serv
ice In event the railroad labor
board hands down a decision re
riuclnc their wages.
The motion apparently looks to
tho future in suggesting thnt gen
eral chairman prepare In advance jjirfPaMiffiHIf
Instruction blanks, leaving blanK
tho date for a walkout, the date JOURNAL WANT
suggested being the time nny wage
cuts should become effective.
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Birch Beer
Root Beer

Ginger Ale
Sarsaparilla
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ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS
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cathartic- sone of the chief causes
of constipation?
to you that the
DID it everyouoccur
take to relieve constipation, is the

all-ov- er

ever-popul-

But they don't make Clicquot Club-- any
more than a woman with good flour
and a recipe can make bread
that tastes like her neighbor s
bread made with the same

NO ACTION IS TAKEN
BY B. OF L. F. AND E.

RIPPLING RHYMES
B

"IS every womsn on the street
Should maks a loaf of bresd.
They wouldn't be the same at all,"
The Master Baker said.
"Some loaves would burn and som would fafl
And some would not b good,
self-raflour
Though each one used the
And did the best she could."

THE CLICQUOT CLUB

I

a

wouldn't be the same...

HMD TOWNS

(By The Ansoclated Tren.)
Nogales, Ariz., May 30. Five
Mexicans havo been slain in the
Indians in
past few days by Yaqui of
Honora,
the Yaqui valley, state
Mexico, according to an American
who arrived in isogahs tonight.
This American, whosw home is in
Nogales and who upends much
time in Mexico, asserted that the
murders were committed in the
towns of Racum and Cocnrit.
Tho xaqiiis, it was said, were
the command cf (leneral
Four years no a band
of Taquls under his leadership held
between Ksperanza and
a
train
tip
Kmpalme and killed fit persons,
several of them Americans.
According to the American informant, there are two other well
known Yaqul chieftains in the terKscobozn
ritory In which General
Is operating, but these two, it is
endeavare
and
are
said,
peaceful
oring to persuado Kseoljoza to lay
down his arms.
After the killing of the five
Mexicans in Bacum and t'oeorit,
the towns were raided and much
loot carried away.

It tho bonds should
$l7,2n:.S1.
run for
years tne toiai niirvBi
paid would amount to $344,0460,
which added to the principal of
would make a grand
total of f726.31D.SG, or nearly three
quarters of a million dollars.
According to the enabling act
and the state constitution, it was
profiled that the proceeds of lands
remaining after the outstanding
"Series (V bonds had been retired
should go to the state permanent
and current school funds. It was
to conserve this surplus for tho
Four
use and benefit of the public
Act to Reimburse
schools of the state that the Taxof
Town
Counties and trie
payers' association, through Its attorney, J. O. Seth, brought Injunc-of
Unconstitu
Silver City is
tion proceedings in tho name
Mechem.
K. U. Brvant. Fortales, N M., a
tional, Says
member of the executive commitof the association and a resi(Uv't-hTaxpayers Vssoc!aUon of tee
dent ot lloosevelt county. If the
Mew Mexico.)
ot Judge Mechem is
Judge Edwin Mechem, sitting for decision uuon
appeal, it will mean
Judge Hoiloman in the First judiwill
cial district, has rendered Judgment in effect that nearly $400,000 com
law
saved for tne
be
the
unconstitutional
eventually
declaring
'
of the 1921 legislature providing mon school tiermanent fund, $350,
for thn relmhusement of Santa le, 000 that would be' required20 for inRY KLOISE.
years,
Grant, Luna and Hidalgo counties, terest durlnz the next
Lace has been gradually coming and of the town of Silver City for and an annual return aftor that
current
the
upfor
of
$20,000
almost
every
until
period
Interest and principal payment
back
today
MASON.
aid ot railroad school fund.
frock for dressy occasions has its on bonds issued in case
be apwill
This is the second Important litl
The
construction.
summer
and
Blouses
full quota.
court.
in which the Taxpayers' asgation
frocks for general wear are also pealed to the supreme
ot sociation has been Involved with
Now th
doctor
and strong!"
The issuance of bonds in aid
in bits of lace here and
indulging
Mexconstruction in New
reference to these bonds, the first
comes to me, looking learned and there on
pockets, sleeves and col- railroad
chapheinir tho trial and conviction ot a
grim and wise, and he says aloud,
dresses and ico constitutes an interesting
dinner
Some
lars.
states
the
of
exbond operator for defrauding tho
the
in
history
says he, "What you need is
ter
to
be
so
a3
far
frocks
dance
go
were issued si a to of nnnroximately
$50,000.
ercise! Indolence will cook the made
lace. Silk laco In finances. These bonds
of
e- -i o
entirely
anu
of Grant
Tho loss to the state from various
goose of the huskiest of men!
are beins used by the counties
City
patterns
Silver
of
was
You are moldy from disuse wall: for these formal gowns. Often tnc Fe and the town
probably mucn
manipulations
fnrtv veara aK0. Dec!lai cj greater than this, and had it not
eight miles, or, better, ten! I laco is combined with sole, siiks "
'
were
np been for the investigations insti
could give you piebald pills, I or
invalid by the county, they
crepes or chiffons.
confirmed by congress- tuted by Governor V. E. Lindsey
rovrt and
could give you potions pink, but
a nttraetivo gown for snnng r
railTh
the
r
,umeantime
you'd belter climb the hills or.
- the "Series C" bond irregularities
wear is made ot silk lace in
e LuiU and have Doen conwould undoubtedly have continued
your rusty legs, I think. Go and aparty
Paatel
construe
veiling
largo pattern
In optration since
saw a cord ot wood, go and ba'.a
inullv
in
found
comes
It
of
chiffon.
i,
shades
however
.nnttea.
a ton of' hay, and you'll soon be
H
i v,r
ot the season, orchid, nun.
It Impossible to pay me
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feeling good, and you'll bless me all colors
a
to
grant
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pumpkin,
get
beperiwinkle,
use
of
began
the
What's
struggle
every day."
black. The aoflong
from
congress
land
ing sick when I get this from the and tne
c"oo: "Go and buy yourself a pick black, by the way, uses white or of which should be used to remove
Sue- v.
n th counties.
and get down and quarry rock!" cream lace as do the colors.
statehood when
Tho draped sleeves and yoke on cess came with
1
HOW
tho bodice are of lace and the 1 000,000 acres of the public do-purpose
HOUSEHOLD LINENS
tunic on the skirt is lace.
main was set aside for the and
ac
of paying the principalof Santa 1 e
MAY
FASHIONED
BE
crued Interest on bonds
ongmad
FUR YEAR
and Grant counties. ThefcanU
IN VACATION TIME FOLLIES CHORUS
e
issues were as follows:
Grant county,
county, $300,000;
GIRL DOING HER
Idle summer hours on the Pecos,
ritv. 150.000: total,
St. Louis. Mo.. May 30. Th
or other favorite vacation resort,
TRAINING STUNT $400,000. The first board oof
1921 earnings of the Missouri, Kan
ng
commissioners, consiststate
may be very profitable for the
auditow
sas & Texas railroad equaled 6.0
home-makstate treasurer, the
who takes with her
Issues ner cent on the property invest
general.
the
attorney
and
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proceeds of sales are
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clever design,
table
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was an ku...
there
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63.39 in the fund to retire the
penses.
in
invested
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consisting of $449,550 on depoMt of $3,763,309 is shown in the re
vacationist.
ambitious
the really
securities and $87,803.39
port.
T.. banks. During the ninth fiscal
Dainty undergarments already
was added, naKim,
,.
made up and stamped for embroid
- tho fund Novemuer ov. BALLOONS ARE READY
ery may also be made during the
;.'u..lu. '.r.K- i- for retiring "series
summer away from home.
FOR BIGRACE TODAY
..TV",.'
i
rlv 1600.000.
reiu'ns
1,000,000 acres granted for
about
Milwaukee, Wis.. May 30 (by the
'..0-'boAssociated
Press). The twelve
weIe "nr.r IZu
fiscal year, but candidates for
honors In the na
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were deeded,
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row were filled tonight with thou
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destination
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fact that the surplusland grant ...i
the proceeds of this of tne pubuc bags at the ball park today,
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for the final examination and re
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lands
and
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can be readily
lands are sold at the n""1" e
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free.
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one
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missioners as follows:
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Santa Fe
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Grant
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Hidalgo.
And a revolver in their reer.
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Is8,041.6
bllver City
'
They have a- badge inside their
Total
coat
The counties and Silver
Millions of pounds bought
In' case you doubt who they are,
to be reimbursed in
were
But a honest man looks strata in
receiving siiu
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amounts
by
by the government.
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INDIANS

The quotation is aen from
an important paper on tha
treatment of constipation by
n
a
physician

INCREASE

1921

en,

cause of your trouble?

Yet when a number of doctors were discussing
this almost universal complaint one of them said:
"Probably one of the most frequent causes of
constipation is the indiscriminate use of cathartics.
For years physicians have tried to persuade people to give up laxatives and to eat corrective foods
instead.
It is now known that Fleischmann'a Yeast is a
food which makes the use of cathartics unnecessary. Because of its freshness it helps the intestines
eliminate waste matter.
People who are adding Fleischmann's Yeast
to their daily diet find, that their body functions are kept normal and regular. Eat 2 or 3
cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast before or between meals every day. Place a standing order with your grocer. He will deliver Fleischmann'a Yeast fresh daily.

er

Healthylimimies
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make
Happy Faces
A sick child rarely smiles.
And the smile of a child is

r

the essence of happiness. Good
Olive Oil hat all the elements of
a perfect food. For nutrition it
Mothers who
la unequalled.
know the food value of pure
olive oil insist on

".r..

KS.

"From Perfect Olives'
Old Monk if theirjf pressing
of the choicest selected olives
from the famous groves of
Nice, France. It is nothing but

the pare nour
ishing oil of the
in
its purity and
flavor. Use it
with your next
salad. Your
olive-perf-

ect

dealer
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LIHCOLII MEMORIAL IS ONE OF

THE WORLD'S MOST

B

CO

STRUCTURES;

Stands in Potomac Park, Washington, Facing
the Washington Monument; Construction
Begun in 1914; Is the Greatest Shrine of the
Men Who Saved the Union.

(BY THK ASSOOATEU
ness ari turmoil or tne city
Washington, ji;,y sn. The Linisolate.', distinguished and
coln memorial, the sift of the nation to the memory of Abraham
serene. Ul ;;!! the sites this
Lincoln. Is one of the world's most
one, near the Potomac, is
most sui'ert to the purpose."
beautiful structures and the greatmnn
who
saved
Grounds Arc Raised.
est shrine of the
means of terraces the.
the union. Impressive In its simBy
plicity, the memorial probably Is grounds around the site aro raised
the masterpiece of all public build- until tho floor of the memorial
the
ings and memorials in the United itself is 4 3 feet hig' er thancircuStates. It stands in Potomac park grade of Potomac park. A
facing the Washington monument, lar terrace, 1.0U0 feet in diamrises above the park.
and Its construction was beun on eter, f
Lincoln's birthday anniversary in On its outer edge stand four con1914.
The total cost has been ap- centric rows of trees, leaving a
plateau in the center 755 feet in
proximately $3,000,000.
In the center of this
This monument to Lincoln Is a diameter.
white
of
plateau, nirrounded by wldo roadlarge rectansular building
and
walks, rises an emiPaeon,
ways
by
Henry
marble, designed
a New Vork architect. It has a nence supporting a14 rectangular
feet high,
beautiful setting on a dlrert east stone terrace wall
and west line with the Washington ;Tti feet long and 1S6 feet wide.
monument and the nation's capitol On this rectangular terrace rl?es
and rises 144 feet above the level the white marble memorial. All
of the park. It is composed of four the foundations of the steps, teron
principal features a statue of the races and memorial are built
extends
piling which
man, a memorial of liis Gettysburg concrete
address, a memorial of his second down to solid rock.
Rising from this rectangular
Inaugural address and a symbol of
terrace three steps, each 8 feet
the Union of the .states.
high, form a platform measuring
Statue In Marble.
The most important object in the 204 feet in length and 134 feet
in
width. On this platform stand
memorial is the statue of Lincoln
Chester the 30 columns, symbolizing the
in marble, by Daniel
French, New York sculptor, placed Union, which enclose the memorial
in the central hall where, by virtue hall wallsof and support the upper
the building hearing
of its imposing position in the portion
representing the explace of honor, it predominates all the festoons
else. The statue is colossal in si:;e isting 48 states. This colonnade Is
S8
long and 118 feet wide.
and yet distinctly personal. It rep-- the feet
columns being 44 feet high
in a
resents
Lincoln, seated
first and 7 feet, 5 inches in diameter
thoughtful mood and is the
one at their bases.
thing that meets the eye as colWhite Memorial Hall.
passes through tho Immense
Within the colonnade stands the
Smaller halls,
onnaded entrance.
one at either side of the central white memorial hall, measuringIn
156 feet in length and 84 feet
hall, contain monumental tablets
Inside the building the
In which deeolv incised letters re- width.
of
hall where the
central
produce, word for word. Lincoln's Lincoln stands is 00 feet statue
wide, 70
wall
Gettysburg address on the left
long and 60 feet high, while
and the address made by lilm at feet
halls where tho memorials of
his second inauguration on the tho
the
speeches
placed are 57
right wall. Above these are two feet long, 37 are
feet wide and 60
large mural paintings by Jules feet high; four Ionic columns sep
Ouerin. a New York artist one
each of these halls from
tVDifving
'Emancipation" and the arating
central hall. The colonaded
other tvnlfving "Reunion." Their the
entrance to the memorial hall is
production occupied three years' 43 feet wide and 4 4 feet high.
time.
Rcflifting ISasln.
Miurnifirciit Colonnade.
To the eastward of the
Surrounding the exterior of theIs at the foot of the seriesmemorial,
of steps
walls inclosing these memorials
from the entrance and exa magnificent colonnade forming leading
toward
the
tending
Washington
a symbol of the union, each col monument is a
or reflecting
timn representing one of the thirty basin, 2.000 feetlagoon,
long and 4S0 leet
six states existing at the time of wide. In its waters
is reflected
On the outer from one
death.
Lincoln's
end the Lincoln memorial
walls above the colonnade and sup- and from the other end the Wash
arc
ported at intervals byoneeagles
monument is pictured. It is
for each ington
forty-eigfestoons,
rrom two to three feet deep, its
state existing at the present time. floors of dark material, making
the
More than a dozen years ago, water as reflective
as a mirror.
Potomac park, one of the most im- Splendid elm trees line both sides
great of the reflecting basin.
portant units of Washington's
lies along
The grounds
the
park system, and which
the Potomac river, was first sug- memorial slope upsurrounding
gently to the
gested as the site for a memorial winding walk which encircles the
to Lincoln. The late John Hay. entire structure.
and of boxwood trees, Rare specimens
nnn of Lincoln's secretaries
nestling in the
of corners of the
biographers, and later secretary
temple, are each
state of the United states, ravorea nearly 100 years old
and cost about
its selection. In expressing his ap- $1,000 apiece. Each tree planted
wrote:
he
about the memorial Is a selected
proval,
"As I understand it, the
specimen of great age.
Move Started in 1902.
place of honor is on the main
Lincoln,
axis of the plan.
The movement for the construc
next to
of all Americans
tion of the memorial was begun in
1002 and in 1910 the late Senator
Washington, deservedwas this
of
He
place of honor.
Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois, a
not
You
must
immortals.
the
friend of Lincoln, introduced in
tho imthe senate the bill for its erection.
approach too close to
monument
His
mortals.
The bill was approved by congress
should stand alone, remote
February 9, 1911. The law created
from the common habitations
a commission and named as its
of man, apart from the buni- members William H. Taft, Shelby
1

A durable spark-proo-f
roof for
factories &barns
roll

O.

Joseph

Cannon,

declares:
"Until the buildings are removed

the memorial will be dwarfed and
made of small importance, and the
development of the landscape features upon which the memorial depends for effectiveness will be made
The continuation of
Impossible,
the buildings works sacrilege to
the memory of Lincoln."
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EXERCISES

m

CLASS

BE HELD

S.

AT H.

The class day program of the
Albuquerque High school will be
held this evening in the school au
ditorium, when the following exercises will be presented.
Class Day Program.
Panquito
Robyn
High School Orchestra.
Helen
Grunsfeld
Salutatory
. . . .
Class History
Walter Dolde
Presentation of cane
Woodford liellin
Acceptance by Juniors
Nathan Glassmac
urn High School Days
Joe Benjamin, Otto Bebber, How
Eller, Charles Dearing.
Presentation of Memorial-J- oe
Benjamin.
Mrs. E. M. La Bar
Response
Mela Sedillo
Prophecy
Class Will
EInora Davis
berenade
Schubert
Adella Elder. Walter Dolde.
Class Poem
Howe Eller
valedictory Address
Maxwell Merritt
Class Song
Senior Class
Commencement week at the High
scnooi opened with the baccalaureate services held in the auditorium
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock.. The
long lines of graduates filed into
the places reserved for them, keep
ing step to tne stately cadences of
Llzst's march played by the school
As they
orchestra.
finished the
march, the orchestra swept into
the strains of Handel's "Largo," as
a prelude for Reverend McGuire'e
prayer of invocation.
The beautiful "Gloria" from Mozart's "Twelfth Mass," sung by the
mgn scnooi chorus, followed, and
then the sermon to the class do
livercd by Reverend Charles R. Mc
Kean, of the First Presbyterian
church. Mr. McKean congratulat
ed the class on what thev had al
ready achieved and heli up before
tnem the necessity or a high ideal
as a guiding star to worth-whil- e
achievement.
"Life." he said, "is a quest of the
pearl of great price without which
there can be no conquest of its difficulties."
Tho Girls' Glee club concluded
the musical part of the program
with Rachmaninoff's
"Glorious
Forever."
Reverend
TTillard A.
Guy pronounced the benediction.

RANCH0S DE ATRISC0
SCHOOL EXERCISES TO
BE HELD IN AFTERNOON
MEAW

WEIGHT

The eloftng
ixercises
of the
Ranches do Atrisco school will be
this afternoon, when George
S. Klock will make the address to
the graduates and present the diplomas. The following program
will be given:
Song, "To and Fro," Third
grade girls.
Piano solo Delia Moya.
Finger play Primary grade.
Recitation Lillian West.
Fairy song Fourth grade girls.
Violin solo Hope Wiley.
Son?, "My Alice Blue Gown"
Chonita Baca and Feliclta Sanchez.
Recitation Charles Rodgers.
Health drill Boys of fifth, sixth
and seventh grades.
Playmates Primary.
Dance Sixth and
May Pole
seventh grade girls.
staff Mrs. Eugenia
Teaching
Irish, principal: Irene Farrell, Joy
Miller and Severita Baca.
Eighth grade graduates Chonita
Baca and Hope Wiley.
held
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BEST

roof-- "

ing is the product of
The PhiupCarey
nearly fifty years of experience in refining Asphalt STANDctcNNATi END
ROLL ON
and the manufacture of
roofing.
It is the best piece of
goods of its weight and at
its price that we have ever
seen. It is tougher, it re- sists drying out, and keeps your building
; water-tigvery much longer than ordinary
roofing.
This is because it is balanced roofing, made
of special Carey specification felt.
Company

Ohio-

-

Msion.'tlly inventors of some new
ami elaborate pastry which earns
a small fortune.
are worth
rastry royalties
working tor. One pastry inventor,
who is the son of an Iowa con0
fectioner, draws more than
a week for his simple invenBy FREDERIC J. HASKIV.
tion, the Eskimo pie. He was
New York City, May 30. New wise enough to have his idea
York is now in the grip of a. pas- protected by patents, and as a
result he Is now on tho road to
try wave second only to the crime becoming
a
wave in scope and power. Never
Lemon Plo vs. Red Wine.
has the demand for pastry been so
As an illustration of the pullgreat; never tho supply so con- ing power of pastry, tho above
evidence.
in
Window
spicuously
French chef tells the story of a
displays of glittering pastries, in small Brooklyn hotel which bea bewildering variety of colors, de- gan to run down hill at a fast
signs and nationalities, tempt the rate after closing its once famous
passerby on every hand; new pas- bar. Then the manager secured a
try shops are springing up all chef who could make marvelous
over the city, and even the drug lemon meringue pic. Ho immestores now serve cream puffs and diately installed the pie permachocolate eclairs.
nently on tle business man's
d
many
Consequently,
luncheon table d'hote, and therecitizens who are already by won back tho
of the
worried
about the customers he hadmajority
considerably
lost. The pie
trend of the race, are in a panic Is now more than holding Its own
of apprehension.
What, they dea fair grade of red wine
mand gloomily, can be expected against
which Is being freely served in a
which
of a people
goes in for such nearby competitive
restaurant.
gastronomio orgies? How can we
Another case in point is that
hope to develop a race of super- of a hoarding house on tho upper
men on macaroons and Boston West, side, which is
always crowd
cream pie? Is it not time, they
suggest, that a new and powerful
reform organization be formed to
combat this pastry-eatin- g
vice
which is surely destined to turn
d
but indomitable
the
American people Into a dolorous
tribe of dyspeptics?
Pastry is apparently a popular
substitute for liquor. At any rate
it is estimated that its consump
tion has increased 33 3 per cent
since the passage of the eighteenth
amendment.
Farmers are not the only sturdy
folk wbo eat plo for breakfast
nowadays. New York business men
perform that courageous feat also,
as any early riser can see by gazing in the giant window of one of
those famous restaurants, so numerous
throughout Manhattan,
that Irvin Cobb has likened to a
goldfish bowl. Furthermore, the
cold slab of breakfast pie is merely
a drop in the New Yorker's daily
From
bucket of pastry rations.
this mild beginning he goes braveto
on
ly
doughnuts, eclairs, spice
cake, napoleons and other monumental pastries. The young man
in Stevenson's story of "The Sul- clda Club," who had to eat so
many cream tarts, has lost his pathetic charm for tis. There ara
too many pastry fiends in New
York who dally outdo his spectacular record under no sinister com- -

PASTRY EATING

Tho commission was authorized
to procure and determine upon a
location, plan and design for a
monument or memorial in Wash
ington. The aid of the government
commission of Fine Arts was invoked in the selection of the site
and plans. On the 10"th anniversary of Lincoln's birth, February
12, 1914, the late former Senator
Joseph C. S. Blackburn, then resident commissioner of the memorial
commission and who was a southern officer during the civil war,
broke ground for the memorial,
saying as he did so:
"This memorial will show tha".
Lincoln is now regarded as ths
greatest of all Americans and that
he is so held by the south as well
as the north."
Cornerstone Laid in 1915.
The cornerstone was laid on Lincoln's birthday In 1915, without
ceremonies.
Among the articles
placed within the stone was a hisof
tory
Lincoln, signed by his living
son, Robert T. Lincoln. The building of the memorial was somewhat
delayed during the world war and
i's construction, which was expected
1r be
completed in three years' time,
has taken about six years.
A memorial bridge across the
Potomac river from a point nearby
the Lincoln memorial and extending
to the Arlington National cemetery
is contemplated In the plans as well
as a boat landing on the river directly east of the memorial.
Temporary buildings erected in
Potomac Park for war purposes
and occupied by the navy depart
ment have encroached upon the
memorial grounds as planned by
the commission of fine arts, which

1
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White Kitchen is an
Inspiration r

L-y- MlOn
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M
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No use wasting time telling you what a
wonderful difference it makes in a home to
have a kitchen that sparkles with the cleanliness of freshly fallen snow. Much better
to tell you that McMurtry Chinacote
Enamel Finish will "makeover" your
x kitchen into one of those dazzling places
where dainty foods result from inspiration
and where dishes seem to "get done" in
half the time
and that the cost is much less than you
;
thought.
You may get Chinacote Enamel
Finish in White, Ivory or French
Gray Gloss, Flat or Egg Shell
Finish

"

;

Sold by Leading Dealers.

have lately developed all the
symptoms of the true artistic temperament. Their kitchens must be
spotless, with all the latest elec
trical appliances and Just tho right
degree of temperature. They must
have the best raw materials to
work with special flours and
sugar and enormous quantities of
fresh eggs. Incidentally, they must
also have enormous salaries, for
they are by no means ordinary
cooks. They are also sculptors,
painters and designers, and occa- -
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The making of French pastry
has become one of the most important functions of hotel housekeeping, and the pastry cooks
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New York, May 30. The Amalof
Workers
gamated Clothing
America today announced the formation of a million dollar American corporation for the advancement of the textile industry in
Russia. The corporation will operate six clothing factories in
and three In Moscow under
an agreement with the soviet government, the announcement says.
Journal Want Ads Bring Results. Labor will be entirely Russian.

the equator with the chocolat
eclairs he has made.
He is a French chef, and he is
naturally prejudiced in favor of
French pastry, but he is willing to
admit that America has made a
noble contribution to the pastry
internationale in Boston cream pie.
Always luscious, this delicacy is
now likewise becoming exquisite in
the hands of the artists in cream
and sugar who work in the kitchens of the big hotels.
"So much smarter than applo
pie," he exclaimed approvingly
pointing to an iridescent piece of
the Boston variety, "and yet always it is the apple for which we
have the most demand. It is. of
course, the dietetic cornerstone of
your republic. But why? It lacks
distinction.
It is dull, nu cannot beautify it for it becomes
lemon
The
soggy.
meringue, yes,
we can make attractive, but with
the apple one can do nothing

HMO SISTER

Xb

(Br the Aumciated PrcM.)
Elsbee, Ariz., May 30. Red Mlh
burn, of Bisbee, was awarded the
referee's decision over Jack Lopez,
of Silver City, N. M., at the conclusion of ten rounds of fast fighting here tonight. They are welterweights. Eustace Crouch, of Bisbee, gained a decision over Indian
Kid, of Tombstone, in tho
l.
Johnny Cole and Tony
Caretto fought four good rounds to
a draw. Jonnny liugnes was
awarded the decision over Fat Mc
Donald, of Lowell, after four good
rounds.

i
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Cement

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

started. 'New

K

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BUILDING MATERIALS
Brick

vyyjz.i

York is now full of tlnv street Wf-WttehATK
whlrh have rnnltaHzed
tho Salvation Army idea and arc
coffee
and doughnuts to lESKfvtej
selling
crowds of appreciative patrons.
sudden increase in the dc-lmand for- pastry, however, is no
1
tired nrineinallv in the large ho
ThA rVipf tn onn Hiieh estnh- llshment wmo formerly had a daily
pastry rccora or o,"vu pieces now
turns out 9,000 a day. or more than
50,000 separate pastries a week JtMK?
His annual total is somewhere w4klil'.&

P. 0. SORENSON CO.
,(

pre-ten-

MILBURN IS AWARDED
DECISION OVER LOPEZ

weru sum miRciy iiy iunuuni l vt;n- - WyflPlP'irgf
or by German bakeries up in the ESSfi-Bronx. They were totally ignored VWii
by the best hotel menus Then the KW'V1
jsf"'jii'A
flTtml nn
V'
Armv Mtnrtert ff.pdlnir

Write, call or phone uc in regard to your
old or new building that needs a roof.

1

ed with boarders in spite of its
many disadvantages.
"It's the fruit rolypolies and
pies," sighed one feminine boarder recently, in explaining her persistent amiability in the face of
various vicissitudes. "They've got
an actual hold on me. I don't believe I could give tnom up. The
soup is watery; the meat is toughe,
and greasy; tho butter is butter-inand the coffee is impossible,
but tho desserts are simply perfection, ftowever unappetizing the
ret of tho meal may be, you always leave the table with a good
impression."
This confession may explain
why so many Broadway restaurants are now abandoning all
of supplying ediblo staple
foods, and are concentrating all
their skill upon tneir desserts. It
also may explain why so many
canny buslnoss men are investing
their capital In new pastry palaces when to the casual observer
it would seem that there were
always quite enough. New York
is now so well supplied with these
that it should be called, in the
opinion of one serious-mindo- d
citizen "The Desserted Village."
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of Chiapas has caused the
tho
In detail
NEW REVOLUTIONARY
Mexican government to withdraw
Johnson, if I have any proFrancisco
General
Serrano, minisMOVEMENT REPORTED
make," said the Detroit
ter of war and navy, from the state
IN STATE OF CHIAPAS of Tabasco, where he has been enmannser.
Cobb and Hellman were out out
gaged In putting down a rebellion
of game Monday when they dis
under General Greene, according to
(fly The Aorl:itcd Pre.)
newsbut will present my case
to Mr.
test to

15

INTENT TO

puted Wilson's decision in

a

douMe

Pan Antonio, Texas, May 30.
r.ew revolution.'!!"
mocmeiit

play.

A

in

.a I'l-- n.sa, .ypnnish language
paper in San Antonio.
I

DEFHCH
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(Bj The Aeaoclat:d Preee.)
ITivivnn. Tex.. Mnv SO. Efforts

Greatest of England's Turf

).jut of the government to
siioeiflf rasvs of fraud In
i
I'luii.' Linn wilii
prumuuun
the Cnx Realization company, the
Genrnl Oil company and the S. E.
d
marked me
j. i ox company,
i'jv rtt ih trlnl of Rpvmour B3.
J. Cox" In United States district
enill'r
I'nr r.i nnprntrtl ftnrl for
mer fmiirnder for the Bennett cup,
o;i

v
Classics Will Be Run
at Eosom Downs:
Expect Enormous Crowd.
To-da-

Bj The Aeeoctated Freea.)
London. Mav 30 (by the Aseocl- ated Press) Tomorrow is Derby
day. Dawn will find assembled at
Epsom DownB the vanguard of the
gypsies, fakirs, peddlers and tipsters who annually go early in order to avoid the rush of dukes,
dowagers, business men and auwho, in airplanes,
tomobiles, donkey carts or on foot,
arrive later to swell the attendance
to hundreds of thousands for this,
the greatest of England's turf
classics.
Ts An Institution.
The Derby, originally merely a
horse race, long ago became an
institution
perhaps England's
most democratic sporting institute.
Not until some time after 3 o'clock
tomorrow
afternoon, the time
when the barrier is due to be
raised, sending away some 30 of
the choicest bits of horseflesh on
this side of the water over the
mile and a half course, will the
people, from the broker in his London office to the dockyard laborer
in South Wales, lose their usual
ltitentness, for the race has divided
most true Englishmen into two
classes, those who back the winner and those who have not.
The Derby is never without
eleventh hour sensations regarding
the condition of the horses which
are considered to have the best
chances of finishing "in the
money." This year Sol Joel's colt,
Pondolan, which is to be ridden by
FVank
the American
Jockey,
O'Neill, was the favorite to win
the event until several days ago
he developed a boil on one of his
hind legs. Skillful treatment has
now restored the horse to good
condition and he will go to the
post perhaps the most heavily
hacked of any of tho other contenders, with the exception of Lord
Qucenborough s St. Louis, which
is now booked as the favorite with
the odds 9 to 1. Another American
jiockey, George Archibald, will have
the leg up on St. Louis. Prior io
his sensational victory in the 2,000
guineas stakes, St. Louis was regarded as outsider for the Derby.
champion
England's
jockey.
Steve Donoghue, the winner of
three derbies, will ride Lord
Captain Cuttle, which is
quoted at good odds. Other long
shot entries include Viscount Aster's Tamart and Sir Ernest Paget'e
Reecho.
Royalty Will Attend.
King George and Queen Mary,
and Viscount Lascelles and Princess Mary have indicated their intention to attend the derby. Tho
ki" this year will have no starter
Jn i ho race. He withdrew all his
eligible some time ago, as none
w;i9 in xufficiently good shape to
routed ort in condition for the
derby.
One man is absolutely sure to be
hotter off by 10.000 pounds, no
which horse wins the race,
matter
"
He is one of the numerous persons
who purchase a ticket in one of
the various sweepstakes. Ills ticket calls for St. Louis to win the
race and had he retained the entire ticket he would have received
1 14.000
pounds if St. Louis proved
to be, winner. Instead of waiting
for the result, however, he sold a
half share in the ticket for 10,000
pounds.

tii.i

prove

V11

sec-on-

"

P

i

t.ilnlne fourteen counts with use
of the malls with intent to defraud.
Nine witnesses were placed on
the si a ml today by tne government.
V T 11.. nn rf f!ran,1 Vfll'kS. N. D,
testified lie paid S10 an acre to the
General ( HI company tor ieass uh
fivrt rn,-nf liml and later ac
cepted the company's proposal to
buy na'K the icaso ror
that, ho rever received tlie money
The povernment presented in
n
hnnklpt entitled "A SouoA
In connection with
a wrf Texas oil firm which Cox
the
promoted. On the back of one
booklet was Boen's tiame ss
$1,500.
for
lease
who refold his
Cox's attorneys said the rapurcnas-in- g
of the leases was stopped by
tho receiver of the fieneral Oil
companv and that mnerwisa mc
leases would have been purchased.
The first mention of potash was
made when J. J. Mau of Cat
Sprint;. Tex., took the stand. He
testified that he sent Cox $45 for
a potash lease on one acre of land
in west Texas,
lie
never received the lease, hut said
a
did
lie
get
receipt for the
that
money from the Cox company.
Lnekhart of San
Mrs. Marvin
Pedro. Calif., testified she bought
in the Cox
k
R00 shares of
for JHOn.
Realization company
When asked if she received dividends she Raid she received script
for about $20 hi't that payment
was refused when she went to the
bank.

h.o, i"

IN TIME (SAY IN JUNE)

has

ever
deeply significant
NOTHING more
in Packard history than the

production of this exquisite group of new cars.
They bear the unmistakable stamp of that beauty
of embellishment, and manufacturing precision,
which has always been proverbial in Packard.

st-c-

Packard has improved upon Packard but,
more deeply significant still, by a more complete
mastery of its own superb resources, Packard
has produced value without precedent.

111! HEILINN
ARE SUSPENDED

The incomparable charm of the new Packard
SingleSixes will make you eager for ownershipand the value they express will leave

61 THE UMPR E

Wool-avingto-

SAVES 99,999,999 IN SEPTEMBER.

HE CAVEIN AT

5 NT

FATAL TO 2 MEN!
(By The Aewiclated Prfil.)
Bisbee, Ariz., May 30. J. L. Regan, 25, and Ely Vutsanovich, E5,
miners, were killed early thiB morn-In- s
bv a caveln at the Southwest
mine here. Regan's body was recovered a few minutes after tho
crash. Rescue crews of fifteen men
in eight-hoeach are working
fc'iifta to locate the body of Vutsano- V1CI1.
was one of the worst
The cave-il
hlatnrv nf local CODDCr
mines. Vutsanovich and Regan had
Just entered the stops when, with
a lerrinc roar inai was uraiu m
every mine here, tho ground gave

BANDY AWARDED DECISION.
San Antonio, Tex., May 30. Kid
Bandy, St. Louis Junior lightweight, tonight was awarded the
decision over Kid Koster of New
Orleans at the end of a
bout here. Bandy won every round
by a wide margin.
bee baseball'
team, apparently ran
.
toward an opening ui mo fiMl
crackle of the big timbers in the
HEALTH THE SECRET OF stope. He was caught and crushed
Just as he was a tew tcei irum
ATTRACTION
safety.
Vutsanovlch's body was buried
Women of today depend a good
of ore and
deal upon the modern modiste and under hundreds of tons
officials
Mine
a knowledge of the cosmetic art wrecked timbers.
be several days before
to make them attractive. Too said it might
was
found.
often there exists beneath it all a the body
The concussion oi me cave-suffering woman whose nervous IUm.t.kaJ
A
lltrVlta nf MPOrCM Of
laugh or forced smile covers a miners and filled many drifts and
of
agony caused by some
pang
with dust. Rescue crews
feminine ill. To such a woman tunnelsii.tnlflir
hftwpuflr. And
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable a check up of all miners on shift
Compound will bring health and a conducted.
happy relief from her Buffering,
that will make her far more attractive than costly gowns ana N. Y. STATEvTR00PERS
cosmetics.
RAID COCKING MAIN
For nearly fifty years American women have relied upon this
(By The Aeeocloled Frese.)
root and herb medicine to relieve
BnYiutar M V Mav SO. Rtate
their ailments.
troopers from Batavia and Humane
society agents from this city madee
CUT THIS OCT IT IS WORTH 132 arrests and captured eighty-fiv-of
blooded game cocks, two
MONEY
iIaH 1n n rntd this
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be .l.lnV.
a cocking main near
and mail It to Foley & Co., 2835 afternoon on urea
Sheffield Ave.. Chicago. 111., writing here. Shotsfor the in tne air wfre
troopers
signals
your name and address clearly. the
none of the
You will receive In return a trial in nnd It was said that
In the excite
escaped.
spectators
package containing Foley's Honey ment one man was anoi.
jie is i
for coughs,
and Tar Compound
hern where his inlUriCS
colds and croup; Foley Kidney are said not to be serious.
Fills for pains in sides and back:
ll
Justice of the Peace C. is.
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
was working on a farm
bladder ailments; and Foley Caon
the
nearby. He set up court
thartic Tablets, a wholesome and spot
and admitted 131 of the pristhoroughly cleansing cathartic for oners to bail of $20 each pending a
headbiliousness,
constipation,
fnrfher hearine. The total col
aches, and sluggish bowels. Sold lected was $2,760.
everywhere.
n

V,

m

Vi

hn-nlt- nl

BARBARA

0

BISBEE PROVES

themselves loose from the cockpit
and were picked up by tugs. Neither
was seriously injured.

10

EXERCISES MARK

PROGRAM

UT

CLOSING
OF ALL
COUNTY SCHOOLS

Y

The following program of final
exercises will be presented at the
Santa Barbara school this morning
at 10 o'clock:
1. "New Mexico," song
Sixth
grade.
2. Flag Drill
First grade boya.
3. Gypsy Daisies
First grade
girls.
4. Sunbonnet Babies and Over
all Boys Primary,
6. "Big
Brown Bear," song
Third and Fourth grades.
6. "The Village
Blacksmith"
Esequlel Ruelns.
7 Butterfly Dance
Second grade
girls.
8. "Mississippi
Cradle, " duet
Clorinda Pino and Alice Grlego.
9. "The New Woman Who Lives
In a Shoe" New Woman, Marce-linPadllla; Jack and Jill, Henry
Martinez and Mary Lopez: Llttlo
Boy Blue, Teopoldo Lopez: Tommy
Tucker, Nllamono Arias; Miss Muf- fet, Stella Romero: Mary with a
Little Lamb, Margaret Archlhequc;
Tules Lucero; Mistress
Mary, Mary Garcia; Red Riding
Hood, Verna Perea; Jack Horner,
Max Griego: Jack the Beanstalk,
Charles Seller; Cinderella, Lucy

Schools In Bernalillo county will
close today. Those which did not
hold exercises last night will have
programs today and eighth grade
diplomas will be issued. Many cf
the eighth grade commencement
exercises will Include numbers by
the other grades of the school
building.
Teachers examinations for the
summer nre cooked for June 1C
and 17; June 30 and July 1; July
21 and 22 or 28 and 29, depending on the date of the closing of
the state normal.

m Th AuMielnttd Prene.)
St. Louis, Mo., May 30 (by the
Press.) Ty Cobb, man,who
ager of the Detroit Americans alterwas suspended today for an
cation with Umpire Wilson, In yes-

literally

The Price

terday's game, tonight declined toa
sav whether he would present
formal protest to President Ban
Johnson, of the American league,
regarding the work of this umpire
as has been rumored.
"I have nothing to say at present

"We Pay the Freight"

G. E.

Fletcher

MONUMENT
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Roland Sauer & Company

420

Memorials of the Better
Kind.

no

Distributors
West Central Avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.
O. S. EMBLEM, Dealer, Santa Fe, N. M.
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10. Scarf Drill Fifth and Sixth
grade girls.
11. "I See You," motion song

m

rrimary.

12. "Looking For s. Man," duet
Tules Lucero and Torrita Lopez.
13. "Suwanee River Moon," song
Fifth and Sixth grades.
14. When I Was a School Girl

MbeHisfori? Of Ibis Stage

Primary.

15. Mary Suishlne First grade.
16. Dunce Cap Drill Fifth and
Sixth grade boys.
17. "Out Where the West "Band Fourth
egins," song Third

25

?m

CENT DISCOUNT
FOR THREE DAYS ONLY

,
grades.
Teachers Melita Chavez, prinu
cipal; Ruth Hutcheson, Rose
and Lillian Mclendres.
Da-vil-

TOBACCO MERGER IS
ANNOUNCED AT N. Y.

laac-Dowe-

School Teacher's Friends
Made Glad.

(Bv The Anoetairi Freie.l
New York, May 30. A new tobacco merger, representing a combined capitalization of 1 157.000,- 000, involving the United Retail
Stores corporation and the Tobacco
was anProducts corporation,
nounced today by James M. Dixon,
president of the Tobacco Products
concern.
The United Retail Stores corporation, by stock ownership, controls the United Cigar Stores cor,
poration.
James B. Duke, founder of the
American Tobacco company anil
n
the
Tobacco corporation, will he the guiding head
of the merged company.
Under the terms of the proposed
consolidation, declared a report
given out tonight by the Tobacco
Products corporation, that concern
is to increase its capital stock from
J33,000,000 par value to $157,354.-00- 0
par value.

One of them had this to say
"We never thought
yesterday.
that poor Ellen would ever re
cover, she had suffered so long
from stomach ana liver troume
and had lost more than 40 pounds
In weight. She took a bottle of
Mayr's Wonderful Remedy upon
the advice of her aunt and has
steadily improved from the first
dose. We are all confident of her
complete recovery." It removes
the catarrhal mucous from the
Intestinal tract, and allays the in
fiammation which causes practl
cally all stomach, liver and Intestinal ailments. Including appendi- ARMY AIRPLANEFALLS
citis. One dose will convince or
INTO LAKE MICHIGAN
money refunded at the Brlggs'
Pharmacy and druggists every
Preaa.)
(By The Annnelate
where.
Milwaukee, Wis., May 30. An
army airplane, carrying Lieutenant
James S. .Eldredge, and Paul V.
Carpenter, local newspaper man,
fell 2.500 feet into Lake Michigan,
Dr. tilaea has poslttr
off Milwaukee harbor late today.
proof ho is abla to euro
The accident occurred when the
tuboreulnela by InhalaU'io
motor of the plane started to miss
to say climate.
Lieutenant Eldredge sttempted
and
For further Information
to volplane to earth. The plane
adareaa THS T. F. Gf.AHs
INHALANT CO.. MASON
tipped slightly when It was near
.OS
the water and went under.
EOILDINO.
CAUrOSMA.
Eldredge and Carpenter worked
British-America-

THE ONLY BREAD
TO SERVE
For dinner la Betsy Rom bread.
1
wholesome aod nutritious.
saves
work, saves
Our bread
fuel, saves wear and tear and
you get better bread. Tou can
always get It fresh and know
that it suit you.

It

.

Pioneer Bakery
t

307

Suuih

'

First Street,

STARTING TOMORROW, JUNE

The tremendous discounts effective during this sale are representative of some of the lowest prices we have
ever featured. As it has always been our policy to extend values in both purchase price and quality, you can r
rest assured that this offering is out of the ordinary. Everything for the home is included complete suites,
odd pieces and rugs, etc. Offering such a large stock of high grade furniture at these reductions, when our
prices are already low, means a saving of many dollars for you. Now is your chance to furnish your home
with good dependable furniture at the lowest possible cost.
Of course our usual extended credit offers can be applied on the purchase of any items included in this sale.
(eaaaaBaBBaeBaaaaaaaBejaaaaaeaaiW!
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The laborer looked about htm !n the
subterranean darkness. Ha found a long
passage and followed it, thinking he could
find an exit. He came to the ruins of a
He struck matches and
great building.
peered about the walls. All was curious to
him, but he recognized the appearance of
temple.
The laborer reported to his foreman. A
hole In the ground in Rome r.lways is
worth investigating. Ihev went together,
and after the engineer had seen for himself he excltedlv rushed to the headquarters of the archipolpgiral authorities of
Rome, and excavation work was begun on
the spot within a fortnight.
The official report of the explorations
The forgotten
has just been published.
ruins proved to be of a (Ireek temple, dedicated to an unknown deity, gleaming with
has reliefs in white stucco, which reveal a
lost art. A lost temple, a lost deity, a loat
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years ago.
The basilica has a central nave nearly
forty feet long, flanked by side aisles
marked off by four arches supported on
oblong pillars and ending in an apse. The
antechamber leads into the main part of
the temple and gives the only light, for
there are no windows. In the half twilight
of the temple the goddesses and graceful
dancing figures on the walls seem to glow
with life.
Tbe most astonishing thing about this
discovery is that it verities and changes
into history a story which for twenty centuries has been hold as tradition. It is
likewise amazing, and in no way according
to precedent, that the temple was not
buried by the blanket ot time. It had been
premcditatively and purposefully concealed
under the earth by a builder who wished
a secret sanctuary where he might worship
hidden securely from public observance.
Tacitus tells the story that Agrippina,
mother of the Emperor Nero, and from
whom he inherited both his ambition and
his cruelty, caused the death ot a certain
Statilius Taurus, who had been Governor
of Africa, but who had returned to Rome.
Agrippina had condemned him to death on
the charge Jthat ho had been practicing
foreign religious rites in the very capital
of the empire. Tacitus wrote she wanted
for herself the magnificent gardens ot
Taurus, on the Esquillne Hill, which was
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uuuul l,,Kl lnc lenipis was an un- The mos1; magnificent work is that In the
clerground one. for it is fourteen half dome of the apse. It shows a woman
'eet below the level of the ancient clad in a long garment which floats out behind her in the wind as she leaps down
Aside from its historical interest from the rocks into the sea. In one hand
l
the basilica contains the most su- - she holds the seven
stringed lyre. A
winged Eros assists her, and In the sea a
ist. They are pun white and, in figure holds a scarf as if to break her fall.
A scaly tailed Triton rises from the water.
At the loft an Apollo with a bow stands on
Miss Franklin. The entire surface a cliff and behind him sits a veiled
figure
In an attitude of lamentation. The scene
moldings into panels. Mythological is believed to represent the poetess Sappho
scenes alternate with decorative leaping from the Leucadlan cliff to
escape
ot
motifs
victories
crowning ber ive for the boatman Phaon.
trophies, winged genii, gorgon heads and
Seen in the mysterious light entering
palmettes.
through the antechamber the reliefs have
The antechamber differs from the main & fairy like quality. They possess not only
room in that it Is decorated in dark motion but rhythm, and are done In a spirit
red and blue, with pictures of Bacchic of delicate fantasy.
There evidently was an altar or throne
revelry. One relief shows the mad Agave
with the head ot Pentheus, the subject of before the apse, and under the floor be- neath were found the bones of a pig and
the Bacchae of Euripides.
In the vault of the nave Is pictured a doE- Bones of other anIma's were discov
ere(1 Undcr tl,e floor of tne antechamber, so
winged genius carrying off Ganymede to be
11 ls evIdent that sacrifice of
animals was
the cupbearer of Juniter. and another
a frequent ceremony. Since the decoration
genius Bearing away a Is
purely Greek in style and shows no trace
female figure thought to
of Oriental or early Christian Influence
It
represent one ot the is
thought that the cult was that of the
daughters of Leucip- a Greco-Italiasect.
pus. Some ef the scenes Belief
In Immortality is suggested by some
are done in a spirit of of
the frescoes, which represent spirits
humor. There Is a pic
off the soul to another life.
carrying
ture of Jason, who is
It is not of course authentically proved
made so small that he
has to climb on a table to reach the Golden that tho victim of Agrippina built this ternFleece wnne a erooaingnagian media gives pie that he might practice his rites
with
a magic potion to tho dragon.
cut being discovered. But little doubt re
mains. Taurus might have sealed
up the
entrance to the temple as goon as he felt
Agripplna's envious eye on his gardens.
In any case nearly 2,000 years of wars have
such a descrlpti.n as to Indicate that It been waged on the plains above without
had not passed through an established any Intrusion Into the ancient solitude ot
mystic reireat.
mint.
This discovery has recalled to the minds
"A bar ot pure silver was found some
or
throughout the world any
years ago near a small mill in Carter
number of vague traditions ot the exist- been
rave
to
was
which
thought
county,
smelted from ore obtained from silver ence of similar hidden villas and temples
In the vicinity of the old
mines said to exist In that country. And
capital ot the
within the past few days a place of ore, Neros and tbe Caesars. Tacitus has writ- which has every appearance of silver ore, ten of a temple building of Nero himself,
and a small quantity ot metal which is said wherein he worshiped in secret a atrange
to be silver, was shown by a gentleman ot deity. All record ot the characteristics
undoubted veracity, who testifies that he and the influences of this unknown god
have been lost, and yet Tacitus records
got the ore in the mountains ot Kentucky,
and with his own hands smelted the metal that this deity was the patron ot a large
cult made up principally ot Nero's most
from ore he obtained In the mountains."
Yet, convincing as mat is, mere ja more ravorea courtiers,
convincing evidence. From the paperg of
,
In another ancJ t
il a
the late Wood C. Dolllns of Ml. Sterling, description ot a weird wnllnS
ceremony practiced
extracts:
the
taken
are
following
,
Ky
"A memorandum of John Swift's Journal throughout the first century in Rome, to
has fallen Into our hands, which Is an ex- - which, the author says, many of tbe most
ceedingly curious document. It describes powerful nobles gave recognition. - From
with some minuteness the journeys ot tn9 hardly understandable description
ot
and alludes to three other thIa
7
historians h.v.
is
account.
no
This
he
which
ot
kept
trips
was tho prototype of the
a part of Swift's journal: 'On the 1st of .concluded that it
September, 1769, we left between 22,000 obnoxious Black Mass, attention to which
and 30,000 dollars and crowna on . large was called In France by the escapadeg ot
creek running near a South course. Close Mme. de Malnfenon.
to the spot we marked our names (Swift
,n
gome
n cen
Jefferson, Munday and others) on a beech
P1
waB
there
dedicated to this
tury
No
tree-w- ith
compass, square and trowel.
great distance from this place we left peculiar ceremony. All trace of this won- 15,000 coins ot the same kind, marking pie has been lost, however, and it Is won- three or four trees with markers. Not dered t some day it will not be discovered,
far from these we left the prise, near a- much the same as has this temple gup
forked white oak, and about three feet un- posed to have been built by Taurus,
As said above, every hole In Home may
ilerground, and laid two long stones across
it, marking several stones closo about It. be regarded with awe. No laborer or other
At the forks of Sandy, close by the fork, la pedestrian stumbling into an opening in
a small rock, has a spring in one end of It the ground knows but that, upon scram- we
a wing to nis teev ne may not see around
Between it and a amau. nrancn.
..
.
1.111
VI
.1.,J
ecora, in mar- unaer
"
u'"""1"
ine
"
prize
We likewise""Y
3,000 hie ot.11 magnificence ot a Nero or
6,000 dollars.
Caesar.
dollars burled in rocke ot the rockbouse.
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-which he accounted inevitable unless death
ehould intervene.
Now the underground
basilica was
unearthed in exactly the spot where the
unfortunate Taurus had his gardens. There
is every possibility,
according to the
archaeologists, that the story told by Taci- some
form of sun worship In this lovely
tus was true, and that Taurus celebrated
wnite temple sunk below the olive and
his foreign rites believed to have been lemon
trees ot his garden. There is no
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uierokees Shatter LegendSwifts Treasure?

visit of ti party of
Indians from Oklahoma
to Wolfe county, in the hills of
southeastern Kentucky, recently has revived speculation and interest with regard
to the lost silver mine of John Swift. It
has revived the old belief among the people who live in that section ot the State
that tho Cherokees have a traditional
secret handed down from generation to
generation since 140 years ago. It was
3 40
years ago that Swift was killed by a
party of Indians, who took the crude
maps and charts of his discoveries from
his body.
The Indian party, which set out little
more than a month ago on the search, is
for the time being lost in the hills. Nothing has been heard of them since they left
the town ot Greenup, having given the
natives of that section cause for furtive
but nevertheless high excitement by hinting of the nature of their quest and by
inadvertently displaying curious looking old

THE
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'"enge wa. re.pon.ible for the

the fashionable residence district of first
century Roman society. Here the nobles
had villas and gardens.
Taurus knew Agrippina; he knew her
cruelty; he knew after he was condemned
that she would devise most terrible tor
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it. antiquity. At right i. an ancient
.tatue of Agrippina, who., de.ir. for

;

;j
all discovered because of the heedless
feet ot an uninterested laborer!
But the history of the temple is known.
Tacitus wrote of it. It dates back to the
first century, A. D.
The Underground Basilica, as Rome U
beginning to call its latest historic treasure, has now been completely excavated,
and artists and archaeologists have been
allowed to study the structure. Among th
foreigners who were permitted by the Government to visit the basilica is an American archaeologist, Miss Ernestine Franklin,
the only woman member of the American
Academy of Art in Rome. She has mad
a detailed study of the temple.
The building was partly filled with debris
and the entrance was caved in; otherwise
the temple was almost as intact as it must
have been when a priestess celebrated some
forgotten rites at its altar two thousand
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and at the left are two panels
of relief. .1.11 intact in the ancient
The arti.t i. forgotten, but
temple.
hi. work reveal, an art new even in
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Secret Villa Built by Taurus as Retreat
From Vengeance of Nero's Mother.
Sought for Centuries, Believed
to Be Found at Last Under
the City Gates by Workman
Who Just Fell Into a Hole

LABORER walking on the tracks of
the
Railway fell Into
a hole. The accident happened just
outside the Porta Maggiore, best known of
the gates of Rome. After he scrambled to
his feet he discovered that he had fallen
Into the courtyard of an ancient temple
which evidently was built by Taurus and
had been forgottef! by all succeeding
Rome-Naple-

if

S

4 i

A

4

mysterious

parchments, which looked a great i!eal like
maps of some primitive mountainous dis-

trict.
The tale of John Swift's silver mine has
become a sort ot folk legend in tho households of the Kentucky hills. For a hundred years mothers have told the story to
their children, and visitors to the section
which John Swift is thought to have explored have never departed from it without hearing in infinite detail the narrative
of Swift's journey, of his discovery, ot his
death at the hands of Indians and of the
loss of tho silver mine's location.
Some have looked upon tho story as
pure legend without other foundation than
tho combined imaginations of a romantic
people; others have taken the story so
seriously that they have given their lives
to the search for the mine? while each one
hopes that some day while bpading in the

back yard or plowing In the garden he
will turr, up the lost treasure source.
But unquestionably the story is founded
upon fact.
Years after John Swift had died, long
after the silver ore was known to have
been discovered by him, people from all
parts of the country began going to Kentucky to search for the mine. The descendants of these adventurers live In the Kentucky hills today; and still they search
hopefully, although their fathers and their

grandfathers and their
combed the hills futllely

s

in the same

quest.
There is much evidence that truth Is the
foundation of the Swift legend. An old
history of Kentucky, long out of print,
contains the following paragraphs:
"Swift's silver mine has been located by
tradition in different counties of eastern
Kentucky, from Bell county in the south
to Carter in the north.
"John Swift of North Carolina and some'
companions made a number ot trips into
Kentucky, between the years 1701 and 1769,
and upon their return home usually
brought a good supply of silver, which they
claimed to have found in the mountains ot
Kentucky."
This version is borne out by the Greenup
Independent, a newspaper of a date In
February, 1S73, which says:
"When Swift was driven from the silver
mines in Kentucky by the approach ot hostile Indians, ho returned to his home In
North Carolina. Tho toney which he had
with him created suspicions among his
neighbors and he was arrested as a counterfeiter. In those days there existed no
mint In the United States and the only
test of tho circulating money was the
purity of the metal. Upon the trial ot the
case against Swift it was proven that the
coins in his possession were pure silver,
and the charges were dismissed.
Copyright.

"The ancient tools and Instruments used
for coining money, which felt from a cliff
In Carter county, were seen and examined
by men now living. These men are highly
respectable and entitled to full credit, and
they vouch for the truth of the statement.
One of the first settlers of the county found
near his cabin a quantity ot cinder of such
unusual color and weight as to induce him
to have It tested by an expert. This was
done and the result was a considerable
amount of pure silver, which at his. in- stance was converted into spoons; these
spoons are still in possession of the family,
"Several years ago, a couple ot Indians
from the West visited Carter county and
acted in such a manner as to excite the
attention of the citizens. They remained
for a considerable time and were continually wandering over the mountains and
making minute examinations of the country along the small streams. When about
to leave they told au old gentleman, with'
whom they stayed, that they were In search
of a silver mine which the traditions of
their tribe located in that section ot Kentucky;, hut they were unable to find it,
owing to tho changed condition of the

country."
It is a fact that about thirty years ago
another party ot Indians Cherokces, and
beyond doubt progenitors of those at the
present moment in the hills of Wolfe
county came, bringing maps. Moreover,
they are said by men who lived then and
who are still alive to have discovered a
chest of silver coins. Hence it is the general belief now that the mine is in Wolfe
county.
The Greenup Independent's
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At an
earlv- dav. sliver
circulation in the settlement ot what Is
now West Virginia said to have been made
by Swift. It was free from alloy, and ot
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Carried the Famous "Message to Garcia" in 1898 May Get
a Medal or Service Cross

Man Who

(By The Associated Press.)

San Francisco, Calif., May SO.
Lieut. Col. Andrew S. Rowan,
the man who carried the
famous "message to Garcia" In
n
1898, during the
war, will receive a belated recognition for bravery, if Senator Samuel P. Bhortrldge of California can
bring It about. The senator has
received assurances from Secretary
of War Weeks that he will take up
with the army board having Jurisdiction the granting of a medal or
of a distinguished service cross,
d,

Spanish-America-

HfHl

Lieut, (ion. Nelson A. Miles orto
dered yoiins Lieutenant Hov.-adeliver a "message to Garcia."
Discretion, initiative and bravery
Uowan did not ask
were required.
who Garcia was, where he could
lie found, or how to get there. Instead, he delivered the message to
(ienernl Garcia, In the interior 'f
Cuba, where Garcia with his little
band of patriots was almost surrounded by Spanish forceB. Rowan
knew that If the message were inhe
tercepted, by the Spaniards
would be shot or han ,ed as a spy.
Garcia heartened by tho promise of nld from the United States,
just entering the war with Spain,
fought on and the foe was overcome.
I.leutennnt Rowan was cited by
General Miles In dispatchos to
Washington as follows;
"This was a most perilous undertaking, and in my Judgment
Lieutenant rtowan performed an
act of heroism and cool daring thnt
has rarely been excelled In the an
nals of warfare."
Rowan later was appointed lieu
tenant colonel of volunteers, and
in 1908 was retired from the reg
ular army with the rank of major
lie resides In San Francisco.

P P0ST0FF1CES

BEGUN

BY-WORK

(By The Associated rrens.)

generalship he detailed a score or
more InHtioctors to various offices
with a view to curtailing expenses
Instructions
wherever
possible.
were issued, however, that nothing
should be done that would impair
the efficiency or expeditious handling of the mails. Complete reports are expected soon which will
aid the postmaster general to decide where the retrenchment best
mav be made.
"First of all." the postajiastcr
general said today, "the postoffice
must serve tho public well and
faithfully, and after tills hag been
must be
accomplished, economy
practiced, also in tho interest of the
public. It is not a difficult matter
to put on additional men from time
to time, but it is quite difficult at Read
the Announcements of
times to cut down a force. Careful judgment should be exercised Uutmg rroblem"
Literature
always In the selection of Just
so
demands
meet
to
enough help
that the service will pot become
overcrowded with what is known
as surplus auxiliary help."

Washington. May 30. rostmas-te- r
General Work has begun a
of the
thorough reorganization
postotfices of the country as a result of the discovery recently that
more than a quarter million dollars was needlessly spent each
year in one of the larger offices of
the country.
An official of tho office of tho
chief postal inspector was detailed
by Dr. Work when he was first assistant postmaster general to make
a detailed analysis of surplus help,
e
material and apparatus In the
:
in question.
After four I
demonths reorganizing
various
!
I
it
was
was
it
found,
partments
said,
!
that $300,000 could be saved each !
year in the maintenance of the office. Dr. Work was so impressed
"B" Theater Afrnes Ayres as
Journal Want Ads Bring Results. that upon assuming the postmaster the loading character In "The Ordeal," tho cast also Including Conrad Nagel and Clarence Burton, is
still at tho "B" and the picture Is
beinsr repeated today. Also repeat-Inthe Holmes "Travelogue"- and
"Current Events" pictures.
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comedy,

Goldwyn-Graphi-

Ahoy."

"Ship

PLAY, "THE KHFIK'S WIFE"

The entire story of "The Sheik's
Wife," which Is being repented at
t lie Lyric thenter today, is told with
true artistic feellnc. There is no
villain, in the hackneyed sense of
the word. The psychology of the
Kheik who loves his wife with an
and tries to
ancient fierceness
dominato her In true Oriental
Is
s?t
sympathetically
fashion,
The character of tho roforth,
d
mantic and
girl is
also skillfully etored.
Many of the scenes are spectacular in the extreme. The dashing
maneuvering of the native cavalry
g
There sua
in most colorful.
scoih.s In the luxurious Interiors of the tent harems, views
showing tho Aral) administration
of Justice and tho heroine's
amid the ruins of an anThe fight between
cient temple.
tho Spahis and the tribesmen reaction and
flect incomparable
beauty.
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SCENES

You see it all, by motor if you
to "go abroad,"
imagining enchanted wish, traveling over four thousand
lands and "different" scenes. And miles of roads as smooth as those of
they think of taking ocean liners and France.
then of the expense.
You visit great estates like EngBut scores of thousands now have land's, climb mountain peaks, visit the
found a "trip abroad" in the United old Spanish missions, bathe at a faStates, and they go every summer mous sea shore, rest at a wilderness
comfortably and economically by retreat, or take part in the life of a
train.
great city, only a few hours' ride from
all these unique attractions.
You go
Rainless
Cool
train
or.
by
anywhere
motor,
trolley.
That trip is to Southern California
where the U. S. Weather Bureau
Vital Change
has found these average summer temreal diversion for your
If
seek
you
period:
peratures over a
family and yourself, a complete
Temperature
changt of environment, and refreshThe amae mean temperature in Southern Califorment of the body and the mind, you
nia tor the past 44 yean (U. S. Weather Bureau Rechave a wonderland within your reach
ords) ii aa follows! June, 88 July, 70 August, 71
.w
September, 69.
that will satisfy a myriad requireThe earns record show that a peat city In the cen-

MILLIONS want
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Best of A 11 the Cost is Small
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Hoom,

Roand Trip $2.25 from Los Angeles Harbor
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Write for bfautijully illustrated Catalina folJer
J. A'. STEWART, General Passenger Aaent
juj t aafic Hemic Building, Los Angeles

to

Yet

So there is in Southern California for your enjoyment a delightful
summer climate to add to the grandeur and the beauty of this favored
land.

Thh
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Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Tnrlneera

Different Everywhere

"A world in itself," a traveler who
has seen the world has said. "Resembles the Holy Land in general
topographical aspects," comments
another. "Like Italy" a third re-

marks. "Like Spain," asserts a
fourth. "It's Egypt," thinks a fifth
globe trotter, seeing California's
great Mojave Desert.
The fact is, each picks out the likeness that he likes, as moving picture
men select there the foreign atmosphere they need.

Go Now
1

'

you.
Special low-ratnow in effect

Chamber of Commerce Bldgr.,
Los Angeles, California

round trip fare

iVo more War Tax.
,
The thing to do is go this summer
while you may. Ask any railroad
ticket agent for further information,
or mail the coupon below.
You too will acclaim it the best
trip of your life.

All-Ye- ar

Club of Southern
California

e,

Imindera

Machinists.

Cnntlncn In Iron, Bras. Hrnnae. AlumEler.trlo Mfitnr. Oil Engines,
inum.
Pumna und Irrlinllnn.

is Thk ALEXANDRIA

Worl

I

J

Club of Southern California,
of Commerce Bldr.
los Angeiei, uaiifornia.
Pleat send me full information about the
summer vacation possibilities in Southern
Sec. 1035, Chamber

Sec. 1035,

00
00
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Girls' Collegiate School

The San Diego Army and

year begins Sept. 28th.
Navy Academy's
Accredited. Offers ticneral ColSI M SI LAI SESSION
lege Preparatory. Special courses
Anrmi!
J.sTen wilt bfln July 1
Summer
voca2 years
work,
A hnerty enmhlna.
1.
en1
tional, cultural. Beautiful Spanish nni
and
work
of
tlon
ra with aa hath-i- n
life a reality.
hulldincs. out-doand land sports. 1150 covara
Miss Parsons and Miss Dcnnen,
.verv pftn.e. Wrtta
A.
THOMAS
CAPTAIN
IAVI. ITea.
Principals.
raclfic Itmih, CallMDla.
.Admns Street, I,os Angeles, Calif.
ACADEM?
Thirty-firs-

t

prao-tirnf- iv

Tltf- - ! AUSArtK ftCIIOOL
l or i hlldren.
Fch ol and Home by the sea.
An
Klndi rKarti n and Colleee Preparatory.
Each IndiHtuilenle lolmltlcd anytime.
vidual ch:'.'rs nppdjt studied, and the
Sleep, eat.
tralnln? tbit heat fits
Moderate tuition.
and atildy
r
Write todiy f
Intrreatlna; Illustrated
Mrs. fnllle Watenn Connon, A.
booklet.
B., Principal. IS.tnta Monica, Calif.

SCHOOL

and Ottlie Alhoqatmue.

acafion?

Going On
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""ELLIOTT SCHOOL
FOK tilKI.S
S. Oramerry Plare, L01 Angel ea.
Homa for your
Ideal Bummer
Daughurr. Bpacloua astata, fannad by
fool Sea breetipa. Superior aducatlonal
SumCharacter Bulldlnt.
advantages.
mer session July 6th to August Hth.
Wrlta for Booklet.
MAKTIIA
t Ol. I INS WEAVEB, M. A.,
Prlnetpas.
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URBAN MmUTARY

Sl'MMER SCHOOL

Or

Cumnock School of
Expression

ACAP1EMT
Ls

Anarlra, Lnllf.

sltust.d

on
Huntlnrton
rtrlve, nar Pisaflena. J7tti ytar. Students admitted at any time, Hlsrnast
In
tan, tarda
Military
Scholarship,
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Ideal Summer
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equipment.
Training at Mountain and Beach Camps
Tutoring If nV.lred.
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Summer? An amazing summer-lan- d
You'll never spend a more delightful, restful, interesting summer
an easterner
anywhere. That I
who has traveled widely can assure

.

Trams.

Jncs;Aiigcless

44-ye- ar

The greater the change the better
value in vacation say most doctors.
But don't go for healthfulness alone.
There your favorite summer sports,
no matter what they may be, are at
their best. You simply make your
choice of what you'll do today, tomorrow, or a month hence, and Dame
Nature seems to wave a magic wand.

.2.00

Manaer.

WARNAS,

s,

That

ter of thia section has on tha average only one day
in June, two days in July, three in August and three
in September wbx the thermometer touches or exceeds
10 degree.
The air 1 anally dry, so higher temperatures are
comfortable here that would b uncomfortable in tho
East when humidity tmphasliee heat.
Southern California averages 309 day of sunshine.
Summer is the rainless eeaaoa so you can plan on
perfect weather for your fun.

toll;.

Free Auto Busses Meet

No Trip Like

downtown hotel

93.00

.Ml

C.

The Joumal is
exclusive Resort
Medium of New
Mexico . . , . a

!rxibl,

Single,

OK
3 00-;oin, bniir. . . a
TWENTY
CORNER El'ITES.
; . M 00 to M.00
Fltisls
Double
S7.00 to $8.0

In All the World
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PLAN

EUROPEAN

liam Fox picture, "Arabian Love."
with John Gilbert as the star and
I1U KNOWS WHEntOF HE
giers. The desert scenes with tlielr
with Barbara Hertford In the leadkVii.XK
ing feminine role. Most of the story sliellt, their outlaws, their
3. F. Harper 416 Navarre St.
is set in the desert, with a few
eovvnrdlce
their
and
their
scenes located In the city of .1- - courage, are particularly well done. Ran Antonio, Texas, writes: "1 con
sidnr Foley's Honey and Tar abso
lutely the beat cough remedy on
the market. I Itnow whereof
speak having tried it In my own
fct
family. My wife took a severe
coiuh and at night it was almost
Tfte Great Hotel 'Ihit Stems LihsHomeT
Incessant. I cava lior a few doses
In a
of Foley's Honey and Tar.
liltlo while she went to nloep ai.d
Your
tho
entire
night.
slept soundly
remedy acts quickly and relief Is
r,
By day all sports and social actrrities center hare.
Sold everywhere.
permanent."
At night the famous "Cocoaaut Grore" for dano
u.:..
fin. P.n,k ric r t.,1. .u
booklet and Chefs Book of Recipes. Mtritl Mis

iJos Angles' leading

Wwf, Im Anfelea,
('ulifnrnta.
Sixth Slreet Car to Union, Simla an
double apnrtm.nts. Three btwka from
Weitlalie Park. Ph ma Wllehlre 4710.

yhi'-- Auto bus Mh rs Ail TaAmsfly

lr lny:

Apartments

Rhatto

1010

00
lf'f)

caiii-van-
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GsfcSc
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By an Easterner

1

Dollar

I

Kalr

thrilling colorful story of the
desert was presented yesterday for
the first time at the Pastime theater and tho great picture is being
repeated today. It is the pew Wil-

Calallnn Island.
2ilh. Junior an
water an4 land
Tu
and Crafta.
turlng Included For booklet, write
MISS I RANIES HARR,
Girls' Culii!Uia School. 10I W. Adams
Los
St..
Anieli'a. California.
Weat 4IWT
Tfleulmne
hanlu

Tulr 1st In AllSHM
Senli.r
nnip. All
pnri. Itlflinir. Arte

await you on the "Magic Isle." Boating, bathing (only
still water ocean bathing in Southern California), fishing,
hiking, auto tours, golf, tennis, dancing, etc. Famoua
Catalina Marine Band in Greek Theatre.
Claaa Bottomed Boats, showing wonderful Submarine
Gardens.
Night trip over the Gardens with underwater searchlights
ABSOLUTELY NEW.

THE "ARABIAN IXIVE"

in your own United States

"Tl

Health and Pleasure

desftit
IN l'KTi nF, OF

rac)

TOYON CAMP FOR GIRLS

Hotela, Apartments, Campi, Cottagea a wide variety of
accommodations at pricea to suit all. Lovely "liland
Villa" and "Villa Park" are great open air hotels.
Aleo Hotel St.
European plan, rates $1 Vt to $2 per day.
Catherine, American plan, and Motel Atwater, European
plan afiotding excellent service.

FlKATi ARMiS RIOF, THFTTl
SP1RITF.I STFFHS IN TTFR

tnter-eslin-

ahuMiM KHTrila&tmh.te

HP")

Catalina Offers You

pictures.

high-spirite-

m

Anaelea
TVIInhlre Bonier rd,
A MOKI-.RAPABTMKM HOTEL
In Exclusive ReaWfntlal Pintrlct, within easy
f busineei and shipping center.
Maid 8ervlee Ommlsiary
Gara.

mm

miles out in the ocean reached
STEAMSHIP
AVALON, affordby palatial
ride
of two and a
steamer
delightful
ing
hours.
for
Orchestra
dancing.
quarter
Twenty-fiv- e

Pastime Theater Repeating y
John Gilbert as the star in
"Arabian I.ove"; also repeating
Larry Semon In the comedy, "Tho
Ptar Boarder," and the "Fox News"

V

THE BRYSON

at

Vacation

love-dram-

all-st- ar

Rates $1.50 to $3.00
Every room a cool outside room

I

1

Sheik's
Theater' "Ths
Wife," a Vitagraph feature with an
a
cast, a sensational
of the Orient, Is being repeated today; also repeating the
c

iiiw.il a;.iiv.i)i mmmntio

Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
A Room and a Bath for a
Dollar and a Half.

Theaters Today

Tjyrio

Edward Hotel

King

post-offic-

s:

niiwim

California's Famous Hotels, Health, Beach and Mountain Resorts and Solve "That
and rull Information by Writing Direct, or at Free Information Bureau at Office of
the Morning Journal.
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did the actual manual labor of wading through thu
swamps and applying the oil to the stagnant pools'
and ponds.
It shou'd b; one of the fixed policies of the city
to have the n'.osquitoes exterminated before the
come out of the poo!s. H cosls so little and adds
so much to the comfort of living In Albuquerque.

Bedtime Stories

Little Ones

For

By Howard B. Garls.

Copyright, 1921. by McClur
Newspaper Syndicate.

f

A SAVING 1XFT.CENCE.
REPREPENTAT1 VES
C. J. ANDERSON
I'NCI.R WKtin.Y AND THE
Marquette Bid?., Chicago. Ill
RALPH Tt. MULLIGAN... 48 B. 42d St., New York
This Is a pretty good old world for most people,
POTATO IlKi ami).
matter at the postoffice but nearly everyone will acknowledge there Is by
Entered as second-cias- s
Hot
and bright the sun shone In
ot Albunuerque. N. M.. and entry in Fanta Fe. N. far too much needless sorrow and suffering in it.
the garden behind Uncle
M.. pending, under act of Congress of March 17.
a.
more
more
Is
and
tViggily's
It
hopeful sign, though, that
87!.
hollow stump bungalow,
it was
thought Is being given to helping those who are unand
the
golden
ball
of
to
themselves.
able
help
one
month, 85c;
Dally, by carrier or by mall,
nre in tile shy was
its best
d
people the world over are lending to warm the earth. doing
yearly, fn advance, 59.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation their efforts to end cruelty. Education is believed
.
VmM" tvt,.w.
"It is S'Pl-rating than is accorded to any other paper in New to be one of the best methods, and to this end the urpg Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy the
Mexico." The American
Directory. humane societies of the United States have asked musk rat lady housekeeper.'
Newspaper
She
The only paper in New Mexico Issued every day
Jlst making some cool turnip- of the schools and churches and
the
In the year.
Some- of all who have educational functions, in the oh- - times the hl;"c' w'f
MEMBEli OK TUB ASSOCIATED PjREtiS
runny
gentleman
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to servance of "Humane Week." This special perioM d r a n k
lemonade,
sometimes
of ail news credited to ended April 50 with observance in the churches and orangeade, and again turnipade?
the use, for
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also had the recognition of all leaders of
jmado from carrots and turnips
thought.
the local news published herein.
The cultivation of empathy and the faculties
wmvn yiviiiy. ua lu icsyuim wmi aiu lu an uiu.ic rnoi urinK, muaenlv tile hot, quiet
May 31,
WEDNESDAY
was gleefully broken
wno sutler muse oe poweriui laciors in insuru. air of
oy a j o y nird s song.
peace and the safety of civilization and the race.
LETS QUIT
"Listrn to that.'" cried Miss
Fuzzy Wuzzy. fanning herself with
.tier apron. "I wonder what bird
By SI. L. KO.V.
MUSICAL PULLMANS.
is
so.
singing when the noon hour is
"If you think your town's the be.t tell 'em
so hot?
Most birds sing
In
Jf you'd have her head the rest help lier grow.
The plan of the Pullman company to place sing- the morninpr or in thn coolearly
of the
When there's anything to do, let the fellows count
l
his bird I never
on you;
ing porters on sleeping cars, to be available for ex- evening.one Rut
like it!"
Tou'll feci bully when f!'s through don't you know? cursion parties, etc., marks a long step.in the prog- heard
"Nor
said
the
I,"
sipping
It you're used to giving knocks. change your style. ress of the human race. Why the capabilities of the his turnipado slowly.bunny,
"I must see
Throw bouquets instead of rocks for awhile;
kind it is."
Let the other fellow roast shun him as you would porters in a musical line were not utilized before what
looked from a window and
a ghott.
this time is one ot the mysteries of Pullmanism. in He
a bush not far away saw a bird
Meet his hammer with a boast and a smile."
The rich basso of "George" has been confined here- with a large,
istrong beak, whose
Be' ween the going of Magee and the coming ot tofore to the message: "Time to wake up," while the head feathers were black. His
under
wero white and his
weathers
was
tenor
of his colleague, "Steve,"
only
Weil. I want to preach a little sermon to the people birdlike
were black and white.
heard late at night, announcing that "No. 71 done wings
of Albuquerjue.
But the feathers of the bird's
l't is easy for us to admit what we ought to do. had a accident, but only two white men was lost."
breast were a bright red even
devel
of
more
the
with
real
the
Now,
porters
gifts
bright than those of the
but, perhaps, not so easy to do it.
- Robin. High and clear in the hot
We all know that Albuquerque needs a spirit of oped to the proper pitch, the public may be expecty
the bird sang a beautiful
of
It takes a fairly big ed to overlook the condition of the washroom while melody.
of
entranced
"Suwanecj
strains
the
He
upon
been
hanging
have
are
"Who
he
wrong.
man to admit that
may
you, pretty bird with
of shrieking a red breast, who sings when nil
is a bigger man who is willing, even when he thinks River," sung to the accompaniment
the
other
birds
are silent in the
charmu
of
Music
cinders.
hath
a
and
gust
he was right, to yield a bit for the sake of harmony brakes
asked Uncle Wiggily.
to soothe the savage passeng'.r.
It's a wonder, some lieatV
and the public good.
"I am the Rose. Breasted Gros"TVinf la
He is really a big man who, now and then, takes say, that the Pullman management never thougiit beak." was the nnswxr
one of my names. The other I will
an invoice of his grudges, leads them out into thu f this before.
not tell you, because I do not like'
alley and administers the chloroform.
it."
In every city of Albuquerque's size there come
sror.nxG visiox.
"Why not?" asked the bunny,
"Oh, it is not a pretty name, hop
times nf strife between prominent individuals, and
,,itoi-o
snorts hive come in for their share ot nice Founding," answered the Rosci
factions arie. The best we can say for ourselves!
IRrcasted tlrosbeak. "Still It fits'
id verse criticism of late. In many a college com- is that we are no worse than others.
me, and some day I may tell it to
Other towns get over their fights. We must gel inunity the faculty Is looking askance at the em you. nut now i must tins, audi
nhasis laid on athletics as compared to that given again it trilled a song,
over ours.
Hon t you mind the heal? ask- Not a few university and
we win 'over to education proper.
It is better to love than to hate. When
.
.
.
CO I no uuiuiv
..
.i .
u-i,,
recommcnaea
nave
mc
anu
enanges
in a struggle with a neighbor, the iriumpn
college presidents
oh
sang the Grosbeak.
elation of the struggle are in the end as Dead Sea igned to keep college football subordinate to the "It seems to make nic sin? more
And indeed Hits
Rose Rreasted
sciences, literature and the arts.
fruit that turns to ashes on the lips.
One defender of college sports has come forward, Grosbeak is tum of the few birds
The only life that is finally worth while is the
in
nouns of sumthe
hot
that
Dr. mer. sing
however, with a plea that carries weight.
life of service.
or
ot
the University
Clarence P. Little, president
"Well, here Is a little cool turoffered Uncle
Albuquerque is forging to the front rapidly. Wc Maine, said recently "that the lesson of making a nipado for you,"some
of the drink
Wiggily.
pouring
climate in the world. It in supreme effort for a definite end Is neglected in in a saucer
have the best
and setting It on the
our greatest asset. It cannot be destroyed by flood the training of too many people, who consequently back strps. "And I will put out a
of water sn you may take a
or fire or financial depressions. We owe it to hu- go through life uninspired and uninspiring,
That will cool you after
manity to let the world know the curative qualities rant of how to drive themselves over the tthresh-- j bath. concert.
your
of our climate. It is one of the beneficences ot na- hold of medioeruy.
Uose
,.TllanU yo... Fnnr tl0
ture that we should not think of attempting to
Quite aside from the college sports controversy, Bi,.tl aill jt flittered down, splash-thi- s
ot
and
water
in
cool
life.
bath
in
of
the
walks
other
holds
Ined
good
monopolize.
thought
some turnipt.de.
Then the
Iet us invite sufferers from the white plague to the daily routine of work and living ot the average..J sippert
Grosbeak flmv away, and when it
come. If we don't want them for neighbors, those man there is but little opportunity for a "supreme was cooler Uncle
Wiggily hopped
of us who do ni.: need climate can move to soma effort for a definite end." Most of it goes along at out into his garden.
Other birds
were
and the bunny
now.
become
the
is
to
inclined
a
which
even
singing
favored
less
spot.
pace
fairly
himself wondering
what
We are the center of scenic attractions and ro- more monotonous, as the years go by, to leave the found
other name the Grosbeak had
mantic associations comparable with those of Kgypt. individual at the end of a few years with but little the nar.ie he did not tell.
Here we shake hands with two thousand years ago, of the drive iccesfary to attain something more
"He said I might find It out
some day," murmured Undo Wig- as T. B. Crabb has eloquently written. About us ae worth while.
the pueblos of Indians who had an advanced civilization before Caesar Invaded Gaul. Their great
communal bJlldings stand as they were a thousand
years ago.
FLOWEK THOUGHTS
About us are towns and villages built by the
Spaniards eighty years before the Pilgrims landed
There never was a flower
at Plymouth Rock. Here we may see the cliff
On earth that blew in vain,
No matter where 'tis smiling,
dwellings of a prehistoric civilization.
In sunshine, or in rain;
Colorado has nothing to equal the forest ani
The world is sweeter for it
utream scenery ot the Jemez country; nowhere else
When its grace is shed
can be found such hot and medicinal springs.
And in the dust 'tis lying.
Were the Jemez country within a hundred miles
Shattered, withered, dead.
ot Los Angeles, more than a million people would
Thre never was a tiny
visit It every year. Hundreds of thousands would
Kindly little thought
visit Acoma, even if they had to cross the continent
Born in the lowliest bosom
to do so.
Rut to the world It brought
And left a gentle fragrance
T'.eyond the thinker's hour.
We have a Federal Reclamation project of the
An ethic immortality,
A sweet and deathless power.
first magnitude offered to us, if we will meet the
Boston Transcript.
conditions required by the Department ot the In1

mid-da-

Right-minde-

I''3

-

mid-da-

y

HEAD-nrNTIN-

mid-da-

tfif

...

all-ye-

igno-ibo-

VERSE OF TODAY

'Hovr

terior.
What would

such reclamation project mean
to us?
When the Roosevelt dam was proposed for the
Irrigation of the Fait River valley, Phoenix and Albuquerque were about equal in population.
Albuquerque has an incomparably better climate
than Thoenlx. We have big railroad shops, and
Phoenix has none. We have a big lumber mill and
furniture factory, and Phoenix has no factory worth
while.
But Phoenix has now more than twice the population of Albuquerque.
Thoenix was made by the irrigation of the Salt
River valley.
About Thoenix are thousands of prosperous
farmers, where formerly was marsh or desert.
Whut Phoenix has done, Albuquerque can do,
and with far less expense.
The people of Thoenix pulled together for the
Albuquerque must
good of the whole community.
do the same thing, it we are to have the Middle Rio
Grande valley blossom as the rose.
ot
Only a fool would say, "Let the
the valley pay all the expenses of getting flood protection, irrigation and drainage; it is no concern of
of the city." Reclamation helps
the property-owner- s
county and city alike.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

rid,
gily.

can youhclp

maet

potato bujs?

"I wonder when ? I wonder
" but Just then the rabbit gen-

tleman saw something
else to
wonder about. He had reached his
potato patch, and to his sorrow
saw that many bad, biting bugs
were eating the green vines.
"Dear
me!" exclaimed Uncle
AXD VET Tni:v WANTED TOE VOTE!
putting on his glasses in
It a woman had to choose between a pair of Wiggily,
see better. "The potato
new silk stockings and paying her poll tax, who ordcrMo
have arrived: T shall have to
would get the money? Memphis Commercial bugs
clear them out or Nurse Jane and
Appeal.
I will not have a potato left for the
winter." For, you know, if the poTHE FALLING HEAVENS.
tato bugs eat the green vlnoa no
No one can act more bewildered, as If the very potatoes will grow beneath the soil,
foundations of civilization were crumbling, than a on the roots of the vines.
member of the Old Guard, who has got a good
Uncle Wiggily got a pall and,
licking. Ohio State Journal.
using a sprig of rweet fern for a
brush, he knocked from his vines
as many potato bugs as he could.
But the more he knocked off tho
more bugs seemed to appear, and
the green vines were fast being
eaten up.
THE rERSISTENT GERMAN.
"Oh, dear! What shall I do7"
fClnclnnatl Enquirer.)
sighed Uncle Wiggiiy.
"Let me help you that Is the
and
Russia are ready to do business.
Germany
They will do business. The persistent German and best thing to do!" sang a Jolly
the audacious Bolshevist have Joined hands despite voice, and along flew the Rose
the startled and outraged protestations of their Breasted Grosbeak.
"Oh. hello!" called Uncle Wigtrade rivals.
Germany will do big things in Russia. That Is gily to the sweet sing r of the high
in the cards.
For the present, st least, Lenlne hot noontime. "Rut how ran you
Lenine is a German was Ger- help me get rid ot the potato bugs,
Human nature Is not bad at heart. He who so needs Germany,
Mr: Grosbeak "
pre-wagent In Russia.
believes has misread the history of the race. Wa many's
"I can easily do that, because I
German factories are working to capacity. The
are a long way from being perfect; but we are a world
is the market of the former empire. German eat them!" was the answer. "I did
g
our
were
nearer
not
than
lot
toll you before, as I was rather
perfection
'ambition looks as keenly to commercial conquest
ias did the war lords to military conquest. She is ashamed of it, but one of my
ancestors.
names
is 'Potato Rug Bird.' I wlil
too,
good,
If some of our citizens have reverted to type, making
A few days ago the largest and most valuable call some ot my Grosbeak friends
or
now
let
them
the
two,
their
past
year
bury
we
will soon clear your vines
during
cargo that has come to this country from Germany and
head-axeg
may have thrills, but it since before the war arrived at New York. The ot the bsd bugs that want lo eat
them.
was
We
will eat the bugs inat
estimated
It
of
value
$10,000,000.
the
It
as
cargo
a
vocation. Also doesn't build cities.
Is not nice
'
When the Civil War was over. General Grant consisted of machinery, skins, furs, drawing and stead."
Again the Grosbeak sang, and
optical instruments.
said: "Now let us have peace."
"Made in Germany" seems still a label that soon many
birds
came flying to him In answer.
makes a broad appeal even In this
"Get ready. Potato Bug Birds!"
country.
SIT OX THE MOSQUITO.
True, we desire German goods and manufactures; sang the one to whom the bunhy
we would sell to Germany all she will huy. and had given t urniparle.
"fciat. un ail
ran
pay for, of our own goods and manufactures. the bad beetles that are on Uncl'J
The mosquito pest has fceen effectively abated.
Kut we should keep on the right side of the bar- Wiggily's vines!''
They no longer swarm about your face, so that you gain counter. We should not bo crowded, or shoved
Down rwooped the Grofhcaks,
Chiloff
handkerchiefs.
with
to
them
out of the way.
fie'it
their red breasts flashing in tho
have
sun.
Soon not a bug was left on
America's
trade
Southward
lies
opporsore
greatest
not
from
bites.
are
their
dren' legs
But Iho persistent German already is in- the bunny's vines and ho had a fine
Not all ot the mosquitoes were killed by the tunity. that
alluring field. The Argentine is buy- crop ot potatoes that year.
vading
crude oil spread upon the ponds near the river. ing largely in Germany.
The Argentine govern"Oh, thank you! Thank you!"
Some are bred in barrels and cans In the backyards ment has contracted for railway material lots of said Nurse Jane and the bunny, as
it to be paid for in Argentine wool.
the Grosbeaks flew away.
of careless people.
The
are furnishing steel for the con"You are welcome! You are welBut to secure the results so apparent to every structionKrupps
of a railway nt Patagonia. Two million come'." sang the Potato
Bug
one who goes on the streets in the evening, the coot dollars' worth of wool for Krupp account has been Birds. Ko you see that the feathered songsters nre of some other
to the city was only $250 for five thousand gallons purchased.
In
and in Chile everywhere throughout use In this world besides
of crude oil and two spray pumps. The Chamber Sftilh Brazil
and Central America the persistent Ger- joyiui music tor us. And making
If
a
secured
thousand
of Commerce
gallons mans are making their bids for the tremendous teakettle doesn't puff steam in the
nearly
fie
southern trade. Our tariff makers might make nj face nt the clock and make it wave
more without cost, from garages.
note
they seem inclined practi- Its hands at the head nf the stairs,
Only about fifteen hundred gallons was used y cally ofto the, fact, since
of everything I'll tell you next about Uncle Wigprohibit the importation
V. B. McKee, of the Chamber of Commerce, wh South America
desires lo export to this country,
gily and the nut bird,
BE IMPOSSIBLE I'OU US.
to give away a million." says John
Ton have to get one first. Greenville Piedmont.

"It is hard
D.
It sure is.

editorial: of the day

land-owne-

head-huntin-

Head-huntin-

d

easy-goin- g

Ma? 31, 1922

'as the people
Albunuerque, N, M., May 2S
Mr. Chas. R. Raff,
Los Lunas, N. M.
Dear sir: Referring to your letter
to The Journal with list of questions in regard to "Drainage Association" and also tho reply of M.
L. Pox, manager Chamber of Com-

merce, and tho editorial in tho
.Sunday Journal and, Inasmuch as
my name is freely used, am taking the liberty of writing you personally on tho subject and may reply riiso I through tho paper, alcannot see at this timo
though
that there would be much benefit
to the cause to be derived there-fron- t.

view

it CLASS IFSEP AM
!

Purpose of organizing any drain-ag- o
or irrigation
under the stnto m. districts, cither
i.,..
simply to inform the
and
to inform ourselves of pcoplo
conditions
and seek and find a vvav to improve them and it is for the members of this association to say what
tl.ey want nnd how to go about
getting it. and to protect and safeguard tho interests of its members." If It is determined, after
examination and consultation nnd.
after the report of the government
engineers is made, that the land
owners of the valley do not want
federal aid, or that it costs too
much, or that It is not feasible or
advisable, it is for them to say so.
Very truly yours.
CLA RK M. CARR.

m.i

The South Albuquerque Drainage
association was organized several
years a$o by the land owners of
some four thousand acres ot land
located south of this city, on the ORDER OF DE M0LAY IS
east side ot the river from the
0RGANIZEDAT CRUCES
stockyards to the north line of the
Isleta grant. This district was orunder
(Speelal
the
state
law
Corretpomlcnco to The Journal.)
is
and
ganized
Las Graces. N. M., May SO.
now a legal district, having had
two healings in court. It is not Under the auspices of Aztec Lodge
now being pushed to the extent ot No. 3, A. F. and A. Jf., 1js Cruccs
completing the final hearing in chapter, Order of I)e Molay for
court, or tho advertising for bid9 boys, has been instituted and is
on bonds or the voting of bonds, or ready for work.
Twenty-fou- r
lotting of any contracts, because:
boys of Las Cruccs
there lias been opposition on the and vicinity and one from Fort
part of tume of tho land owners Bayard .were given tho degrees by
who bad previously signed up foi eountesy of Ameth chapter of El
tho district who believe that tho Paso the afternoon and evening of
cost per arte will be too high and May 127. They are the original
also that, it would be useless and charter members of Las Cruccs
inadvisable to proceed with drain- chapter.
Tlio advisory
council of Aztec
age until a better and more efficient and dependable water supply lodge, under whose supervision the
for irrigation could be installed newly organized chapter will conand provided for. In their opinion duct its work, consists of the folthe lands now termed "Vegas" and lowing named committee: C. F.
K. Lester, If.
the hosuue lands, which really aio Monroe, chairman;
in great need of drainage, do at J. Reemtsma, John M. Brown, W.
present afford pasturage and h ly A. Sutherland, Sr., M. S. Bowen, O.
can be cut from them, whereas if T. Johnson, R. II. France and J. H.
drained they would not afford this Laughlin.
The' officers of the chapter for
return unless additional water tor
Irrigation could be mado available. the ensuing first term are: Master
o
senior
I'ui'lhei niore, it has not been possi-blcouncillor, Dick Reaves;
R. Jourdan;
to sell drainage bonds at a fa:r councillor, Russel
Chctham-Strodof
or
Alfred
or
rata
to
let
councillor,
interest,
price
junior
tho contract for construction at a
scribe. John Gregg; treasreasonable figure until the present urer, Lewis IT. Lnoinls; senior deaeven
It. Freeman;
now
and
Dclbert
the
con,
time,
nvp.rket in
junior
not ready for bonds at an attractive deacon, Ralph Charles; chaplain,
Jr.; senior
figure to the land owner, and he is W. A. Sutherland,
i ho man to have the final say-ssteward, Andrew Hcndrix; junior
g
Therefore, this project is not
steward, Alvin Limbaugh; almoner,
pushed and will not be. It is Ictor .Sanderson: marshal, Harry
also the opinion of our engineer.', Merrier: standard bearer, Horace
that combination and
Jack Tuiiiey; f.entinel, Clifford
with a district that should he Parmer; preceptors, Arthur Stewformed north of this city would art, Lano Rhodes, Charles White,
greatly reduce, tho cost per acre Henry Summcrford, Cloyd Miller,
Gerald nines; lecfur both districts. So that tlrj Hugh John.'-onconiinif-ionerhave decided lo turer. Albert Miller. The other
wait; for it is not tho intention or charter members arc: Harry I'.ron-sodosiro to force anyone and wo arc
Moody C. Kilgore and F.dsall
alt equally interested and actual Cou'plln of Fort Rayard, N. M.
l.vnd owners, although perhaps not
what you call "dirt farmers." In PAVILION AT MESILLA
this connection I will state that,
DAM FORMALLY OPENED
although I do not livo upon it
farm, bavo been actively engagod
in farming operations in the westto Tho Journal.)
(Spcrliil t urriKiieinlenve
ern part of tho state, in McKinley
i.... iVm.". n. m Mhv :;n. True
county, for the past 35 years, to its name, the good boat Prohibiv here wo nro now farming sumo tion, christened and launched at
I own 4uu Mesilla dam the afternoon of May
four bundled acres.
acres three miles south of. town on S, took water.
the Iwlela road, ca sido of the
Llevcn hundred men, women and
tere,l ot the t'ormai
river, which I am confident will ,n;i.i,.r...
r lie Knvilion. watched
be greatly benefitted by drainage
and needs it badly, but at the same the bout glide into the water and
t in o it must ulso have an adequate 'hroimt
the Rio
of
iho cMirrent
and reliable water supply for irri- (Grande.
Duo to faulty caulking the hold
gation which ot present is not
it
available, and this is the only rea- itook water much faster than
son that I am interested in de- ! could be bailed out. so John C. Rob- me
ordered
valof
the Rio Grundo
bins, Jr., commander,
velopment
for repairs.
ley, although I am of course as a craft
citizen and a taxpayer in the Mate, ' I'onnee wpl'rt llfsril bv tllG Pick- Imnickers in malting trips down the
desirous of doing iny part to
prove nnd better conditions and 'river south of the dam.
will bo glad to do so in any way
Dancing, bathing and hoating
at
parties are being given nightly
possible.
ithe
darn. The Las Cruces Wedlock
Now as to the R.io Grande Val
Wednesday
ley association: This was an idp.i iilub has reserved and
M. R.
which wo brought from California 'night for its parties,
after attending a meeting of the 'Gumbo, has Thursday night for
night
dances.
Saturday
League of the Southwest, held nt Ispnnish reserved for a select dance
Riverside, C'al., last December, and lhas been
and EI
which meeting a few of us from for las Cruccs, and Valley
dances are given
Public
New Mexico attended as delegates. Paso.
This league has done great work Saturday afternoons.
in securing the attention of the
federal authorities, especially the
reclamation service, to tho condiby
tion of tho Colorado river and the
needs for storage, flood protection,
In The .lnuriwl.)
nre
Correnponili
and
the
irrigation, etc.,
great bene- (Special
Lns Cruces, N. M.. May 30. Dr.
fits and increased values and production to bo derived therefrom, Henrv Jackson Waters, editor of
to say nothing of water power and the Kansas City Weekly Star, who
electric development, eo that the delivered the commencement adCollege
reclamation service has taken hold dress, -- at the New Mexico
on,1 Meehanic Arts
..:,'.t,
of the entire Colorado river projtie- the
visited
ect and, if money is available un- nt Stato College,
der the
bill, or any pliant TUltte nam nnu resvu.i H.
Ho was accompanied by of
other source, even special appror
priation by congress, or by bonds H Rronk. president-managesold and the work carried on by the irrigation district: Dr. II.co-L.
the state
private capital under federal sup- Keui president of superintendent
ervision, the objects and aims cf llege P W. Porrv,
the league will be accomplished. of irrigation. United StatesC. reclaBent,
So that you will see that the obmation service: Judge J.
counsel, and Mark
ject and aim of the Middle Rio Fl Pnso, district Las
Cruces, litigaGrande Valley association, it the. B. Thompson,
French.
plans and wishes of its projectors tion attorney, nnd Frank
the Mesca-ler- o
visit
and suggestors are followed. Is to
Tho partv will
work for the development and imApache Indian reservation,
provement ot the whole middle Mav 31 nnd June 1.
Rio Grande valley from White
Dr Waters has expressed keen
Rock canyon to San Marrial.
It personal Interest in the southwest-be
national park to
intention
to
was not the
allow the ern
on the reservation,
association to be used to further established
the political ambitions of any man "and," he said in conversation, ItsI
or set ot men, or to furnish high shall do what I can to bring
salaries to officials, clerks or sec- numerous scenic attractions to the
retaries, but to make the organiza- attention of our readers."
tion one to be composed of bona
fide land owners and property
Wllllnmstown, Mass.. May rp.
owners, both in town and country, The University of Southern Calitenand for these same land owners fornia defeated Williams at. visitto have and keep control and man- nis hero today 8 to 0. The
which
team
age the association for their own ors had a two man
benefit and not for promoters, won each of the matches in singles
schemers or office seekers.
and also the doubles.
If the actual land owners and
property owners of the valley will
get together and effect a permanent organization, they should
elect their own officers and directors. You will note that I am not
one of the temporary officers or
directors, and I nm not seeking anv
office o publicity but am willing
and will be glad to do what I can
to assist in any way in my power
in the reclamation of the valley
lands and I expect to derive great
benefit by having my small holdings increased in value and productiveness thereby and my position is well known.
Nothing is so utterly needless as the
You will note that the temporary surferinfi from a eh Ins, painful corns. It
or
chairman, Mr. B. C.
president,
Hernandez, is a land owner, or lias
been, in Rio Arriba county nnd
owns his home in this city. He is
collector of internal revenue and
is not seeking any other otfin) or
political preferment and ho is in a
position to give tho necessary time
lo the office, lie has the confidence of and can, and docs, talk
plainly to the native people and
will guard their Interests, and he
is also a former member of congress from this state and has a
large and friendly acquaintance In
Washington with the different department "officials, nnd he was my
choice and my suggestion for temporary chairman of the association.
I want to again state my idea ot
to peel off corn as to akin a
the objects and alms of the associ- is as easyTouch
It with "Gets-lt- "
and the
ation as planned, and which I tried banana.
Is done. For hard corns, soft corns,
trick
to make clear at the last meeting any corn or call' s. All pain stops Inof which I acted a chairman, and stantly and (.ha corn proceeds to loosen
"that this association is organized and soon can be lifted right off.
Your m'"iiey cheerfully refunded If It
for the development of the valley fal!s.
rtut It never falls. Costs but a
nnd to be composed nf land ownI.awiente
Irlfle.
MTr., Chicago.
be
run nnd managed by Sold In K.Albuquerque
ers nnd to
by Alvarado
md. Biifga' pharmacy.
property owners. It Is not. for the
be-in-

,

1

i

i

elephTntjttedam
visited

Smith-McNar-

rr

waters

y

nil-ye- ar

Money Back
If "Gets-l- f

fails

Jphar-aiai,-

.fQR SALEPoultry-EggFun SALE A few lying hens; Khode
Reds. 1017 South Walter.
iina RPi.SU'JO.N
BUl'P

FOR SALE

g

'

bluo

61S

ribbon

W'et Fruit.

winner

Fort SALE Pure
Leghorn hens,

egga

ftT liatchlnK;
FhuDo HJ2-W- ,

bloJ yuung White
each; also jounic
TlilrrI
I' OK 8.M.E
Hatching egus, S. C. I.lsht
Brown Leghorns, 15, 11.50; 8. C. Drk
Brown Leghorns. 13, 2, Robinsun, Old
"wn, pnnrie
I'Olt SALE Thlrty-flv- a
Burr orplnglo.i
or.n
and Klaelf Mltinpn. l.aK.,
each; also mother hens. ilia South
Broadway, phorro 1947-FOR SALE Eggs for
s. C.
ft. I. r.eils. C. P. lit; naichlug;
strain, S. c. W.
Leghorns. Mrs. Gentry strain, II per set- tjn g. it;: south Broajwajr
THOROUGHBRED Barred Rocks, t). C
B. I. lieds, laying pullets: must be sulil
at once: also hatching eggs; reduced
puce,
ud west Atlantic, phone 1483-Ik f. U1.7,. i 2nw...
KY,n kA i
tng eggs and bay chicks. $:o pec
1(10; slso few cocks and cockerels. Gen-t- rj
Poultry Ttanch. pnjtnff.ee boi 113,

.itiwM'off.

phone

il

&ii ivorin

Kfitl--

E
years on trie same old
H.
C Whit
ranch
LeKhorn chicks.
Twenty-fiv- e
$:o per hundred.
years' exTntt Poultry
perience with incubators.
Ranch, Postofflce box 107. phone 7n-J- .
BABY CHICKS White
Leghorns, (15
4. SO !i; Immediate
by
100; IS CO;
parcel post prepaid; yearling hens and
Mrs,
Mesilla Valley Hatchery.
pullets.
H. V. Tlinidy,
Las Truces. New Mexicc.
BABY
CHICKS ono Tlatclilng eBS,
Mountain View S. C. Ft. I. Reds; prlie
winners at El Paso, Albuqueruue and
Denver; bred for the best In color, type
and egg production. Order chix In adC. P. Hay. 536 North High.
vance.

TWSMY-N1N-

Pasture

FOR RENT

KOH IttNT Excellent pasture fur dairy
tnclc
Phone A. W. Peiran. 2410-Kf-

MATTRESS RENOVATING
MATTRESS tt ENOVAT1.NO. 13.60 and up.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furErvln
niture packing.
Phone C13-Beddln
Compane.

MONEY TO LOAN
LOAM
lo
cunt and

lu;j.fc;Y
monds,
Mr.

Marcus.

13

21.1

cm

watches,

dia-

valuaDli

vrytMns

Scuth Flint.

MONEY ITO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and ffQt'ti Jovvelry; liberal, reliable, con
fldenllal. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st

r
IJKNTI
i:0I'
mntids.
A

J

loan

nn

riiu

MV

Kyli'Iir
cosh

Kouees

modern four-roohouse;
payment and rent for balance.
So South Edith.
N OT I il.N'U fASU,
only 50, buys almost
three-roonew modern
furnished
b'liurstew.
Phone 1&S2-.Folt HALE By owner, seven rooms and
C.
sleeping porch; strictly modern.
tt. Ktevennnn. 407 North Twelfth.
FOR SA LE Three rtn r.omes. East Central, East Silver and University
ITelghls. J. A. Hammond, 8:4 East Silver.
Foil HALE Comer, brick, ntne large
renins, unfurnished: three
six
rooms rented: part cash. j:4 porches;
South Edith.
GIST Tlllrf new four-roo"House on tlirca
lets, at a prine you have got; terms.
Bee Gonce,
1415
North,
Sixth, phona
1562-.In

BALE OR TRADE Property loer
cated at 1SU Smith High; would
cood car as part payment.
Call
any time.
KOU KALE
By ownei, suouruan home!
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
Post-offiwater, fruit treei, grape arbor.
VOll

box 213,

cltj.

FOR SALE Good modern furnished
in highlands, convenient to r.i ipi;
terms. J. A. Hammond, 8- East Silver,
ph"ne
ia
FOR tiAt E Good lot, small house,
boulevard; will take smaT. payment and University Heights lot toward
payment, fall at .'L'3 Columbia.
FOR SALE New adobe, plastered inuida
and out, green shingled roof, electrlo
lights, n ater, fenced, trees, etc.; sacrifice. $1,ti0:.
North Seventh.
FOR SALE New T.omes uy owner; on
i,
824 West Gold; one
110 North
210
Maple; one foiir-r'm- .
North Maple; terms. Call S21 West Silver, phone 1949-FOR SALE
cozy modern h nie.
facing West Central, only five blJOKS
from business district;
garage, shade
trees, lawn and basement, at a bargalu.
Apply owner, 1117 Kent avenue.
FOR PALE Two new four-roohouses
In University Heights, modern except
heat, on
separate lots;
garage, basement, porcl es. Sell at cost
Bee owner, 214 Yale, phone 16T4-FOR. SALE 6nTRlil)E One fourroom
house, cn throe
house, one three-roolots, close in; will trade for vacant lots
in right location. This property Is clear.
Scott Rldenour, S18 Worth Broadway
phone 1658-J- ,
FOR SALE -- Four Juom
brick house,
with
features, hardwood
floors, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, two
scrcene
porches, :.arags, large lot.
seventy-on- e
foot front. Inquire of owner,

watches. Liberty bonds, planus, 521
f!!I15!!hJ:
automobiles; lowest ratss.
Rtithman'i,
SALE Cottage In south highlands,
i' f"MHh First Bmuifi to fh Stat. I'Olt
fntir rooms, largo screened porch, water,
LOANS may he secured for any purpose lights, large lot, garage, chicken house,
etc.. 1100 down, balance like rent; priced
on acceptable security,
and. on farm
fur qukk sale. Call at 1100 South
lands, irrlpatfid lands, or to buy or build nqht
Walter, or
homes.
City or farm. Reasonable terms FOR SALLW-Sma-phone
modern cottage with
n mm ij;ed under- our first mortgage cer
double CTruge, screened porch, batht
tificates. The. Hankers Rceerve Deposit built-in
features, etc.; newly decorated
Company, Gas Electric building, Denver,
throughout, well furnished, on corner l"t
Colorado.
only one block from car
line; terms
down, balance like rent, 1100 Gouth.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS lL'00
Walter, or phone 683.

Scaled proposals

t

will

on Wednesday,

Jiay SI. 1322, for
curbs,
gutters, storm
grading and and
or appurten
incidentals
ances thereto, on tho
following
named street in accor; ance with
tho Provisional Order of the City
Commission of the City of Albu
querque. New Mexico, dated February 10, 1 f J 2 :
North Second street from the
north line of Tijcras avenue to the
south lino of Mountain road.
Cids will be received on the following type of pavement:
concrete
liitulithlo on
base.
l',i-ibltulithio on
paving,
sewers,

n.

n.

Topeka mix
concrete,
wearing surface.
black
l'.j-ibitulithie cn
base.
on
14
3
In.
bitulithie
in.
black
Hi
base.
l',j-ibitulithie on 2
in black
base.
reinforced concrete,
plain concrett.
reinforced concrete,
plain concrete.
reinforced concrete.
for street railway tracks.
penetration
macadam
n.

--

--

n.

BUSINESS CHANCES

re-

at the office of ths Cily
Clerk of the City of ibu uerque,
New Mexico, until 2 o'clock p. m.
ceived

--

ST AT 13

Central.

HOTEL fur sals.

Jill

CO., 118 TVest

KOBRRTS-TCRNE-

avenue, aro business opportunity

"est
G'lli

FOU

urlek building.
SALBTwiAstury
216 South First; location cood lor aa
kind uf business.
I'Olt SALE Abattery shop; sood location; will sell at cost. Apply 211
North Fourth.
SALE Crispett.
popcorn outfit,
complete; good proposition for live man.
Tnqulre till North First.
Full HALK Confectionery; dandy loca- cation and doing splendid business.
rt"herl.i-Tiirncr
Co.. "18 West Gold.
Foil SAI.K Grocery stores; we hav.
l money makers right now nt
throe
ltoberls-'iurncInvoice prices,
r
Co., Sit
West Gold.
o.i L.t iiinufl xsanery, nxiures ana
wi.
supplies; good location, reason, owner
dead.
Lena B. Jackson, Estancla, N.

M.TifT

If

SII6.

OUT my prices your Dion.? wilt
stay In Albuquerque. W. C Thaxton,
Plumbing Fixtures and Supplies, 1111
VOL)

North Fuurth;
FOR SaTk Established mercantile
rljht down In the busy district:
excellent store room with long terra
Rnherls-Turne-

lee.

r
Co., 218 W. Gfcbl.
I MAVIi a good winter and summer sheep
range piuposlllon for four or five thousand sheep, in Arizona. Address I, Jt.
Ho'.t. 1000 South .Tnhii nt. Phono 13:i-W- .
1'UR 11L0NT
Cheap, seven acres of good

farm land, four miles north, all planted

corn: good adobe house.
Inquire of
(street railway tracks).
owner.
f u. C, at Glbson-FaLumber
The following Is an estimate
the work to be done, aa compile Full SAI.K A.
outfit
complete
cleaning
by the City Engineer:
isith Hoffman sieam
press, Taylor
10.550 square yards street pav- sowing machine, and all equipment.
Will
sell with or without location. Wilt give
ing.
B.S35 lineal feet combined curb termw if wanted. Hot 672. Gallup. N. M.
Indian trading itora and
and gutter.
Oll HA
ranr-hlocated near Oallup, N. M.; good
3.000 square feet cement sideIn

1

E

building, corrolla.
fencing, etc.; fully
walks.
excellent place for healthseekei ;
track equipped;
1.C75 lineal feet single
fine water. Address Buy 373. city.
plenty
street railway.
i'OR ,SALK One uf the fineut cafes In
2,900 cubic feet earthwork (Innorthern Arirona, long lease, excellent
cluded In paving).
trade, good location; two of the partners
weather
to leave for Europe; act quick.
days
(60)
ira
Sixty
working
Postofflce bo 814, Flagstaff. Aria.
will be allowed to complete the
whole of this work.
TYPEWRITERS
The city reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids.
1 V li W It 1 r E Jib All makes uv.lhuujid
Plans and specifications may be and repaired, filbbons (or svery maEx- seen and forms of proposal may he chine. Albuquerque
Typewriter
12a South Fourth.
obtained at the office of the City change, phone flillt-.-

f

Engineer.
Each bidder will be required to
deposit with the city clerk to the
credit of the City.ot Albu
without
endorsement, a certified
check of deposit in tho sum of ten
per cent (10 percent) of the total
amount bid, as a guarantee that
he will file all bonds required and
enter into contract, If awarded to
him according to the terms ot his
bid. within ten days after the certification of tho award. Should the
contractor fail to file bonds In an
approved surety company or enter
into a contract with the City of
Albuquerque, then the certified
check shall become forfeited as
liquidated damages and the money
realized therefrom shall be turned
Into the treasury of the City of
Albuquerque.
JAMES N. GLADDING,
Attest:
City Manage
ADDIB W. McAVOY.
lut.-que-

City

.

Clerk.

DID HIM MOKE GOOD
Many men and women suffer
from backache, rheumatic pains,
stiff Joints, sore muscles and other
results of kidney trouble because
they neglected the first warning
symptoms. Foley Kidney Pills aid
the kidneys to throw out poisonous
waste matter that causes pain and
misery. Stephen Lewis. l'Jidriilgo,
"Foley Kidney Pills
Ky., writes:
did me more good than all the
other medicine I ever took. 1 I had
don't
kidney trouble ten years.
have any pain like 1 had before 1
Sold
everywhere.
took them."

Advertise in the Morning Journal for best

results.

A

CCOUNTING

AUDITING, INCOME -TAX
FINANCIAL
S
IIxtatiment-CHARLE-

""

ZANG
SUCCESSOR

TO

& ZANG
ACCOUNTANT!

WILLIAMS
rUBLIC
PHONf

ft MrtlNI SUM,
AmUQUCNWE

,

kE,GALjSOTICE
aiSm'ixistp vroitfs xcmcET"

In tho l'robato Court of Bernalillo
Cotinly, Now Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of

I,ouise W. Sulzer Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the eighteenth
d.a,y .of, Way 1922- - duy appointed
Administrator of the estate of
I.oui.se W. Sulzer, deceased, by the
Probate court of Bernalillo county,
and having qualified as such Administrator, all persons having
claims ngainst (be estate of
said
decedent arc hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
in the manner and
undersigned
within the time prescribed by law.
JOSEPH P. SULZER,
Administrator.
.
uaien may V, 1922,
ADMIN ISTIUTOH'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County. New Mexico.
In tho Matter of the Estate of
Glenn T. Hancock. Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was. on the eighteenth
day of May. 1322. duly appointed
Administrator of the estato
of
, .
1.
P. anti T 11.
Probate court of Bernalillo countv.
and having qualified as such Administrator, all persons havinar
claims against the estate of said
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
undersigned in the manner and
within thn tlmo (ircseribcd bv law.
SAMLET- - R. WITCHER.
Administrator.
Paled Mav 5;. 1 922.
OV EXECUTRIX.
In n0T,ICK
Matter ot the Estate of John
I'. Pomerenk, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that Rose
Elizabeth FomerenU, Executrix of
the .estate of John P. Pomerenk
deceased, has filed in the Probate
court of Bernalillo county. New
Mexico, her final report as such
Executrix and the court has ap-p- o
nted Monday, the third day of
Jvi y. 1922 as the
day for hearing
objections. If any there be. to the
approval of said final report and
the discharge of said Executrix.
Vitness my hand and the seal of
Probate court this twelfth day
of May. S22.
(Seal)
FRED CROliLOTT.
Clerk r.f tJairt Probate Court.
.
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GENTLEMEN

IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
5
rooms, electric lights,
east front, full size corner lot and only priced fur
$1,750 with good terms.
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five-roo-

and

Estate, Loans
Insurance.

W. Gold.

Phone

807--

Bi'iiijess
R

218 West Gold,

CO.
rhono 407.

SWELL NEW FIVE
ROOM brick stucco built for a
home with every convenience.
Choice 4th ward location.
$6,500.

STRICTLY MODERN
FIVE room with large garage.
Excellent east side location.
Fur. at a bargain If you want
it.
$5,250.

"

NEW MODERN FIVE
ROOM home built for a home
with all conveniences. Cltoice
east side location.
$4,760.

SURE CLASST FIVE
$4,500.
ROOM highly modern bungalow out In 4th ward. Nicely
furnished. All goes.
ELEGANT NEW FOUR
ROOM modern. This Is a gem.
Must be seen to he appreciated.
Select east side location.
$4,250.

$3,900.
HERE IS A SNAP.
DANDT five room modern
home, garage, etc., well furnished, all goes.

SURE GOOD I.ITTLE
FOUR room modern home la
Acondition. Quick action.
WE HAVE HOMES' FROM
$750 TO $15,000.- - WH CAN
MEET
TOUR
REQUIREMENTS, AND WE GUARANTEE A SQUARE DEAL TO
BOTH BUYER AND SHLLEH.
AT YOUR SERVICE.

i

SALE

WTiite
ituooo, aobe
bungalow, modern, garage, outbuildings,
North thirteenth street; terms, If da'
'
aired.
white stucco fram
$4.600
httnarntow. modern. nnt floors, toiiH.ln
feMtiu-nterum and other ditthtlMd- Ings; Fourth ward.
15.600 Seven-rooswelling, modern, lot
In, Highlands;
100x142, corner, clos
fine location.
v
$3,600
brick, modern, salts- bl far two families; Highlands,' close
In.

A.

CO,

218 W. Gold.

Phone 407

JFORjreNlApai
I'OR

RENT Furnished apartment; alio
rnone Jft:o-aarage.
IlKNT
Dfelrabla apartment, close
ton
In. 33.1 North Fifth.
I'OR RENT Three housekeeping rooms,
private bath. 9l North Fourth.
VOn KENT Two-rooapartment, sleep- ;ng pnrcn, private nam. 707 South Arno.
run RENT Nice rpartment ot two
rooms. Imperial Hotel, over Pastime
;
tneaier.
ON K RMA7.L
and ona larg furnished
apartment, with hot water. 1216 West
Roma.
Fon RENT Attractively furnlehed
S05 South Walter,
apartment.
pnone iijk-w- .
threa-rooFOR RENT Large,
eool
npnrinieni, nicety lurnisnea; no SICK,
S!l North Seventh.
FOR RENT
Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; no alck.

On North Fourth St.

1078-- J

RUTHERF0RD&G0EBEL
General Contractors
Repair Work

In Lowlands
Four room frame, bath, garPrice
age, trees, large lot.
2.G00 with
$500 down and
To see this
$35 a montn.
phone
JAS. M. JOHXSOX,
IiiRiirnncp. Real Iisljito, Lonns
21 W. Gold.
Thone 840

FOR

rr
UhFICE

r
'

SALE

ROOMS

FOR SALE
SECOND WARD.
frame, close In, well
furnished; two sleeping; porches,
suitable
garage;
for two families.
Priced to sell
$3,900
REALTY SALES CO.
Phone 680.
Ill S. Second St.
Five-roo-

m

ATTENTION
This office will remain open
evenings for the convenience of
those that are unable to see
University Heights lots during
business hours.

University Heights
Realty Co,
Phones

j

Corner

I

MtreTUnn

FOR RALE Spits-Pood1023
pupa.
South Edith.
FOR HAL"! OR RENT Player piano.
Phone 1S04-FOR SALE Second-han- d
electrlo washer.
214 West Hold.
FOR SALE Roses and other flowers.
Phone 117-FOR SALE Two refrlgeratora; reaaon-abl815 South First.
TRY BODDY'8 MILK; BEST IN TOWN,
Phone 2413-RFOR HALE Roller canaries, si South
Walter, phona 1BS7-YALE BULGARIAN milk, from imported
1i Houth fiecond.
cultures. Phone 2413-RFOrt RENT Modern, nicely furnished
FOR SALE Vlotrola and recorda. Room
apartment.
$01
West
TIJeras.
Apply
c. Mothonlst Sanatorium.
phone 1134-FOR RENT Two rooms, sleeping porch; FOR SALE New terronles. Inquire 1521
South
Brosflway, phono 2319-410
$40.
private hath:
furnlehed,
North Hlxth. phone 1142-FOR SALE Rrand new bicycle. Inquire
atboye bulldlng,Indlan school.
FOR RENT Outside apartment, modern,
three rooms, private
bath. Averll) FOR SALE Mftr!go!dand cosmos plants!
Fecond.
tOJi
North
Apartments,
o'j cents per flozon. 'J'- -' North Twelfth
FOR RENT Two ana three-roofur- FOR SALE One
"Universal"
electric
vacuum cleaner, cheap. 14?4 East Oold.
nished housekeeping apartments.
A.
buquerqtn Hotel,
t North Second.
FOR RENT Steam heated apartment, EXPERT gusranteed work, phone 1SJ4-- J
In Park View court, S02 East Silver, FOR SALE Room
8x12 on wheels. Ap-pl- y
A. Hammond, phone 152?-fall
414 West Central or 214 North
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apart- Walter. Phone I82S-ment; hot and cold water, lights and FOR SALE At a
bargain, men'a second431 hi
reasonable.
phone paid; rent
hand clothing, In good condition., 60?'.i
South T3roartwRy.
West Centre!, In rear.
Three-rooFOR RENT
apartment, FOR SALE Good twliwcylinder Excelsior
shower biith adjoining; also disappearIn excellent condition. Call
ing bed; hot and cold water paid. Ap- at motorcycle,
.' .
Iil5 Ronth Walter.
600
South Walter.
ply
SALE
FOR
An
Underwood portable,
FOR RENT Juno 1, detirable furnished
two
used
only
months; good aa new,
npartment, four rooms and
hath,
io.
t.an at no East (Silver.
glassed In sleeping porch. 1011 West
TYPEWRITERS, all makes. IK and up;
Central, phone 1018-T13 per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
I FOR RENT Ona large and one small
Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
furnished
for
apartment,
completely
housekeeping. Crane Apartments, SIS FOR SALE Ona round
dining room
table, six feet extenaion; ona round
North Seventh, phone B14.
stand table. 1007 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Two new three-rooapartments with glassed-i- n sleeping porchee, FOR SALE Will sell all my fine Homer
Carmeaux pigeons. Phone 29-Mrs.
furnished or unfurnished.
Inquire 801
South Walter, or phone 14-Qeorge Slglhofer. 602 North First.
-l
E
SAI
Used tractors,
and
FOR KENT Three rooms, modern and FOR
with gang plows.
Hardware
completely furnished; close lnj water
paid; small family; just what you are Department, J. Korber ft Company.
looking for; to see la to rjnt. Phone 188. FOR SALE Freeh buttermilk and cotFu nisned apartments, conFOR RENT
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
venient to eanatorluma; four rooms, lota.
Swayne'a Dairy, phone 1916-glassed-l- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East FOR SALE Planoa and player planoa;
Central car Una. Call 1331 East Central,
pre-wvalues, Phona 10(1. Geo. P.
or see McMllllon A Wood, shone 148,
Learnaro piano Co., 114 South Walter.
1002 West Cen-tra- l, SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments.
AT THE WASHINGTON.
out-atvery desirable small
new or used. 1'rivate or class instruo-tlon- a
n above. Fred K Ellis, Ph. o J.
apartment, furnished. Inquire apartment
J. D. Eakln. proprietor. FOR SALE Alrdals
1, or phone 83.
puppies, males. tlD;
FOR RENT Three large, eool rooms and
females, $10. C w. Hunter Punch,
glassed sleeptng porch, bath adjoining, north end Rio Grand boulevard. Phone
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat 2409-Rand clean; desirable summer location. FOR 8 ALE Bsth tubs, lavatories, sinks,
116 West Coal.
rang boilers, pumps, pipe and wall
APARTMT5NTS
LINEMAN
Under new points. W. C Thaxton,
1111 North
management. 813 South Third, phone Fourth,
three-rooTwo and
apartments, SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
modern, new and completely furnished;
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
clone in: all outside rooms.
troublea. tl. Plantar Arch Supports. Ton.
FOR RENT
Strictly private, thoroughly F. Keleher leather Co., 401 Weat Cantral.
modern apartment,
very reasonable
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
rent, close In; two nice rooms, aleeplng r lOD for all kinds ot roofs, il per galroom In baseporch, bath, ejtra atora
110 South
Mansano
The
lon,
Co.,
ment. 410 North Sixth-- , or phone 1 1 42-Walnut, phone 1834-Try a built up
mnf; will last aa long aa the . building.
FOR RENT May 19, eool, thoroughly
of two MILL WOOD Will have a limited aupply
clean furnished
apartment
front moms and kitchenette; hath
of mill slab wood, 13 full truck load,
large screened front porch; close delivered. Phones 190, 16B3-In: will not rent to alck or children. Call
.
after 10 a, m., 134 Bo h Arno,
LSB EFFKCTO AUTO TOP and aeat
dxasalng. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vale-pa- r.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
Homeatead
Plymouth Cottage Print.
FOR BBNTKewly decorated, moat rest- Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement, Satful and attractively furnished four isfaction assured. Thoa. F. Keleher Leath-Co- ..
rooms; modern: Janitor aervlco one a
4na Wet. Central
Phone 1057-If Interested see this Ideal apartweek.
Don't
ment.
phone.
Mecrelght'a ApartLOST AND FOUND
ment Home, IK West Lead,
LOST
Leather key esse, nsine Tnside
C. If. Schumaker: return to office, 10,
V. T. Armlje building; reward.
FOR SALE- - Real Estate LOST Sometime yesterday on Central
or Second, a
envelop adFOR SALE Thirty lota, by owner, at dressed to Dr. government-liberal
reward
Mathews;
iOld Town. J. R, Zamura.
for tl
return of same. 113
West
lot on Central.
FOR SALE One good fifty-foEast Silver, near Highland park, an LOST Grip,
burnoontalnlng
acetylene
eosy terms. J.' A. Hammond, 134 East
ers and Igniters, on gat valv and
Silver.
or
business papers: finder call 1408-Rt
lota
few
We
left
a
still
SALE
have
leave
FOR
at W. M. Foster's oUloe, ' 210 i
.
'
In Cannon addition at 1110, $10 caah West Central.
and $3. It you are short of funds to get
vour cottage we oan help yon. Call W. J.
'l.everett or T C. Hatton. Phone 81-JTAKE! BT MISTAKE, a hrown leather
traveling bag from the Clllkerson Hotel,
WANTED Agents
Roswell, Nw: Mevlco, Tuesday, May 23;
MANUFACTURER
wants will give liberal reward; finder please
Agents to sell complete Una of shirts wlr at my expense. Mrs. W. E. Clarke.
..
,llr,','t to wearor. Escluslve patterns. Big Gallup, New Mexico.
Madison Ml Us,
Miluve., Free samples.
way,
lork.
htw
lit
;.;J
psd

home ot
five room is located m the
bet street In town anrl in the
prettiest block on the street,
beautiful grounds with lawn
and fine ihade and vines. Thia
home i" substantially built and
in splendid repair and you can
buy it for a great deal less than
replacement cost. It will not
be on the market lung, so
phone ua today.

This gplendld brick

You fully Intend to ewn your
homo bmm day. Buy the lot
totlav nnd be one of the home

builders.

XIiERSON ADDITIONS.
$10 Month.

50 Down,

you.

Frankliir

& Company,
Realtors.
221 W. Gold. .. ..Phone 5T.

A. Ii. MARTIN CO., Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance. Loans.
223 W. Gold Ave. Phone 150

963-- J

Yale

D, KELEHER,
Realtor.
Sll West Oold.
Phone 410.

FOR SALE

Spacious and wall lighted; Heat
hot and cold water, and Janitor
service Included.
J. KORRER & CO.
Auto Department.

Remodeling.

GET THIS ONE

modern
bungalow
glaBaed-l- n
aleeplng
furnace
porch;
heat, fireplace,
hardwood floors, garage. This
Is an elegant home, located, on
ona ot the best streets in the
Fourth p.ard. Owner Is leaving town and place must be
sold at once. Let us show It

TOWN'

IN

FINEST.

WHY DELAY?

with large

to

Eight room home; not
Just a house. In lowlands.
BOO
Five room brick stuoco,
$5,
Just completed, Fourth ward.
'
Good terms.
$13,000

ROB'T. McCLUGHAN,
Realtor.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 412--

and Central.

An

A

No.

.r

WANTED
207

dairy

man.

A dependable man with nice
,0 ,how real estate. Joseph Collier.
West Oold,

EMPLOYMENT

r"' ,or
no
.... a.,..,,,

OFFICE-Teams-

ters

Qrad

McMillion

Albuquerque. New Mexico.

CO.

Position

waaninjtlilujrpeci

n's

alty. Phone 1J04.
WANTED Work by th
1343-M-

.

aftrr

5:30 p. m.

hour,

Plrun

WANTED Position by battery man and
Rflod on martin
Renrator syatemi.
anrwn m. ju, cnr Journal.
anA
1'ermanent position by ex
wagea. WANTKD

FOR

For

Rent-Roor-

rs

with Board

rest

Coppor
Man and wife to work on rf6TANDTiOATvD6
dalrfy ranch.
Address O. W. Smith. KOOM"'aND UOARD. efl Snulb
22, Santa Te, N. M.
8INOLB room with board. 611 South
uroaaway.
FirtST-ci.ASS
tnble board. 110 South
Arnn, pnnna U27-.ROOM AND BOAKD, $43 per month; no
COLORED
miners wanted; no strike.
sick. 1017 Forrester.
Teacoclt Coal Co., Monoro, N. M.
FOB RENT Glassed-l- n
porch, with
bi ard.
114 North Maple.
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch;
m arn tr desired,
WANT RELIABLE AGENTS to sell the
vtione 1340-.best Health and Accident Insurance CANVAS sleeping porch, with board.
10 per week
for the money In the world. The largest
1207 East Central.
company of Its kind In America 9a out ROOM AND HOARD T.ates reasonable.
of 100 claims paid tire day, proof received.
r.13 South Broadway,
phone 1J7I-No different classes "A," "B," eta Live
scents hive made 1500 per month. Roberta- JAMESON RANCH Reduced rates tor
the
cool
summer,
and
-Turner
shady, situated
Co., atata agenta for New two
miles i north of
town.
Phone
Mexico ar.d Arizona. 218 Weat Gold, Al228S..7.
buquerque. New Mexico.
M1HAMONTES-ON-THB-MEKFrmnte.
A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for tubercular
convalescents: gradual
nurse In atWANTED
Cashier . DeT.uxe Cafe.
tendance! rotes by the week or month
WANTED
Experienced cook. Apply 102 Call I400-JSouth Arno.
Mna. CARL BEROLUND Private Sana.
WANTED Cook; must have references.
torlum, 141 South Bdllh, for health-seekermodern rooms, furnished nicely,
Apply 809 West Copper.
slaeplng
porches, excellent meals, trny
WANTED
Woman cook for private famnurse In
cool, shady
ily, upper Pecos, at Cowles, N. M. For service,for summer.attendants:J3C5-Phone
place
.
,'nnirmurn, pnone ZJIM-JREHBRVATIONS
now
had at Ft.
be
may
WANTED Woman or girl for general
Jnhn'e Sanatorium (Kptscopal): rates,
housework and help caro for two ehll-dre- 117.(0
to 121 per week; Inoludes prlvste
Apply 1311 South Edith, phone room with sleeping porch, connected to
bath and toilet: medical car, medicines,
WANTED
Spanish girl for light house- general nursing; sicellent meals, trsy
work: no washing or Ironing; catl be- service; no extras. All roomi have steam
tween and 7:20 p. m.; good wages. 215 neat, not and col running water.
ev.
W. H. Slegler, Superintendent.
South Ninth, '
Phont
WANTED An elderly lady In need of 481.
a home, for very llirht housework and
to manage two children. Phone 1062, or4 WANTED
Miscellaneous
ppiy to sit North ElBhth.
2082-- J
llOUBK cleaning, l'hon
E. F.
WANTED
Elderly woman to keep house
Oreir.
for gentleman, for about three months,
while wife Js away; must bo good cook WANTED Quod porch awing.
1'hune
192S-e
and ..have city references. Address
Box 628, city.
WANTED
Fuinlturo,
any
quantity.
Phone UOS-Male and Female.
WANTED Some one akllled In liardangcr
PREPARUJ
for a superior posktin ly
embroidery. Phone 1423-attending our Bummer Sessions. Individual Instruction; rnpld progress, Spec-I- KALROMlKlNO; also cleaning kalsomlne
and paper; work guaranteed. John
summer rate. Western Pohool for
S34-.ItnniiHon. pnon
Private Hecretsrios. Phone H01-'e HAVE several gllt-ed- g
first mortloans.
Whe
wants them? Wo- gage
FOR SALE Livestock
Vllll.n A. Ytr m
FOR SALE Work horse. Phone fil'
WANTED To rent small grand piano;
Instrument will receive excellent cara
FOR SALT Milk row. Phone 2401-Ro. v.. journal, call
FOR SALE Jersey cow. Phone 2411R3.
MAX
BARGAIN
STORE, at 316 South
FOR SALE Two A-- l Jersey cows. Phone
Flrat, will pay th highest prices for
2162-your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
FOR SALE Fin Rufus Red and Bel- furniture. Phone I5g.
gian buck and does; also friers, 710 WANTED One hundred Rhode island
West Lead.
Reds or Whit Leghorn pullets In exFOR BALE Twenty does, 100 young, all change for a motorcycle,
in good conill-tloalsea, very cheap; leaving town. 1600
1418 South Edltlr, phone 1 3 W-South Elm.
RAZOR BLADES Hav y r dulfsafety
FOR SALE-O- ne
razor blades reaharpened; single edce
good Jersey miln cw,
giving plenty milk: will sell very cheap. 25o; doubl eilse 35o per dozen: all work
S10 North Broadway.
Scott Rllorour.
guaranteed.
Holmes, at Ruppe'a Drug
FOR . SALE Horse weight about 1,100 Stor.
C.
W.
end
north
Hunter
ranch,
pounfa.
RUO CLEANERS
Rio Grande boulevnrd. Phone 2409-Rtill Rug Cleaned. 11.26.
FOR SALE Five spans matched Iron MATTRESSES renovated. (3.61) and up;
furniture repaired and packed. Ervlu
gray horses, B years old. weight about
i.soo span, 8150 a span. Phone S87-pequing company, pnon eia-- Cartful Kodak finishing.
WANTED
FOR BALE On of the best little milk
Twlc dally eervlc. Remember,
cows In town, for $75; " com
and see
som
her milked; also
guaranteed. Send your finishing
young laving to a
reliable, established firm. Uanno
hina, 611 North Third.
A Hanna. Master Photogrsphers.
I HAVE for service, fina brown stallion,
weighs 1,000 pounds; this horse is a
FOR RENT Ranches
sure foal getter and has mad a trial
rocord of 1:13 as a trotter, Simon Gar- FOH RENT Ranch and furnished house,
cia, 1202 North Arno.
with piano, in Atrlsco road. O. V.
1 HAVE
twelve head good young horses
. city, phone 241S-- J
boa
and mares for salo, all broke to work, priest,
weight 1.000 to 1.400 pounds; good match- FOR RENtMUceHaneons
ed teams; also good second-han- d
harness
for sal. 810 North Eroadway,. pbon
1J5I J. Icott Rlltnour,
FOR KK.NX Garage, J19 Wast Lead.
WANTED

Box

0

Wood,

SALE--

Can finve

Yon Money on Tonr
Building and Kepalrinc
BECAUSE
I do the work myself. I have no
overhead expenses. Phone me and
save money.
J. L. DUKI.ING,
Phone
1903-- J

..........

OWNER
rent.

BY

good
lawn,
built-i- n

home
price.

W, C, JENKINS
Phone

M88-W-

FOR RENT

AUTOMOBILES

Loan.

J1.000 Dodn, balance like
Five-roomodern house,
east
location,
front,
trees, large front porch,
nice
little
featureg,
for gome one at right
m

.

Room

KOR KAI.U BuiclC Four,
RENT
Room and kitchenette.. 415
cheap. 411 FOR
West Onal.
North Second.
RENT
FOR
Good sleeping room.
FOR HALK
612
Overlsna truck. 1107 North
North Second,
' "nun, pnune
FOR RENT Glsssed sleeping
FOR KAI.K On Koril touring car;
porch.
good
609 West Silver.
ion.
winrrow AUto C7rt.
li'OB SALE
Hudson speedster, excellent FURNISHED ROOMS at 709 East Cen-tra222G-Phon
itKf-uaiBHin.
""""" ""
Furnisne.1 room.
FOH SALIi
1S18
322 South
Fnrd roadster, with FOR RENT
peventn, pnone 729-utumiinuie truca pnoy. Zl 7 North Third
FURNISHED
FOH SAI.IC
5
no
moiTerr,
rooms;
BuIck
sick; no
touring car;
first-o.'a- a
414 West Sliver.
children
Co..
oondltloa, Band-Dillo- n
FOR RENT Housekeeping room, sleepcity
FOR SALE Born estra good used cars;
ing porch. 410 South Edith.
easy terms. Mclntoih Auto Co.. Ill LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
Went Cupper.
private bath. 1211 Weat Roma.
FOH SALE
5
;
FOR RENT NIc front room with bath
Light
10
Stadebaker. flv passenger,BuIck,
South Arnn. nnone 14H3-R- .
1250; Ford
Roadster, 1I)0. 110 West Oold.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping room.
ONLY THE GRANT LEFT
with- gas. 821H tVest Central.
GOOD condition, full equipment;
bargain FOR RENT Room and porch, near
123t North) Second,
price, to olL
boarding house. 203 North Edith.
17Z7--

Arl,ona:
i""l
pnnn0 a;4-v- .
or country, beat raferencea. AddAm C
WANTED
University student or gradu-at- e
able to work on fruit ranch and J. B., cara Journal.
tutor
boy one hour per day. I AUDIT, check, open."- elnae" "and keep
Addreaa J. O. Morris, Socorro, New
Hir IMF Kill
fl SJHO 1 lllMtll
Income tax returns, eto. Walter U
WANTED
Real estate
and insurance
salesman, or man with some experience WH HAVE an experienced bookkeeper
in these lines, by
m
nisi innsj
crciai Plliail
pea:
firm;t prefer man of Independent menus, books to keep at a reasonable f
semes .Bureau,
west uoia,
r.xfarc 720-wishing to affiliate himself with prcs-'Irpoone
Apply Realty, Box 427. phone

ai

BEST bargain In city, a real buy; light
alx touring. A- -l new condition, only
run a few thouaand miles;
will sell or
trade for go.pd roadster; what have you?
Come see It and make an offer. 301 North

Third. Filling Station

DRIVERI.KSS FORD CO.
RENT-Ra- tea
15o per mile,
II per hour minimum.
Special ratea
week days.
Aek for them; Uao auto repairing. 121 North Third, phona (80.
FORDS FOR

FOR SALE
Naah touring 1221, purchased In November, run only 1.000
mllee; perfect condltton; many extras;
must be sold at once; owner leaving for
east; act quickly, Phon
mornings
18.15--

SAVE

upward of 50 per cent on tested
pans. Sludebaker, Dodge, Oldsmoblle,
Maxwell,
Chevrolet,
Grant, Ovorland,
E. M. F. ; Interstate,
Chalmers. Paige, BuIck, Does, Stoddard-Dayto- n
and others. Knglnea for stationary, truck

and tractor uae.
Any part or accessory for anv auto.
AUTO WRECKING CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
613-1- 5
West Central, phon 434.
New Mexico's oldest wrecking house.
Used csrs bought, sold and exchanged.
5
SAVE
per cent on dismantled
parts, tires, batteries, springs, wheels,
hearings, rims, fonders, electrical equipment, mngneto, gears, axlea and drive
to.
a complet line of
shafs, rtdiatora,
nans for Overland, all modols; Wlllye-ICnlg; BuIck,
4,
,
4; Studebsker,
4, 6; Chalmers, Beo 4; Paige, 4; Overland,
6: Hunmoblle. L-Maxwell,
pleasure
end trucks; Chevrolet. 490-B.; Mitchell,
9; Eaxon, . A complete line new rings,
gears, pinions and transmission gesrs
and axl shaft for any car. Mcintosh
Auto Co., 1111-West Copper.
WHEN IN N'KFJX OF
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magneto generators, wheels, gears, axles,
hearings, horns, accessories
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.

WE HAVB SALVAGED TO DAT"! THB
FOLLOWING MAKKS OF CARS:
Bulck C24. C25, Dll. D55; Cadillac,
Chalmers. Chandlor. Chevrolet 400. FB,
Hjbv Grand:
Dodg. TJort,
Ford. Hup 20. II. K. N.; Maxwell, Mitchell Olds i, OveW.md, every model: Saxon
4 nnd
4 and
; Willys-Knigh- t,
; Sludebaker

every model.

If you don't ses your car in th above
Hit. remember,
WB AIIH FALVADTNO I.ATB MODEL
CARS EVERY DAT.
In addition to th largeat stock of used
parts In the stale, we carry a COM-

PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shsfts.
axis shafts and general accessories, tor
ev-r-

car,
OUR PRICES ARB TUB LOWEST.
VIADUCT GARAGE,
600 HOUTH SECOND.
state.
T.nreest parts house in th
y

FOR SALE

Ranches

FOH SALE A small ranch, three-fourtmil west of bridge; modern bouse.

A.

J. James.
ROBERTS-TURNE-

avenue,

for years.

hav

CLIENT
LEAVING TOWN
And wishes to sell this well
built four-rotbrick home,
two porches, bath, maple floors,
will include window shades
and coal range; well located In
Third ward, four blocks from
prstofflce. Place Is almost new
and the price Is $4,400; $1,200
cash, balance $45.00 per month.

Co., 21S West Gold
handled rancn properties
,

acres In
FW
FALB OR TKADE
FruHvale, near paved road; fin grape
to
or chicke
termt
right
ranch; easy
party. Phon MS, or apply room 15, First
Nstlnnal BanK, or. 1100 South waiter.
BENTSON RANCH. Old Town boulevard,
must be sold., make offer; twenty-tw- o
acres,
houss, screened porch;
Implement, horses, cows, alfalfa, nrch-ar-ofl,
account
bsrrles; owner leaving
or 141.
health. Phon owner, S417-RRealtor copy Box 191 Old Albuouerqu.
FOP

DRESSMAKING
HEMSTITCHING pleating. Williams'
tll South Broadwai. ph, I1T-PLEATING,
and b.ix:
accordion, aid
mall order.
N. Crane,
Sit North
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phon IK,

SNAP,

For Somebody
modern brick, two
porches, fireplace, large, lot SO
x 142, garage, fuel sheds, situate in Fourth ward and completely furnished; Immediate
possession; $500 cqsh payment,
balance less than rent,
Five-roo-

A, C, Stares,
217 South Arno.
Phones - . - 16 and

REAL ESTATE
Means

food

1221-J-

.

SERVICE

values,

good titles,

terms arranged so that your
rent money secures a home for
you. This builds up a community, a city where every one
has a vital interest. It means
buyer and seller meet and part
better off for havinir met. Most

WM, J, LEVERETT,
Phone HO.

A

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

pleasing bungalow home, fronting West Central avenue. Paving paid. Price, $6,500; terms.
FOR RENT Dwelling.
Home with income of about $65. On
FOIt HUNT Small furnished house.
per month. Phon Hll-West Central
month,
avenue. Will give this bargain
FOR RENT
Furnished bungalow, West
to
price
ror summer, r'liona lis.
principals only.
FOR
RENT Unfurnished hous. alx $300 Down, $45.00
per month.
rooms,
SOO
In.
close
large
South
Apply
Beautiful bunpalow, rhoic loArno, phone 2316-.cation,
Fourth
ward.
Priced very
FOR RENT Howee, an Kinds; furnished
low. See tills.
and unfurnished.
McMllllon & Wood.
monitors, 2U west uold.
Right near postofflce; nice small
FOR RENT
furnished
bungalow. Valuable lot. Price
.. rivi. w Bins cimuren, eui Louse;
weal
only $3,800.
8

&

Realtors.
208 W, Gold. Insurance.

&

COURT

clean, cool, atrictly modern
apartments, now ready In fine
location, with Karaite, if wanted.
For appointment to see them,
call
J. A. HAMMOND,
821 E. Silver.
Phone 1S22--

home In Fourth

alx-roo-

aouth front. All hardAreola
floors.
heat,
breakfast room, fire place, sun
features. Can
room, built-i- n
be finished In few days. Better let ua show you this one.

$15.00.

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

I

WANTfcD-Me-

1

New
ward,
wood

Realtor.
Phone 110.
Third and Gold.

WANTED

241S-R-

It Lasts

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

WM, J. LEVERETT,

Mule,

Phone

Better

A

They will never be any cheaper, and the selection will never
be better, the terms are $10
down and $10 per month.
Ask Vs to Show Yon.

R

..ii-M.i- iit

New,

Another Opportunity.

$10.00 Per Load

HELP WANTED
WANTED--

As Long As

J.

218 West Gold.
Phone 407
CHOICE RESIDENCE
AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

80S--

Lnibeir

NOW IS THE TIME
T0-BUYOUR LOTS ON
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

ROBERTS-TURNE-

in

PARKVIEW

For Sale

Home

.g

J,

IrlHSCIEK, Realtor

PHONE

A Swell

mrii

iiiannsrin

s i. ismii.hiHii

mii

Six-roo-

stucco residence and a
frame, with two nice
porcheX
outbuildings,
large
shade trees. Lot 07 ft. x 100 ft.
two
Also
lots adjoining, each
25ft.xl43ft. All for $4,600.
$500 cash, $50.00 per mo,
DIECKMANV REltTT CO.
REALTORS
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 V. Uold Ave.
Phone 870

Five-roo-

Fir a. Accident, Aatoraiblle insurance,
Surety Boi 1, Loan.
No. Ill S. Fourth 81.
u'elephone 674,

V.isinmis.w

THIS IS WORTH WHILE

F01R SALE
$3.700

.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

mil M

ii'isinisni

- FOR
Wonderful opportunity to get a
home In Fourth ward, consisting
of living room, dining room, den,
two bedrooms,
fireplace,
large
features,
closets, kitchen, built-i- n
breakfast room, large lots shade
and garage. This home must be
sold at once. Price $5,800.
ACRERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtor.
120 S.' Fourth St.
Phone 414.

$2,700.
-l

.

of fiva and one
half acres with good house,
furniture and best flock ot high
producing leghorns included at
a real bargain. This place is
located five miles south of the
bridge and has over eight hundred feet on the paving.
As good a buy as you can find
with the best possible surroundings. A beautiful home on
Twelfth
street, modern In
every way.
J'Ort JIKXF
Ttt'O
houses, nice
dishes etc.
porches,
linens,
dollars
Sixty
each, water paid.
314 and 318 South Sycamore
street.
UMVEllRITir HEIGHTS XOTS
Are In good demand In the
further and most Restricted
IMRtrict; also have a few lots
left in the first district. Ten
Dollars per month socures any
one of them for vou.
.Main Office:
Second (i ml Gold Avenne.
H, CHAS, ROEHL
40 89.
Phones
Real Estate.
Insurance,

NOW OOE

one

&

FOURTH WARD
A Rood ranch

KINGSBURY
Realtor.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

4

et
ANWER

WOOUOUKE-r-

S

1

ft

r

Ob AM'
ONE. IN

EVEY

LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, good
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EAST PAYMENTS,
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.
D,

IJ

H1CKEV- R

IKNOW HEU
CLAQ TO

t
....

X

Five-roo-

11

FOR "RENT Three-roocottage,
at 609 East Pacific. Inquire
S1.1
East Pacific.
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage
with glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, 3:5,

JOBFPn COLLIKH,
Phone

207 W. Gold.

744.

PROFESSIONAL

iHUUire mue INortn Ktllth.
CARDS
FOR RENT
Furnished house, two rooms,
Avrj'OKMcva.
"
3J3 JOHN W.
mepitis- porcnes, gas ana water.
South Edith, phone 1431-WILSON,
Attorney.
FOR RENT Well furnished five-roos
II. 17 and
Cromwell Building.
modern house, 314 West Marquette.
115S-Inquire Dr. Kasterrtay.
PnVHICIAKH
ANI
SI'KOKONsT
liOR HUNT Four-ioomodern house UU.
two porches. 715 Houth Edith,
8. I. BURTON,
partly
Ulsease
of tne Stomach.
furnished, newly painter).
snlte.
Harnett HulMlnr
FOR. RENT
Unfurnished tour-rooDR. H. Ci.
house. $20 per month.
Inqulr
K
Nos and Thront.
""f.
piortn rtroaoway. Phone 10r8-,'
Barnett Building.
IF YOU want a home and a good garden,
puone til.
Offlc
Hours
call at llatton' store, west of Barelas
to II s, m.. and 1 to I n. m.
"miKr, Hnu investigate our plan
Wit.!. LEAKE my home; four rooms, fur- OK. MAHflAHKT CART tt' K K J I f T
ncsiueoc
r:ast Central. Phon III.
nished, brick, to reliable party,
Phon
671.
Jnn 1. 210 North- Walter.
LIST your vacant houses with the City
M.
for
Co.,
Realty
prompt and efficient
service, 207 Wrest Gold, phon 667.
Practice limited to
FOR RENT Nice four-roocottage. 107 GENITO
ClilNAR Y DISEASES

1.

mnvr

ll

u:j

W.

sheridamOT

.

West lmzeldlne. Inquire Broad Blcycl
OF THE SKI
uibf .V-- F
20 South Second, phone 736.
VVaaserma
Laboratory In Connscrton.
FOrt RENT Three-roowith
house
Bint?.
Phono H88.
sleeping porch, furnished. 224 North
$4!l month.
Sycemore,
Phone lr.6-F.
C.
BAKES, M. D.
FOR RENT
Modern brick sevca-rooDiseases of the Eye. Classes Fitted
house, furnished suitable for boerdert
or home. 118 North Maple, phone 2375-Office
removed to 114 N. Sec-on- d
FOR r"ent Neatly furnlsh7d "a'leepfiis
et. Ground floor. Phone 842.
FOIl RENT June 4, two month only,
room; close In. 317 South Third.
FOIl RENT Housekeeping rooms; also nndmodem furnished oottnge: two room
sleeping porch. I:n6 East Central.
CHIROPRACTORS
sleeping rooms. 60 South Second.
FOR RENT brick house, six rooms and E. F. CAK1USX.
FOR
RENT
Furnished
housekeeping
aleeplng
furnished:
porch,
completely
rooms. 211 South Walter, phona
1687-- J.
Chiropractor.
nlc
near high school. Phone
It and to ArmUa Building.
FOR RENT Nice, clean sleeping and 1647-.- location,
Housekeeping rooms. 131
North Third. FOR RENT Small bungalow, two
roouia
FOR SALE Furniture
FOR RENT Three modorn furnished
and
poreh, completely furrooms for light housekeeping. 421 West nished sleeping
for housekeeping. Inquire 614 FURNITURE B J P A 1 it 1 N l J an d ij plliosler- Santa F.
West Cos!.
lil-w- .
Ervl- - Bedding Co.
in,
FOR RENT On room for light house- FOR RENT Nicely furnished new four-roo- FOR
SALE Kitchen
cabinet, dlnTng
keeping, $10; near shops. 201 East
tab! and other articles.
bungalow: bath, front and back
1011 West
Lewis.
porch, garage: 1506 East Central. Apply r run.
FOIt RENT Furnished room, very at- 7'.'4 Kaat Central.
FOR SALE On square golden osk ten- tractive, close
reasonabls. tl West FOR RENT For two months, five-rooroom taoie, lor
vA,Biii,m
Copper.
15. D. Weinman. dining
house, completely
furnished
The Kconomlst.
with
FOR RENT Thre rooms, partly fur- sleeping porch, and boy to take car of FOR SALE Fit
rooms
of
nished and bath. 30J North Eighth, lawn. Phone 1266-J- .
'
also prnogrsph. baby buggy fu'.nlture;
snd bed,
phone B37-.FOR RENT Three-roomodern fur-- - refrigerator, sewing machine, cook stove,
out-sl- d
FOR
RENT Nice
nlehed house: two glsssed-l- n
wheelbarrow, good milk cow, and chick-ersleeping
aleeplng
rooms.
608 East Pacific
8H North Third.
216 It porches.
Albuquerque Hotel,
Inqulr at
909 South Walter.
North Second.
FOR RENT Modern sleeping room,
FOR RENT Three-roobrick house,
hath. Averlll
modern and furnished, eleeplng porcb
Apartments,
SORtl North Second
bungalow direct
and front porch, cellar and yard. Ap-pl- y WH WANT
from wner, at
407 South Walter.
price; give streev
FOR RENT Three nice larg rooms, well
number. Bor A., right
care Journal.
unfur-nlsheseven-roofurnished, modern, close In. ground FOIt RENT Modern
d
WANTED To buy for caah a four or'
floor: no sick. 313 West Iron.
house; deatrabl location. Infive-roomodern home; must be at a
quire Mr, Sherman at First Saving Bank bargain price.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room.
Address William Jay,
bath, In private horn, closs In. and Trust Co., phon t.
care Journsl.
lit South Arno. phon 1952-FOR RENT
i
VII furnished four-roo'
LONE
STAB
AUTO LINE
340
modern house,
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nl e. clean rooms:
per month; two big
Th
orange colored cars. Engl. Elerate by day or week. Over Paatlme porches. 315 North Fourteenth street.
Butt
Dam
1415
Roma.
West
and
phant
Hot Springs. N.
Theater, 2IH, West Centrsl.
Inquire
M.
at Engl, leaving
FOR RENT Unfurnished kitchen and FOR RENT Three-roofurnished cot- Hot Meet all train
11:30
m.
a.
at
and 1:10 p. m.
Springs
tage, balh and sleeping porch. Phon
large porch; also thre bed rooms,
Oldest Dam drivers, beat Dam car on
381-call for keys st 1524 East Cenpartly. 124 South Edith.
th Dim tin. W drlv uur own cars.
FOR RENT Large front room, ground tral, between nine and twelve.
Writ for reservation at our expense.
modern house,
floor, four windows, on block otf car FOR RENT Four-rooHEFFERNAN BH03., Props.
Una
with large screened porch, furnished,
609 West Fruit, phon
2042-.- I.
Hot Springe. N. M.
chicken yard end garsge. Apply
EI.CIN HOTEL Sleeping roome and with
10J3 South Edith, phone 1173-a,
Albuquerque-SantPe- - Tso
housekeeping apartment, by th day,
or montn. soz
house, comDAILY STA(;i5
For RENT Nice
west central.
.
To Taos (Read Down)
pletely furnlehed; bath, large lot, fruit
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished",
1009
reave
South Fourth. Sea Broad
7:!0 a. m.
adjoining bath, use of
close In; trees,
Arrlv
Bicycle Co.. 220 South Second, phone 736.
.10:jo a. m.
one or two gentlemen. 703phon,
West Silver,
Leave
12:.10 u. in.
three-rooClean
RENT
FOR
furnished
FOR RENT Two desirable light house- Leave
13:311 p. 111.
bungalow; all modern conveniences;
Keeping rooms, clean and well ventll- - glassed-lArrive
g;0J p. m.
eleeplng porch; newly decorteo. 417 south Walter, phon 1903-To
Alhuuoerqne (Bead Dp)
ated. 9,12 per month. 615 East Silver.
BEST sleeping room In town for J12.59
7:00 p. m.
Albuquerqu
...Arrive...
four-rooMew
RENT
house
Santa F
per month, nicely furnished, clean, FOR
Leave.,, 4:00 p.m.
screen porclr, shed, garage, fir place
Pant F
cool: private entrance and bath; no alck. chicken
p. m.
..12:45
Arrlv.
n
Preaby-terlaon
block from
yard:
509 West Iron.
Arrive. ..11:15 a. m.
Espantla
114 North Cedar.
Sanatorium.
Tans
.'Leave... 7:10 a. m.
NEWLY FURNISHED outside sleeping
FARE TO SANTA FK, (4.50
Unfurnished house in
rooms, running water, olos In, by day FOIt RENT
TO TAOS, $11.50.
Fourth ward; four large rooms with
or week. Lineman Apartments, 112 South
lawn
slmde
and
Albuouerqu
trees,
bath,
Rlngllng
Headquarters
gBrage;
914-Third, phone
Brother' Cigar Stor. 210 West Central
modern In evory respect. Plrone 1122-FOR RENT Two large rooms well furAver. . Pbon 600.
w
IlKNT
leav1,
FOR
About
Jun
ar
nished, modern, close In, ground floor,
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Confeing for the east; hsva several houaea ctionery. Phon
with back and front porches; vacant June which
ttz.
w
want to leas from thre to
1.
Call at 306 West Iron.
six months, so that w will not nav to
FOR RENT Excluslv. well furnished depend on others to look after thrn
TIME
CARDS
room, with large sleep. ng porch, hot while w ar away; house located In
water heat and bsth: centrally located. highlands, close to carlln and will b
621 West Coal.
Phon 1744-at bargain prlcea; three to flv
FOR RENT On larg room furnished rooma; modern exceS)t heat. Apply 714
East
Central.
for light housekeeping, and canvassed
sleeptng porch, In modern horn: east
exposura; cool and clean; garaga it deCARPENTERING
sired. 122.1 South Edith.
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
FOR RENT Furnished light liousueen-InAll kinds of work. Phon 1671-WEBTBCra.-- Dally.
room with gleeplng porui, disc
DO ODD JOB carpeuteting
Arrlv. Depart.
room on ground floor, gas. imn:
and Train.
phone, WB
hous
well people, no children. 416 "Vest Go d.
building, reasonabls; Investigate No. J Th Scout.... 1:30 pro 1:10 pm
our low prices; estimate tree. Pbon No. I Calif. Unilted.lo:30 am 11:00 am
opposite postofflc.
839H-J. F. Kluken, 11 IJfshK
No. I Fargo Fast. .10:60 am 11:10 am
outside
All
OCCIDENTAL HOTEL
AND
BUlUilNG. all No. t The Navslo. .11:11 am 1:00 aia
rooms and new furniture, furnished or CONTRACTING
SOUTHBOUND.
adobe
kinds; all kind
a specialty;
unfurnished apartments;
also sleeping
10:10 pm
room at $4 to 17 per week; hot and estimates furnished (rr.. A. H. alao- - No. 19 El Paao Exp
87
11:10 am
1234
t.
99.
El
Paso
North
No,
Eleventh, phon
cold water In each room; new manage-nien- Intyre.
Esp
EASTPODND.
S22'4 Estt CtntraL W. F. Harnett, I WANT you to Investigate my low prices
No.
1:40 pm
1B33-Th
1:14
pa
on any kind of
phon
building proposition No, 4t Calif. Navajo..
Limited. s.OO pm i:0 pm
hav In view. A. B. Palmar. Bungs-loy
V.
No.
&
1:10 pm
I
FOR RENT Storeroom
t:2
pm
Eight..'
Builder, boa i. city. Phon 1761-No. 10 Th Scot.... 1:20 am 1:10 ai
FOR RENT Store at lll!4 North First, BUILDING, alterations, repairing, larg
rsca io:rra.
jobs or small; work by contract or ly
oorner of Mountain road and First
th day: nssonable prices; work guar- No, 18 From El Paso l:SS put
street. See P. F. McCsnna.
No. 10 From Bl Paso 7:M am
estimate
Call
JohnE.
E.
antee.!;
fres
WILL arrango to suit tenant a 50x100 son. 17SR-No. ft
No. 10
1
mnct st rlen
John.
foot brick building; good condition;
for Clovia, Feces Van- -.
City an J
excellent location; reasonable terms. See
O
Coast,
or writ I Heyman, 109 North First, FOR RENT
Office Roomt No. 9) ornnect. at leljB -with No. tl
Albuquerque. N. M.
FOIt KENT 5ff Ici' roo- - a," Luiia "sirickiei from Clovlg and points eat.- and eojth
int. ivuruor iko ireusrimeni.
PERSONAL
FOIt RENT Of tic opposlt
postofflc
nd
chamber
commerce,
Wright
JptRh.
their horn. Phon 105S-J- ,
building. Fourth and Gold.
Co..

ClisBank

l,

WANTEDHisir

Ha'

,,

Jr.

ly
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Should Have Today

ii

Real nice New Mexico grown Sugar Peas

Pound,

I

Pounds, 35c.

18c; 2

CASH

JOHN "
JUST A PEASANT,

"DISCIPLE

UM

Willi

Under the leadership of patriotic
organizations of the city and county, Albuquerque paid tribute to her
fallen heroes yesterday, the day
consecrated to their memory. The
outstanding feature of the celebration of Momorial day was the procession which formed at Odd Fellows hall and marched to Fairview
cemetery where appropriate services wevs performed and tho soldiers' graves decorated.
Following the ceremonies at the
cemetery the procession proceeded
to Barelas bridge, where flowers
were strewn on the water of the
Kio Crande in honor of the dead
sailors and marines.
The procession former at
o'clock and, aside from citizen?
who are not directly connected
with any of the patriotic organizations, was composed of the folthe
lowing bodies: Grand Army of
Republic. American Legion, WomVetWar
Snaninh
en's Auxiliary.
erans. Woman's Relief Corps, Veterans of Foreign Wars and members of Troop "A," who served as
the firing squad.
Services at the unknown soldiers' monument were impressive.
O. H. Mitchell delivering a short
and aooroorlate address.
At noon, in I. O. O. F. hall, the
W. R. C. served luncheon to all of
the organizations' participating In
the' exercises. Speeches appropriate to the occasion were made
after the meal.
About BOO people attended the
riknlo given by the Sunday school
classes of the First Baptist church.
Lunch was served at 12:80 o'clock
by tho Sundav school ladies. Free
lemonade and ico cream were
served all day by the members ol
the Amoma society. Races and
games were on tho program, tin;
big feature of which was the base-of
ball game between the members
the young married men's Sunday
school and the Asoga society, remarsulting in the victory o the
ried men with a score of 18 to 16.
most of the cars of
Although
Masons attending tho Masonic picnic yesterday left frora the owners'
houses, over fifty Riitomobiles left
the temple In Hie morning for Alameda grove, where the outing was
held. A temporary shooting
a fortune telling booth, and
gallery were
a ball throwing
A baseball
features.
amusement
and the
Masons
same between the
played. Ice
DeMolnv boys was
cream, candy, coffee, fruit and
soda pop were served throughout
the day by the order.

Rugs and Blankets
CHOICE DESIGNS AND COLORS
BIG SHIPMENT JUST RECEIVED
Also Extra Special Values in Indian
Beaded Bags, Moccasins,
Baskets, Pillow Tops,
Pennants, Souvenir Spoons,
Navajo Indian Jewelry and
Hand Painted Leather Novelties.

pal-ier- v,

SOUTH FIRST ST

Artistse!

the Water.

On

Genuine Navajo Indian

117

THEA

oonhnxocsi to

y
Procession Marches to
and Barelas Bridge
Where Flowers Are Strewn

Phone 28

STORE,

ESSS

pa

V

TODAY AND TOMORROW
11

p.

u

m.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

III

t

F

Sin!

w

-

wy

I

K

Absorbing!

Compelling!

"

'

1

ill

v
Melchior Brcitsamter, as John the
Disciple, on way to Oberam-merga- u
theater for Passion Play.
Melchior Breitsamter, as John
the Disciple, merely a Bavarian
peasant, goes calmly ..bout hia
every-da- y
work, but when he takes
part in the Pasison Play now
being shown in the little town of
Oberammergau he becomes a great
actor and his peasant life drops
away from him.
MY SH I.LI.tD PINON
NUTS
will be delivered from tho Krrd
Harvey .News tstund. Allii(iicriiie.
N. M.. t'NTII.
FURTHKIC
I amili' S.
Spitz, 323 North

aootsH

the beautiful French production, "The Sheik's
Wife," some of the best talent of the Continent appeared.
Marcel Vibert of the Comedic Francaise assumes the role
of the Sheik, and charming Emmy Lynn, a lovely young
English actress, plays the part of Estelle Graydon, the ro
mantic British girl, who becomes' the bride of an Arab of
the desert.
,
In

.

Strawberries for PreservDaily's Kash & Karry.
...
'

For

Broilers
Sale
Poultry Ranch. Phono

Gentry's

1700--

I

,

UKO

it
Mil

The Ordeal"

.j

Gorgeous gowns are worn by Miss Ayres in this proi
photodrama of primitive emotions filmed in Arabia duction. In fact, every time she appears in a set she has
with thousands of natives riding on spirited steeds. Love a different mode to offer.
scenes enacted under the palm in summer camp. Interiors
ADDED ATTRACTIONS :
of tent harems. All the mystery and subtle lure of the
A

Free Soap this week. East in a gorgeous spectacle.
Daily's Kash & Karry.
ADDED ATTRACTIONS

PASTil

CURRENT EVENTS

Extra Added Attraction

2

ACTS OF VAUDEVILLE-

2

THEATER

DIAMOND RING

GUY'S

WISEMAN 5

I

.

"SKIP AHOY!"

Today

If

.

m

Jlgnes lyres

Tenth.

ing.

S

Sunnorled by a w on- dorful cast, IncludinK
COXKAO NAGEL anil
CLARENCE BURTON.

w

lrvA

v

the past tlireo weeks. He expects
to remain in the city indefinitely.
BLUMENSHINE DAIRY
E. Mahuram left yesterday for ROAD FROM AMARILL0
Pure Milk and Cream
I.os AnReles to spend two months
IN
ALBUQUERQUE
TO
vacation wit;, h:s family, who
Delivered Anywhere
A Goldwyn Graphic Feature.
make their home there.
In Any Quantity.
FINE SHAPE, REPORT
NOTE Advance in Prices.
Dr. U. F. Copp and David Hind
PHONE 2412-R- 3
10c.
this morning for a fish-In- g
Children
Matinee:
Adults,
25c;
E23 will leave in
tourists
of
to
a
party
According
ORA CLYDE, Nut Comedienne
tho Jemez country.
trip
Night: Adults 35c; Children 15c. (Tax Included.)
arriving last nisht from north
They will return on Monday.
LA RUE & GRESHAM
Texas the road from Amarlllo ac-to
is in fine shape on
Albuquerque
A
Singing,
Talking and Dancing.
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count of light rains which hardstretches.
the
of
most
sandy
ened
IN VERACITY OF CITY
REGULAR PRICES.
in Or Wrist Watch Is Very ApproPR. FRANK E. MacCRACKEX,
Heavy going was encountered
DR. DAISY B. MacCRACKEX,
priate for n Graduation Gift.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM several nlaces through gyp rock
Osteopathic Physicians.
and alkali stretchos.
S. 2d
Ki P. Building. Phono Offlco 8B-Speed Wnscons at ,1 f
The road Is well marked with 215
Heavy winds last night damaged
across
Your Service. .
Residence 89-the city fire alarm wires, crossing the exception of one '! retch
Sumner and
jeuome stob them at some points in sucb a man- rountry between Fort norm
1
baseball
games,
picnics,
Sunday
ui
ner that alarms were sent In every Vaughn and anotner
and long trips a specialty.
OUR ELECTRIC FLOOR
hours. tancla.
few minutes for several
We
window
324
Second.
fireSouth
for
Phone 371,
pay good prices
iithmirh tfe season has hardly
( To replace that broken
Kleetricians located several of thy
SURFACER
arms such as Rifles. Shot
glsss. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
troubles during tho night. Tiv started the Harvey houses along
Phono 21. 423 North First.
Guns. Pistols. 'Must be in
firemen remained near the engines the way report a neavy
"
Will make your old floors like
i
25 cents to Any Part of the City
A.l condition.
some"
nearly all night ns there was no traffic and large parties,
new
new:
.,
to
floors
Picnic
Parties
213
Rates
irst
your
f
perfect.
Street
Special
S(iib
nf trllintr at first whether the times fivo and six cars, are espec
C. H. TItYOX. Phone 2070-Largo Seven Passenger Cars
automatic alarm rang a fake or a ially numerous.
In
Stand
Alley By
fire.
Meyer & Meyer Tailor Shop.
furnishcompletely
Apartment,
TITLE
HAY FEVER ASTHMA
NET
ANOTHER
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
ed; three - rooms and bath,
When things look black, bring
Violet Ray Treatment
I
CC
TILDEN
1005
Call
at
1 1 L1
porch.
sleeping
ANNEXEDJBY
I) It. D. R. MURRAY.
your clothes to us.
DOINGS
West Central.
N. T, Armijo Bldg.
Phone Hi cleaned
latest
process.
by
(By The Ainnrlated IrreM.l
Maiiv neonlo driving on the
30. William
May
Philadelphia,
"THE LAONDRY
Heights in the evening have re- - T Tilden II, world's tennis cnam-pio215 South Second St.
Taks a pint glass or mug, put
par x
jj-arked on the fragrance in the
added another to his long list
OF QCAL1TY"
of
cream in
about four ounces
air from the honeysuckles which of net titles today oy taxing u
and
it. Then pour in a bottle of
i..
are now In bloom. In the early l llillll 1'IUII.TH.
i,i I' r.r phllnrtelnhiH.
Dry
Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
'
Manzano Iron AVater Oh, Hoy!
FINP SHOE REPAIRING
morning and at the dusk, these district from WalHice E. Johnson,
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs
Kouthe
makes
famous
rhis
vines arc literally alive with hum- tho chop stroko expert, ancr a Ladies' Half Soles
75c
ABOUT
For those who
miss drink.
battle. The Rubber Heels, Goodyear . ...40e
ming birds, and it is a very pretty h.,.,1 fr,,iht flvn-sFOX
148
449.
have a weak stomach, set the
OOc
to seo; them flitting from score's were:
Men's Halt Soles
sight
PRESENTS
118 South Fourth.
bottle of Iron Water in a pitchone flower to another sipping tho
Rubber
Heels. Goodyear. .. .40c
er of warm water for- about
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP.
honey from the blossoms.
CARD OF TIIASKS.
6A7-five minutes, pour the water
The University Heights Realty
We wish to thank our friends 213 8. Second St. Phone
from pitcher, put another lot
Free Call' and Delivery.
company sold a beautiful lot on and neighbors for the kindness
i?
ot water in still warmer water,
Vassar avenue last week to Wil- and floral gifts that they strewed Work Done While Sou Walt.
set bottle in five minutes more.
liamson & Harlow, who are mak- - on us in the time of our sorrow
Served at Bracy's
Then pour the bottle ot Iron
ing immediate arrangements to of our son and brother that passCafeteria
Water in with- - the cream. This
build an attractive home,
ed away.
ARTS AND CRAFTS SHOP.
will digest in any kind ot a
One fashion is being started on
BODDY'S
FARMS
These acts of gratitude will forNew
Jersey
Gifts
Unique Wedding
At all soda
weak stomach.
tho Heights which it is hoped will ever be remembered by us.
em2413-R-- 4
cross
for
Phone
designs
stitch,
'
fountains.
bo encouraged by all home own- -'
MR. and MRS. ELI GORET.
stampstencil,
Batik,
broidery,
era. That is the planting of evcr-- j
of Tucson. Ariz.
ing.
ROMANCE OF PtSEKt LIFE greens. They require some time
MR. and MRS. E. S. GORET,
I. B. WESTLAKE,
year, but
and Family.
jand attention the first
Mellni Bldg., Over Penney's.
after that scarcely more than any
MISS MARTHA GORET,
Phone 170.
V
ordinary tree, and they certainly
AT 8 O'CLOCK
.MISS STELLA GORET,
do add much to the appearance
Albuquerque.
of a ljoine, especially in the winter
AND HEAR A FARMER "LIFT THE LID" ON
OX THE BEST FLOOR Vt NEW, MEXICO.1
when everything else is bare.
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Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.
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New Mexico grown Beets and Turnips.
They are fine.
Sweet Cherries and Apricots from
California.
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SOME DRINK
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Come to the AlthORY TQRIGHT

DANCE

Also "Fox News"
and

DEATHS

Larry Seir.sfi
in

The Star Boarder

Daily's Kash & Karry.

FUNERALS

AND

LL'CEnO The funeral of Mrs.
Antoniu .Lucero, who died last
Monday evening at her residence, 9
will be held this, morning at
o'clock from the family residence.
Hurial will be at Mount Calvary
cemetery. . Crollott is in charge.

DOLE Mrs. Joe Ogle, aged 26
years, died ut her 'home on West
Central avenue, at 5:60 o'clock yes
Mrs. Ogle had
terday afternoon.
lived here a year,
coming from
Is
survived
She
Tenn.
f;ena,
by her
husband mid a
daughter
here, and her mother, father, three
sisters and two brothers In Tennessee. Funeral arrangements will be
Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and 6. announced later. C. T. French- - is
There arc undelivered telegrams in charge.
t tho Western
Union for T. M.
M.
GARCIA. Victor
Garcia,
I'ryar, Thomas Coombs, George K. infant
pnn of Mr. and Mrs. Julio
O.
Helen
Crawford,
Rogers and 1'.
Garcia, died yesterday morning at
liutiorrez.
his home, 037 South Third street
Factory wood, full truck load, after r short illness.
Funeral
four dollars. Halm Coal Company. services were held
yesterday afthona 91.
3
ernoon
at
o'clock. Burial w.s
' ' Temple Lodge, number one. wib made at San Joso
Garbold a special communication to- - cia and Sons were cemetery,
In charge.
' iiifiht for, work in the first degree.
SA X DOVAL.
Horn, yesterday, to Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral
services
K.' V. Carleton, 1210 South Amo of Eseoiastica G. Sandoval, 44
'
who
died
last
years
old,
"feet, a hoy.
Sunday
'
d Mrs. L. O. Andereon night, will bo held this morning
Mr.
8:30
o'clock
at
from
the
family
ill leave tomorrow for an! overresidence to San Felipe chure'l.
land trip to El Paso and Los
Bur-i..- l
where
services
will
he
held.
absent
be
will
during
They
will be made at Santa Barih summer months.
bara
Garcia
and
Sons
cemetery.
YVeillcr and will be
Mrs. Harry
in. charge.'daughter, 'Miss Clare Weiller, left
on Tuesday for, HI. Louis to visit
C H.' CONNER. M. I). D. O.
Mrs. Weiller's , parents for two
(KKHipallilc
Kpcrlnlkt.
' 'months.
,
Stern Bids.. Tel. "II I .1. 325-Jr..' of Los An- -'
.1. 10. Nichols
llccii-l'xf le,. has been lie guest of hi?
The
;llilrrslec
Co,,
, 'sister, Miss Louise M. Nichols, lor 211 liisl Ccntrul, 1'tioue 737. IV.

Thomas' Ice Cream
Gallon. 1'sikcd.
and delivered,' J1.00

riionc

- -

313

FURNISHED
APARTMENT

ROOM
ELK'S BALL
the Elks' Band.'

124 South Arno

TOMORROW NIGHT

CONGRESS.

Mr. Benfamin C. Marsh,

Benefit of

Living room, bed room, large
bath adcloset, kitchenette;
joining; private entrance. Large
screened front porch. Cool. No
sick or children.

Elks' Orchestra.
Admission per couple.

..

.$1.00

Tax,' 10c.' Total

.

president of the Farmers'
National Council, will give you a photograph, of
'conditions in Washington as they really are, and
make some valuable suggestions as to a remedy.
The Public Is Cordially Invited. Ladies More Than
Welcome.

:t

.$1.10
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LOCAL ITEMS
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EMPIRE Cleaners
DTERS AND HATTERS
IXVO CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

Well Country Camp

For Convalescent

Tubercular
In tho mountains. Kates SI 2.50
per wvrU. For reservations
490-- J
,

Phone

FOR RENT
Newly decorated, most restful
ind attractively furnished four
rooms; modern: Janitor service
once a week. If Interested see
this . ideal apartment. Don't
phone.

McCREIGHT'S
Apartment Home
:II5

West

fenl

Avcuuc.

CERRILLOS

VAUDEVILLE
Two Big Acts
ORA CLYDE,

UNIFORM SIZE.

EGG

COAL

f--

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE
More Heat Units per Pound.
More Ponnds per Dollar.

The Most Satisfactory, Economical, and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

Fuel for

,

IIAIIN COAL

CO.

Phone 91

the Hut Comedienne

LA DDE & GRESIIAhl

.

ICE CREAM IS A FOOD

Singing, Talking and Dancing in Addition to Regular Picture Program
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES
;

B THEATER

v

,

A. D. A. is best.

Have' you tried it?

".

ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE

V

DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank You! Cal Again.

.Phone, 351

321 North Second St.
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